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Abstract

This thesis presents a study of galaxy evolution in the local universe. I study how environments shape the structures of galaxies, and how internal and external processes affect star formation. I perform four investigations of galaxy properties: a study of the relations between size, mass and velocity dispersion of 124,524 galaxies from SDSS DR7; I estimate star formation rates using Hα and Dn4000 for galaxies in the MaNGA survey; a study of the spatial distribution of star formation in 1494 MaNGA galaxies; and finally, a study of 215 barred and 402 unbarred galaxies, to investigate how bars affect star formation.

I find that environment plays a key role in the evolution of galaxies, both structurally and in terms of their star formation. Using core velocity dispersion to study the effects of minor mergers and tidal/ram pressure stripping, I find that central galaxies are up to 30% larger and more massive than satellites. I suggest that minor mergers play a crucial role in the increase in size and mass of centrals. In addition, I find that satellites have a uniform radial suppression of star formation, compared to centrals, which may be due to the strangulation of their cold gas supplies.

I study the internal processes that affect star formation and find that specific star formation rate is suppressed at all radii for high mass galaxies. Massive galaxies are more likely to have suppressed star formation in their cores, which I determined is caused by a combination of morphological quenching and AGN feedback. Finally, I study the role of galaxy bars in regulating the circumnuclear and disk star formation in late-type galaxies. I find that barred galaxies have lower star formation in their disks than unbarred galaxies, and that they are more likely to have enhanced star formation in their cores.
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Introduction

“A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away....”

– Star Wars, 1977

1.1 History

Astronomy is arguably the oldest form of science. Humans are inexorably drawn to the skies and our yearning to understand the nature of the heavens above is strong. In fact, evidence for humans studying the skies dates back thousands of years into pre-history. It is believed, for example, that the original purpose of the Stonehenge monument was an astronomical observatory (Baldwin et al., 1981; Gaffney et al., 2012), before the addition of the eponymous stones and the sites transforming into a place of predominantly religious worship (Baldwin et al., 1981; Gaffney et al., 2012; North, 1997).

Our drive as a species to understand our place in the cosmos has lead to many centuries of astronomers and scientists to categorise and classify the objects of the night sky. The earliest written records of astronomical observations trace back to the ancient Greeks, the works of Claudius Ptolemy, which categorised the motions of celestial objects in the 2nd Century CE. Ptolemy’s cosmology (or model of The Universe) was a geocentric one, and remained the dominant and most influential model for 1200 years (Copernicus, 1543; Crowe, 1990).

It was in 964 CE that the Persian Astronomer Abd al-Rahman al-Sufi (Azophi) published his work the ‘Book of Fixed Stars’, which provided the first historical mention of a ‘cloud’ above the constellation of Pegasus. This cloud, later known as the Great Nebula of Andromeda and now referred to as the Andromeda Galaxy, was the first recorded observation of an object we now know to be outside of our own galaxy. Azophi also recorded the shapes
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Fig. 1.1 The map of the Milky Way, as produced by William and Caroline Herschel, through the use of star counts. The solar system is the bold point near the centre of the image. From Herschel (1785).

of a number of star clusters and made reference to the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, which are not in fact visible from his home in Iraq.

Since the invention of the telescope in the early 18th Century, many astronomers began to observe the nebulae and star clusters in detail. In 1771, French astronomer Charles Messier published his ‘Catalog of Nebulae and Star Clusters’, containing 103 nebulae and stellar clusters. Amusingly, Messier did not publish his list with the intention of studying the objects. He was a comet hunter and was frustrated by the similarities between nebulae and comet tails. His list was a list of objects that he wished to avoid when combing the night sky for new comets. In the 20th Century the list was added to, from observations of objects listed in Messier’s notes, expanding to 110 in total.

Included in the Messier Objects are many clouds we now know to be distinct galaxies, such as Andromeda and the Triangulum Galaxy. When the catalog was published it was believed that these nebulae were clouds within the Milky Way, which was thought to be the only galaxy in the Universe. Studies of the Milky Way were underway at the time, with astronomers coming to realise the Galaxy itself was a flat disk. One such study was undertaken by Caroline and William Herschel, using Herschel’s famous 20m telescope. The siblings mapped stars in all directions from Earth, and using some flawed assumptions attempted to map our own galaxy. Figure 1.1 shows the map that Herschel produced by counting stars in each direction. The map is of course inherently flawed, as Herschel had assumed that not only did every star have the same inherent brightness, but that the Galaxy was of uniform density, and that he could see the Galaxy’s edge.

With the invention of photography in the 19th Century, astronomical research took to new heights. Astrophotography pioneer Isaac Roberts took the first long exposure photograph of the Great Nebula of Andromeda in 1888, which is shown in Figure 1.2. This photograph
was the first to reveal the spiral structure of the nebula, which was an unexpected feature. It was around this time that the term ‘spiral nebulae’ was coined, and much effort was made by astronomers to study the nature of these clouds. Of particular interest were the observations that revealed that the nebulae contained individual stars.

In the 1920’s Edwin Hubble used the direct relationship between the luminosity of Cepheid variable stars and their distance to measure how far away the Andromeda nebula and other spiral nebulae were (Hubble, 1925). To the surprise of Hubble, and the astronomical community as a whole, the Andromeda nebula was found to be 700,000 light years from Earth, much further than the edge of the known Galaxy (Hubble underestimated this distance, however, as the true distance to Andromeda is 2.5 million light years). Further observations of spiral and elliptical nebulae confirmed this, showing that there existed more than one galaxy and that a new field of astronomy had been born: The Extra-Galactic.

While Hubble and his contemporaries were working on observational astronomy, a new field of science was being born in Germany. Albert Einstein was composing his General Theory of Relativity (Einstein, 1913). Einstein’s formulation of gravity gave birth to the field of cosmology, the study of the very nature of the cosmos. Einstein, however, was a fan of the steady state theory of The Universe. He added in a cosmological constant to the mathematics
of his theory to prevent the expansion or collapse of The Universe (mathematically speaking), and vowed to find a physical interpretation of that constant.

Worlds collided when Hubble, now studying the spectral make up of the light from the extra-galactic nebulae, discovered his next ground breaking findings. By measuring Doppler shifts, the shift in the colour of light due to relative motion, Hubble showed that most galaxies have been red shifted, proving that they are moving away from the Milky Way. This motion was found to occur in all directions, implying that all galaxies other than the most local are receding from each other. Einstein’s cosmological constant was found to be in error, The Universe itself was expanding, not in a steady state.

These observations made up the basis of modern cosmology and extra-galactic astronomy. With the addition of dark matter, first hypothesised in the early 20th Century and confirmed by Vera Rubin and Kent Ford in the 1980s (Rubin et al., 1980), and dark energy in the 1990s (Riess et al., 1998), cosmology evolved once again. Baryonic matter took a back seat in the workings of the cosmos, making up only $\sim 5\%$ of energy in The Universe. The influence of dark matter in particular was of great interest to extra-galactic astronomy, as it not only explained the rotation curves of spiral galaxies, but provided a mechanism by which galaxy groups and clusters can form. The role of these groups and clusters in the evolution of galaxies makes up the inspiration of this work.

## 1.2 Modern Sky Surveys

In the late 1990s and the early 2000s the digital revolution hit astronomy in a big way. Gone were the days of photographic plates and observing individual objects one at a time. CCDs, spectrographs and other technologies allowed astronomers to begin mapping the skies in a way that had not happened before. Sky surveys, be they all sky redshift surveys, photometric surveys, deep imaging, or space based telescopic surveys, changed the way we looked at the skies. The tidal wave of data from these massive surveys revolutionised astronomy, as we were no longer limited to studying small samples of individual objects, but could study thousands to millions of objects statistically.

One such survey was the 2-degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey (Colless et al., 2001, 2dFGRS), which began observations in 1997. The survey was carried out at the Australian Astronomical Observatory, formerly the Anglo-Australian Observatory, in New South Wales, using a multi-object spectrograph capable of taking spectra from 400 objects at once. Over 5 years of observations 2dFGRS measured the spectra from over 245,591 objects, including 232,155 galaxies. The survey’s primary goals were in the realms of cosmology, and it contributed to the evidence in favour of the standard model of cosmology ($\Lambda$CDM) by
measuring baryonic acoustic oscillations, the density of non-relativistic matter and putting limits on the total mass of massive neutrinos.

While 2dFGRS was scanning the sky in optical wavelengths, the Two Micron All Sky Survey (Skrutskie et al., 2006, 2MASS) was mapping point sources across the entire sky in the infrared. Observations were made using a pair of 1.3m telescopes, one in Mount Hopkins, Arizona, and the other in Cerro Tololo, Chile. The survey used three infrared bands, \(J\) (1220 nm), \(H\) (1630 nm), \(K_s\) (2190 nm)) and catalogued 471 million point sources and 1.6 million extended sources. Like 2dFGRS, the real strength of these surveys is not in their initial science results, but in the release of large catalogues of objects with measured properties to the public domain. Releasing this data allowed astronomers from around the world to access and study the cosmos without needing to re-observe to same objects.

Many sky surveys are performed from ground based telescopes, however this is not the only way to study the cosmos. Using space based telescopes it is possible to gain a unique perspective compared to the ground. Indeed, perhaps the biggest limitation of ground based observatories is the Earth’s atmosphere itself. Refraction from the gases in our atmosphere and absorption from water vapour and other molecules limits not only the resolution possible in telescopes, but also the wavelengths that can be observed. From space, however, these limitations are not present. For example, the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (Wright et al., 2010, WISE) mapped the sky in multiple near-infrared wavebands which are absorbed by atmospheric water vapour. WISE’s all sky catalog is used to this day for a variety of extra-galactic studies, such as measuring star formation rates in dusty galaxies and studying Active Galactic Nuclei.

Perhaps the most influential sky survey, however, is the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (York and SDSS Collaboration, 2000, SDSS), which began observations in 2000 on the 2.5-meter Sloan Foundation Telescope at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico (Gunn et al., 2006). SDSS began by capturing images in 5 bands from over 8000 square degrees, and measured the spectra of 800,000 galaxies. Until 2009 the telescope operated in both imaging and spectroscopic mode, but since then has operated purely as a spectrographic observatory. As SDSS evolved over the years more projects were added, such as the APO Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE) and Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS), which aimed to study everything from the evolution of the Milky-Way to the very cosmological constants which define The Universe.

SDSS has played a major role in the study of extra-galactic astronomy, releasing public databases of millions of categorised galaxies. Multiple Value Added Catalogues (VACs) have been released which study the reduced SDSS data and provide catalogues of many frequently used galaxy properties. For example the New York University Value Added Catalog (Blanton
et al., 2005b, NYU-VAGC) compiles spectroscopic and photometric measurements from SDSS galaxies and cross-matches them with other surveys, such as 2dFGRS and 2MASS. The MPA-JHU catalog, alternatively, provides measurement of galaxy properties such as stellar mass, star formation and emission line fluxes for 818,333 unique objects.

The Fourth Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Blanton et al., 2017) began operations in 2014, and includes three separate projects. APO Galactic Evolution Experiment 2 (APOGEE-2) which continues the Galactic stellar survey programs of previous Sloan surveys, the extended Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (Dawson et al., 2016, eBOSS) which studies the properties of quasars and galaxies at high redshift in a cosmological survey, and Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory (Bundy et al., 2015, MANGA) which is an integral field spectroscopy survey studying 10,000 nearby galaxies to measure spatially resolved spectra.

The work in this thesis is based on single fibre spectroscopy from the Data Release 7 of SDSS (Abazajian et al., 2009, DR7), and MaNGA IFU spectroscopy from Data Release 14 (Abolfathi et al., 2017, DR14). The technical details of the MaNGA survey are summarised in Section 1.4.

1.3 Galaxy Evolution and the Role of Environment

1.3.1 Galaxy Structure

Since Hubble identified that the spiral and elliptical nebulae were in fact galaxies in their own right in the 1920s there has been much effort into understanding their structure, composition, and evolution. Hubble himself constructed a view of galaxy structure and evolution using a technique now referred to as ‘Hubble’s Tuning Fork Diagram’ (Hubble, 1926).

‘Early type’ galaxies make up the left side of the fork; these are galaxies which have a smooth, featureless distribution of stars and are typically elliptical or lenticular in shape. The right side of the fork is split into two groups, the barred and unbarred spirals, which are together referred to as ‘late types’. Late types have disk-like morphologies, which may include spiral arms, bars, rings or bulges. It is important to note, however, that the early and late type names are something of a misnomer, as they do not in fact refer to any assumption based on the evolution of these galaxies. Hubble himself said of the names:

The nomenclature, it is emphasized, refers to position in the sequence, and temporal connotations are made at one’s peril. The entire classification is purely empirical and without prejudice to theories of evolution.

_Hubble (1927)._
In the modern view, galaxy populations are often described in terms of scaling relations, such as the ‘Colour-Magnitude Relation’, ‘Size-Mass Relation’ and the ‘Fundamental Plane’. Among many other relationships, these correlations provide vital insights into the structure and evolution of galaxies.

The relationship between a galaxy’s colour and its brightness, referred to as the ‘Galaxy Colour-Magnitude Diagram’, is perhaps the most important relationship when discussing classifications of galaxies (Baldry et al., 2006, 2004; Balogh et al., 2004; Blanton and Moustakas, 2009; Brammer et al., 2009; Chester and Roberts, 1964; Kodama and Arimoto, 1997; Strateva et al., 2001; Visvanathan, 1981; Visvanathan and Grierson, 1977). The diagram, shown in Figure 1.3 using galaxies from MaNGA, demonstrates the bimodality of galaxy populations. Galaxies lie in two groups, the red sequence and the blue cloud. Between the two groups is the transition region, referred to as the green valley. These groups contain galaxies with many similar properties.

Red sequence galaxies are dominated by early type morphologies, higher stellar masses, more compact sizes, older stellar populations and less ongoing star formation. Blue cloud
galaxies have more spiral type shapes, larger radii and are dominated by young stellar populations due to the ongoing formation of new stars. Finally, green valley galaxies are often thought to be galaxies transitioning from the blue cloud to the red sequence, with intermediate morphologies and star formation rates.

The properties of green valley galaxies is a field of active study, with many authors now suggesting that there are multiple pathways of evolution from the blue cloud to the red sequence. Schawinski et al. (2014) use data from SDSS, the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (Martin et al., 2005, GALEX) and Galaxy Zoo 2 (Willett et al., 2013) to show that while early-type galaxies move very quickly across the green valley, late-type galaxies transition from star forming to quiescent very slowly.

Another important galaxy scaling relation is the ‘Size-Mass relation’, which relates a galaxies stellar mass to its size, usually measured by the radius that contains half the galaxies light (the half-light radius) (Carlberg, 1984; Cimatti et al., 2008; Furlong et al., 2017; Huertas-Company et al., 2013; McLure et al., 2013; Rees and Ostriker, 1977; Shankar et al., 2014; Spindler and Wake, 2017). As one might expect, more massive galaxies are larger than low mass galaxies, however this is not strictly true in all cases. Early-type galaxies tend to be more compact than late-type galaxies of the same mass.

In fact, for early-type galaxies, the size-mass relation is a projection of the ‘Fundamental Plane’, which describes the relationship between stellar mass, size and the velocity dispersion of stars in a galaxy. Galaxies typically lie on a flat plane in the 3D parameter space (Bernardi et al., 2003; Bezanson et al., 2015; Hou and Wang, 2015). The fundamental plane shows how early-type galaxies are supported by the random motion of their stars. Late-type galaxies, however, are supported by rotation and have their own scaling relation between mass and velocity dispersion called the ‘Tully-Fisher Relation’ (Bell and de Jong, 2001; Mocz et al., 2012; Tully and Fisher, 1977).

Throughout this section I have focussed on the properties of galaxies in the local Universe. However, it is important to note that the scaling relations and properties of galaxies have varied greatly over the last 13 Gyrs. For example, in the early Universe the global star formation rate was increasing, and peaked around $z \sim 2$, this was coupled with the evolution of galaxies as they slowly used up available gas supplies (Behroozi et al., 2013; Hopkins and Beacom, 2006; Madau and Dickinson, 2014). There are more galaxies which have ceased forming stars in the local Universe than at higher redshifts (O’Mill et al., 2008).

These relations come together to describe the modern model of galaxy evolution. Galaxies form via the hierarchical collapse of gas and dark matter (White and Frenk, 1991). The first stars formed into globular clusters, but their gravity quickly caused further collapse into irregular spheroids. To conserve angular momentum as the inner regions collapse to form a
bulge the outer stars and gas are pushed outwards to form a disk. Early disk galaxies had high rates of star formation, which we see today as Ultra- and Hyper-Luminous Infrared Galaxies (Eisenhardt et al., 2012; Riechers et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2001; Vieira et al., 2013, ULIRGs & HLIRGS). Although the exact mechanisms are still debated, as these disk galaxies grow they begin to form structures such as spiral arms and bars. Spiral arms are likely formed due to density wave mechanics, which result from the gas and dust bunching up into the arms as they rotate around the galaxy and causing star formation to occur inside the wave (Dobbs and Baba, 2014; Goldreich and Lynden-Bell, 1965; Hart et al., 2017; Vorobyov and Basu, 2005). Bars form due to non-axisymmetric instabilities in a galaxy which causes material to bunch up around resonant orbits towards the galactic centre. These instabilities may be an inevitable consequence of galaxy formation, but may also be induced by environmental events like harassment and mergers (Athanassoula and Misiriotis, 2002; Barnes and Hernquist, 1991; Bournaud and Combes, 2002; Combes and Sanders, 1981; Zana et al., 2018).

Galaxies will continue to form new stars as long as they have a supply of cold gas that can accrete onto the galaxy. Most galaxies have halos of hot gas surrounding them, which slowly accretes onto the galaxy as it cools and relaxes (Bianchi, 2011; Kennicutt, 1998a; Sánchez Almeida et al., 2014). Other sources of star forming material are galaxy interactions, such as minor and major mergers that deposit gas and dust. Mergers can trigger extreme bouts of star formation called starbursts (Athanassoula et al., 2016; Brooks et al., 2009; Ciotti et al., 2007). Over time a galaxy’s gas supply will run out, causing star formation to cease. When this happens, the hot blue stars that dominate a young stellar population’s colour die off and the galaxy transitions from the blue cloud into the red sequence. This transition is often accompanied by morphological changes, such as the fading of spiral arms or dramatic transformations into early-type galaxies due to major mergers (Ciotti et al., 2007; Kormendy et al., 2009).

1.3.2 Galaxy Environments

Galaxies are not born in isolation; the space they exist in is dynamic and populated by other galaxies, intergalactic dust and the ever present dark matter. The theory of hierarchical clustering has largely been accepted as the ‘go to’ model for the formation of large scale structure (Navarro et al., 1997; Ouchi et al., 2005; Springel et al., 2001; White and Frenk, 1991). In this model, after the inflationary periods of the very early Universe, the gravity of dark and baryonic matter remained the dominant force in The Universe for some time (Berezhiani et al., 2001). The differences in the density of matter, which had been amplified by inflation, caused the dark matter and baryonic matter to begin to fall in on itself. The baryonic matter fell to the centres of the dark matter clouds, which due to the lack of self-
interaction forms gravitationally bound spheroidal structures called ‘Dark Matter Haloes’. It is in these first haloes that galaxies began to form (White and Frenk, 1991).

This was not the end of the process however, as the massive dark matter haloes were not isolated from each other and began to fall towards and merge with their neighbours. Small haloes would merge, forming larger gatherings of dark matter and galaxies with them. Eventually, many haloes would grow to vast sizes, containing the matter from many smaller sub-haloes and many galaxies (Frenk et al., 1996; Nagai and Kravtsov, 2005). We refer to this collections of galaxies as groups and clusters, though the delineation between these classifications is not well defined. For example, The Milky Way exists in the ‘Local Group’, along with our neighbouring galaxies Andromeda and the Triangulum Galaxy and their associated satellites with a dark mass mass of $M_h \sim 10^{12} M_\odot$ (Carlesi et al., 2017; González et al., 2014). Alternatively, there is the ‘Coma Cluster’, which is a collection of gravitationally bound galaxies numbering over 1000, approximately 99 Mpc from Earth that has a dark matter halo mass of $M_h \sim 10^{15} M_\odot$ (The and White, 1986).

Galaxy environments have been shown to have strong effects on the evolution of galaxies. For example, the ‘Morphology-Density Relation’, first shown by Dressler (1980), describes how with increasing galaxy density the fraction of E-type and S0 galaxies increases, while there is a corresponding decrease in the fraction of spiral galaxies. This very strong trend points to mechanisms which shape galaxies in different environments, causing them to more rapidly evolve from late types into early types, compared with more sparse regions of space.

In addition to the changes in morphology, there are many relationships between environment and internal galaxy properties. Galaxies in denser regions of space tend to be more massive, for example, with redder colours and less star formation. While galaxies in low density regions, such as small groups or isolated galaxies, tend to have lower masses, higher star formation rates and bluer colours (Bamford et al., 2009; Cooper et al., 2007; Cucciati et al., 2006).

There are many mechanisms that can affect a galaxy due to its environment, which have been well studied. Perhaps most important are galaxy mergers, both minor mergers, which occur when one galaxy is much larger than another, and major mergers between two similar size galaxies, which have been shown to be more common in high density regions of The Universe (de Ravel et al., 2011). This is to be expected, of course, as a higher density means more galaxies which can interact and merge. Mergers not only drive the transformation from late to early type, but also trigger massive star bursts which can rapidly use up the available star forming material (Athanassoula et al., 2016; Brooks et al., 2009; Ciotti et al., 2007,?; Kormendy et al., 2009).
Apart from mergers, galaxies can be subject to a number of processes that can strip gas and stars. Ram pressure stripping, first discussed in Gunn and Gott (1972), refers to the removal of gas due to the fluid drag force between the galaxy and the intracluster medium. Tidal stripping refers to the removal of stars and gas due to the tidal gradient across a galaxy caused by the galaxy not being in the centre of the dark matter halo (Kravtsov et al., 2004; Mandelbaum et al., 2006; Merritt, 1984). Finally, harassment occurs when two or more galaxies interact but do not merge, which destabilises the structures and can cause stars and gas to escape into the intracluster medium or be exchanged by the galaxies (Moore et al., 1996, 1998; van den Bosch et al., 2008a).

One complication in the study of galaxy environments however, is how to define them. Many studies use different, often unique measurements of environment based on the specific dataset in use, which can lead to difficulty in interpreting the results in the context of the entire field. One example is the ‘Local Density’, which is often defined by the distance to the ‘nth nearest neighbour galaxy’ (Beers and Tonry, 1986; Ulmer et al., 1992). For example, Balogh et al. (2004) use the 5th nearest neighbour density, which they define as $\log_{10}(\Sigma) = 0.5 \times \log_{10}(\Sigma_4) + 0.5 \times \log_{10}(\Sigma_5)$, where $\Sigma_N = N/(\pi \times d_N^2)$ and $d_N$ is the distance to the Nth nearest neighbour. However, this sample uses galaxies from SDSS, and is limited to a magnitude of $M_r < -20$. Compared to Schaefer et al. (2017), who use galaxies from the Galaxies and Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey, which calculates the environment density using galaxies with a limiting magnitude of $M_r < -18.5$. By probing dimmer galaxies, Schaefer et al. (2017) finds higher densities for galaxies in the same environments.

Some studies, such as Smethurst et al. (2017), use the distance of a galaxy from the centre of its group, compared to the to virial radius of the dark matter halo ($r_{200}$) as a measure of environment. This distance not only gives an estimate of the density, galaxies closer to the cluster core are in higher density regions, but also a measure of how long the galaxy has been in the cluster since the initial in fall (Tully and Shaya, 1984). The trouble with this method, and methods which compare galaxies based on dark matter halo mass, is that measuring the size and mass of the halo is very difficult. In rare cases, x-ray observations of the intracluster gas and studies of weak gravitational lensing can be used to infer dark matter halo masses (Böhringer et al., 1994; Kaiser and Squires, 1993). More commonly however, clustering algorithms are used to define which galaxies are associated with a single group and halo masses assigned based on the total luminosity or mass of the galaxies in the group (Yang et al., 2009). It is also necessary to define the cluster centre in some way, which can be simple for small groups where one galaxy is much larger than the others, but is more difficult in a groups and clusters with many high mass galaxies in the cluster core. Yang et al. (2009)
define the centrals as the brightest or most massive galaxies, however in some cases (Skibba et al., 2011) the brightest cluster galaxy may be a satellite instead.

In this work, I choose to use the Central/Satellite classifications for our investigations of environment. In this model a clustering method called a ‘Friends of Friends Algorithm’ is used to find candidate galaxy groups, the groups are iterated over until no new galaxies are added to them. As described above, these groups are assigned a dark matter halo mass based on the total luminosity of the group’s galaxies. In each group, the brightest (or most massive) galaxies are tagged as the Central, while all other galaxies are tagged as Satellites. The advantage of using such a model, over measurements of local density, is that it divides galaxies based on what environmental processes they may be subject to. As the satellites are moving through the group, they are subject to environmental processes such as ram pressure and tidal stripping, as well as harassment. Centrals, however, do not experience stripping, but are much more likely to be subject to minor and major mergers, and experience shock heating from the halo (Abadi et al., 1999; Bluck et al., 2016; Dekel et al., 2003; Oman and Hudson, 2016; White et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2007).

### 1.3.3 Star Formation in Galaxies

The formation of new stars plays a vital role in galaxy evolution. From driving the growth of a galaxy, to using up its supply of cold gas, generating interstellar dust and increasing the galaxy’s supply of metals, galaxies would not look the same if it weren’t for the ongoing production of new stars. The process of star formation itself is still an active area of research, however the bulk of this topic falls out of the scope of this thesis. I will, however, provide a brief explanation to provide context to the subject.

Star formation occurs when clouds of cold gas, i.e. gas which is not supported by the kinetic energy of its constituent particles, begins to collapse under its own gravity. This collapse can be triggered in many ways, such as a collision with another nebula, a shock front from a nearby supernova, or due to pressure from the motion of the parent galaxy through the intergalactic medium, and may even occur without outside stimulus. As the cloud collapses it will fragment into smaller pieces, which given enough mass will continue to fall in on themselves. At the centre of these fragments the gas will begin to form into a protostar and protoplanetary disk. Eventually, enough gas will fall onto the protostar by accretion that it will have enough mass to generate the high temperatures and pressures needed in its core to begin fusing hydrogen into helium, and a star is born.

An important aspect of star formation for this work, is the ‘Initial Mass Function’ (IMF), which describes the number density of stars at different stellar masses that should be formed in an episode of star formation. The most famous and widely used IMF is from the work
of Salpeter (1955), though many more IMFs have been developed in the ensuing decades, taking into account recent discoveries into star formation. It is generally assumed, though in some opinions contentiously, that the IMF is a universal property, which allows astronomers to use the same models for most galaxies (Chabrier, 2003; Kroupa, 2001). Recently, however, there has come mounting evidence that the IMF may in fact be variable. Cappellari et al. (2012), for example, use dynamical models of galaxies to show a strong dependence on the stellar mass-to-light ratios for IMFs of early type galaxies. This implies that the IMF may be intimately tied to a galaxy’s formation history (Conroy et al., 2014, 2017; van Dokkum et al., 2017).

One of the key results of the past few decades has been from the study of the star formation history of the Universe. It appears from studies of samples of galaxies, out to the earliest times in the cosmos, that the global star formation rate is decreasing, having peaked 10 Gyr ago at a redshift of \( z = 1.9 \) (Baugh et al., 1998; Heavens et al., 2004; Hopkins and Beacom, 2006; Madau and Dickinson, 2014; Schaye et al., 2010). Since the peak, the global star formation rate has decreased exponentially, meaning that half of today’s stellar mass was formed by \( z = 1.3 \), and just 25% was formed after \( z = 0.7 \). The decrease in star formation at the global scale can largely be attributed to the reduction of available cold gas, compared to earlier times in the Universe (Schaye et al., 2010).

As I have previously described, scaling relations provide key insights into galaxy evolution. As star formation is such an important aspect for the ongoing growth of galaxies, I also wish to construct relationships between ongoing star formation and galaxy properties. The most popular relation is the so-called ‘Main Sequence of Star Formation’, which compares a galaxy’s stellar mass to its current star formation rate. The main sequence, however, is a misnomer, as it seems to imply that galaxies evolve along this sequence (similar to how stars evolve along the Main Sequence). The Mass-SFR relation however is more like the colour-magnitude diagram, separating two classes of galaxies, with a transition region between them.

The main sequence is made up of galaxies with active ongoing star formation, while galaxies that fall below the main sequence are considered to be ‘quiescent’. Star forming galaxies are closely related to blue cloud galaxies, and share much overlap in properties, tending to have late type morphologies and blue colours. Quiescent galaxies, however, are related to the red sequence, having redder colours, more compact sizes and early type shapes. The movement of a galaxy from star forming and blue, to quiescent and red is an active region of research and makes up a significant portion of this work.

Star formation can shut down in many ways, and the exact processes and the physics behind them are still widely debated. It is generally accepted that the shut down can happen
in two ways, via slow secular processes, or via rapid processes. The slow processes are generally related to the internal properties of a galaxy, such as its stellar mass, morphology or the presence of an AGN. More rapid processes, sometimes called ‘Quenching’, tend to be related to external factors, such as star bursts caused by major mergers or ram pressure stripping of cold gas supplies. For a detailed discussion of the processes involved in the shut down of star formation, see the Introduction of Chapter 4.

1.3.4 Measuring Star Formation

There are many ways to measure the star formation of a galaxy, each with it’s own advantages and disadvantages. Some of these methods rely on measuring as much of a galaxy’s light as possible, while others depend on single imaging bands or emission lines. Most of these methods, however, rely on measuring the light emitted from O and B type stars, with stellar masses greater than $10M_\odot$ and temperatures greater than 10,000K. These massive stars are very short lived, so detecting them means that the stellar population must be young. For a given IMF, it is possible to calculate the age of a stellar population from the number of high mass stars compared to low mass stars (Kennicutt, 1998a). These indirect measures of the stellar population and star formation rate are extremely popular among the extragalactic astronomy community due to their ease of use and need for only small amounts of data, compared to full stellar population modelling that often requires measurements of a full galaxy spectrum or multiple bands of light to perform an Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) fit Brinchmann et al. (2004); Salim et al. (2016, 2007).

The main difference between the light output by massive stars and low mass stars is the contribution to the UV end of the spectrum. Stars with $T > 10,000k$ output large amounts of UV light, but lower mass stars produce almost none, due to black body physics. Because of this, measuring the UV output of a galaxy or star cluster (using GALEX, for example) allows for a direct measure of how many young, hot stars are present in the galaxy (Buat et al., 1989; Kennicutt, 1998a; Leitherer et al., 1995; Steidel et al., 1996). For example, the relation between UV luminosity and SFR from Madau et al. (1998) converted to a Salpeter (1955) IMF is:

$$\text{SFR}(M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1}) = 1.4 \times 10^{-28} L_\nu \text{ (ergs s}^{-1} \text{ Hz}^{-1})$$

(1.1)

The main advantage of using UV to measure star formation is that it is directly tied to the emission from the young stellar population, not the secondary emission of emission lines or infrared light. However, it is very sensitive to the assumed IMF, since you have to extrapolate
the population of stars with $M_\ast < 4M_\odot$. In addition, extinction plays an important role, as the UV light is easily blocked by dust, which can be patchy and difficult to calibrate.

One alternative to using the UV continuum is to instead rely on the $H\alpha$ emission line. Emitted by HII regions when they are excited by high energy radiation, $H\alpha$ can act as a tracer for star formation. The UV light from the young stars excites nearby HII regions, which leads to the emission of the 656.28 nm line, which is the first emission line in the Balmer series. Because only the shortest lived stars contribute to the flux of $H\alpha$ it provides a near instantaneous measure of the star formation, unaffected by the previous star forming history. The advantages of this method are that it is very sensitive, can be used to map the SFR of nearby galaxies at high resolutions even with small telescopes, and can also be detected at high redshifts. Like the UV emission, the $H\alpha$ SFRs are sensitive to the choice of IMF and estimation of extinction. The extinction is often modelled in a simple way, by assuming a foreground dust screen and calculating the Balmer Decrement using the $H\beta$ line. These SFRs are also limited by the assumption that all massive star formation can be traced by nebula emission, when in reality there is always some fraction of emission that escapes.

Thermal infrared is another tracer of star formation, as a significant amount of the light from stars is absorbed and remitted at wavelengths of $10 - 300 \mu m$. As the absorption cross section of interstellar dust is peaked in the UV, it leads that the FIR light can be a sensitive probe of young stellar populations. The use of the FIR is a hotly debated subject however, as the contribution to the dust heating can come from many sources. In blue galaxies it is most often associated with young stars, but in redder galaxies the dust heating from older stars can be very important. It is also important to consider any infrared cirrus emission, which is related to the interstellar radiation field. The efficacy of using FIR to measure star formation is largely dependent on the type of galaxy being studied. In late-type galaxies, the FIR spectrum is well correlated with other tracers of star formation, such as the UV continuum and $H\alpha$ luminosities. However, in early-type galaxies, the contribution to the FIR emission from older stars is much more dominant and as such the UV and $H\alpha$ flux is often quite low compared to the FIR.

One final method, though certainly not the only other method, is to fit the galaxy’s light to a stellar population synthesis model. This could be done using spectral fitting of the optical wavelengths, such as in Brinchmann et al. (2004), or by SED fitting using light from multiple bands, such as in Salim et al. (2007). Like the previous methods, this technique is dependent on the form of IMF chosen, and the estimation of extinction. Stellar population fitting is also computationally intensive, and requires much more data to be collected than other methods of measuring star formation. The benefit however is that by modelling the stellar population, you can learn much more about the make up of the galaxy, including the star formation
history and stellar mass. This type of modelling is also dependent on what data is available, for example without including data from the UV continuum the contribution to the SED from AGN or LINER regions may be underestimated (Salim et al., 2016).

1.4 MaNGA - Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory

Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory (MaNGA) is one of the three core programs in the Fourth Sloan Digital Sky Survey. This project began operations in 2015 and over its 6-year running time will observe 10,000 galaxies using a technique known as Integral Field Spectroscopy (IFS). IFS is used to measure the spectra of light at every spatial point in the target field of view. This is achieved by using Integral Field Units (IFUs), small bundles of optical fibres which are fed into a multi-object spectrograph. Each optical fibre produces a spectrum from the light gathered in the target spatial region.

While many studies have been carried out with spectroscopic surveys, they have a significant limitation that they only cover small spatial regions of galaxies. These small regions, or in some cases simple 1D gradients, are then used to infer integrated properties about galaxies. Often the intricate and complex internal structure is missed completely because the spectra are taken from the galactic centre only. IFS, however, allows us to capture the full 2D distribution of the galaxy's light. This crucial extra dimension means that information regarding the distribution of emission lines and spectral indices can be mapped, and that kinematics and angular momentum can be studied in the separate galaxy components. This technique can then ultimately allow for the study of how, for example, the spiral arms contribute to the star formation in the galaxy, or how the central bulge was constructed over cosmic time.

MaNGA is the next step in a long line of IFS surveys. The past two decades has seen much pioneering work completed, such as the SAURON (de Zeeuw et al., 2002) and ATLAS$^{3D}$ (Cappellari et al., 2011) that observed 72 E/S0/Sa and 260 E/S0 galaxies, respectively. DiskMass studied 146 face-on disk galaxies, with a high spectral resolution ($R \sim 10,000$, Bershady et al., 2010). These studies showed the strength of IFU observations in different approaches, SAURON focussed on the kinematic and dynamical properties of galaxies, while DiskMass examined internal stellar mass and mass-to-light ratios.

Recent advances have allowed improvements in both spatial and spectral resolution, and large increases in sample size. CALIFA (Sánchez et al., 2012), will observe 600 galaxies at a spatial resolution of $1kpc$ and a wavelength coverage of 3750 to 7000Å. Perhaps the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N_{fibres}$</th>
<th>Number per plate</th>
<th>Diameter (in fibers)</th>
<th>Diameter (arcsec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.5&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.5&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22.5&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27.5&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32.5&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1 Science IFU complement of the MaNGA survey

Most direct comparison to MaNGA is the recently launched SAMI survey (Allen, 2015; Bryant et al., 2015). SAMI aims to observe 3400 galaxies, using a multi-plexed IFU on the Australian Astronomical Observatory (Croom et al., 2012). SAMI has so far studied the nature of gas outflows and shocks (Ho et al., 2014); star formation and its variation with environment (Schaefer et al., 2017); and the relationship between kinematic classes, such as fast and slow rotators, and projected galaxy density (Fogarty et al., 2014).

In MaNGA the IFS technique is combined with the SDSS plug-plate methodology, which allows multiple galaxies to be observed at once. The plug-plate is an aluminium disk which is placed in the focal plane of the Sloan 2.5m telescope (Gunn et al., 2006). Holes are drilled into the plates to match the on sky position of the target galaxies and stars. Fibre optic cables or IFU hexabundles are then plugged into the holes and fed into the BOSS spectrographs (Smee et al., 2013), with a wavelength range of 3600 – 10,000Å. There is some variation in the spectral resolution in the spectrographs, with the resolving power ($R = \lambda / \Delta \lambda$) on the blue side rising from $R \sim 1400$ at 4000Å to $R \sim 2100$ at 6000Å. On the red side, the resolving power is $R \sim 2600$ at 9000Å, and $R \sim 1800$ around 6000Å.

There are 17 science fibre-bundles in MaNGA, which are used over the 3 degree field of view of the Sloan telescope. The fibres have a close-packed hexagonal design, with a 54% live fill factor (Bundy et al., 2015; Drory et al., 2015). The fibre-bundles range from 19 to 127 fibres, with diameters of 12" to 32", with each fibre having a diameter of 2". The different size bundles allow galaxies with varying on-sky angular sizes to be covered to the same effective radii, with smaller IFUs being used for smaller or more distant galaxies. Table 1.1 shows the IFU complement of each plate. There are 92 single fibres which are associated with the science bundles for sky measurements and a further 12 7-fibre mini-bundles which are used for spectro-photometric calibration (Law et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2016b).

Since each IFU bundle has a fill factor of 54%, it is necessary to perform a dithering pattern and take multiple exposures of each plate. By dithering the IFU three times in a 1.44" equilateral triangle, the IFU can be used to fully cover the area of the target galaxy (Law et al., 2015). Each dithered observation is taken over 15 minutes, and it is required that all three
Ditherings are taken within an hour of each other to maximise the quality of the combined data cube. Wavelength dependent refraction is a serious cause for concern in the survey, this can cause up to a 1" difference in where the extreme ends of the wavelength range hit the IFU. By ensuring that each set of observations are all taken within an hour of each other, it is possible to minimise the change in refraction over the course of the integration. The three dithered exposures make up the minimum observation unit, which is repeated until the signal-to-noise ratio reaches $5\text{Å}^{-1}$ per fiber in the $r$-band continuum at a surface brightness of 23 AB arcsec$^{-2}$ (Bundy et al., 2015; Law et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2016a,b).

By 2020 the MaNGA survey will observe 10,000 galaxies selected in a way that ensure the goals of the survey can be met. The survey has a sky coverage of $\sim 4000\text{deg}^2$ and a redshift range of $0.01 < z < 0.15$, with an average redshift of $z \sim 0.03$. With the goal of a volume limited sample in mind, the galaxies are chosen such that the stellar mass distribution is flat above $M_* > 10^9M_\odot$. Figure 1.4 shows the selection cuts, based on $i$-band magnitude and redshift. $i$-band magnitude is used as a proxy for stellar mass in the sample selection as it is model independent.

As can be seen in Figure 1.4, the sample is split into two sub-samples. The Primary sample, which contains $\sim 5000$ galaxies, are targeted such that the IFU provides a spatial coverage of $1.5r_e$. The Primary sample is however deficient in high mass blue galaxies and low mass red galaxies, as such there is a colour enhancement added to make up for this, which adds $\sim 1700$ galaxies the Primary to make the Primary+ sample. The Secondary sample instead achieves a spatial coverage of $2.5r_e$, by targeting galaxies at a higher redshift, and contains $\sim 3300$ galaxies. The sample contains no cuts in galaxy size or inclination and has a spatial sampling of $\sim 1 - 2$ kpc, depending on $M_i$ ($1.2kpc$ for $M_* < 10^{10}M_\odot/h^2$, $3.8$ kpc for $M_* > 10^{11}M_\odot/h^2$).

The two samples have slightly different scientific motivations. The Primary+ sample is selected so that there is high SNR and spatial resolution in the inner regions of the galaxies, as this is where the majority of the stellar mass is contained. The Secondary sample, however, is more driven by a desire to study the regime where dark matter dominates and the delve into the uncharted territory of the galactic outskirts of shocks and outflows. Finally, the sample is designed to be as simple as possible, depending on just three observables: redshift, $i$-band magnitude and (for the Colour-Enhanced supplement) $NUV - i$ colour.

Recall from before that the final goal for MaNGA is for the sample to be volume-limited, but the above selection criteria do not meet this requirement. The sample is chosen so that there are an equal number of high and low luminosity galaxies, but this would bias any studies as a function of any property except $M_i$. For example, even in a narrow bin of stellar mass the mass-to-light ratio can vary more than the stellar mass for a given volume limited
The sample cuts in redshift and $i$-band magnitude. Figure 8 from Bundy et al. (2015). The aim is to target all galaxies in the cut out regions, which are defined by a smooth function in $i$-band magnitude. The sample design is such that it maintains a constant spatial coverage of $1.5r_e$ in the Primary+ sample and $2.5r_e$ in the Secondary sample. The right hand axis shows the expected spatial resolution, assuming a FWHM of 2.5''. The percentages are modified to allow for 10% of the galaxies to be part of ancillary projects.
To correct for this, a set of volume weights have been calculated for the samples. Fortunately, as we know the full redshift range over which any galaxy could be selected, it is easy to calculate the required volume weight. For each galaxy, the redshift range is simply $\min(M_i) < z < \max(M_i)$. However, this volume varies with $M_i$ and as such the volume weight is therefore dependent on just $M_i$ (or $M_i$ and $NUV - i$ colour for the Primary+ sample).

The raw signal from the BOSS spectrographs is reduced by the Data Reduction Pipeline (Law et al., 2016, DRP, ), which produces reduced data products in the forms of Row Stacked Spectra (RSS) and Datacubes. The DRP first performs the extraction of the raw signal, a sky subtraction and flux calibration on each individual exposure. The second stage of the DRP then combines together the individual frames while accounting for differences in atmospheric conditions to create a calibrated fibre spectra. One important stage in the atmospheric calibration is correction for the wavelength dependent refraction, which causes a given fibre to receive light from different parts of a galaxy at blue and red wavelengths. Each target galaxy then has all its spectra coadded to produce the final data products.

The sky subtraction is vitally important, especially compared to previous SDSS surveys which focussed on the bright cores of galaxies. In MaNGA the target galaxies are sampled out to radii where their brightness is decreasing rapidly, compared to the sky background, and so noise and emission lines from the atmosphere (such as from OH radicals) can begin to dominate the signal. The sky subtraction is designed to reduce this noise to the Poisson-limited levels, so that spectra can be stacked without the sky lines and background noise overcoming the galaxy signal. To achieve this, MaNGA has 96 sky-fibres, which are placed in areas of the plug plates which are determined to be 'blank sky' objects, within 14 arcmin of their associated science IFU.

Flux calibration is performed using the 12 7-fibre mini-IFU bundles, which are allocated to standard stars within the plates field of view. A best-fit point spread function (PSF) is estimated using the relative fluxes between the mini-IFUs, the position of the target star in the IFU, the scale of the measured PSF from the IFU, and the scale and rotation of the expected differential atmospheric refraction. Using the PSF, the aperture loss fraction can be calculated and the total flux from the standard star can be estimated. Next, the system response is calculated as a function of wavelength based on a grid of theoretical spectra, normalised to the observed SDSS broadband magnitudes. Finally, the corrections from each individual star are averaged to obtain the best throughput correction of the system, and applied to each science IFU.

The final datacubes are constructed from the row stacked spectra, organised into 4563 wavelength channels (for the logarithmically sampled data). Using the astrometric solutions, $x$ and $y$ coordinates are calculated for each wavelength channel, which describe the position...
of the centre of each fibre based on fractional pixel coordinates and a chosen origin. The
datacubes have a spatial pixel size of 0.5 arcsec pixel$^{-1}$. The wavelength channels are
assembled into a three-dimensional cube with a spatial size a little bigger than the dithered
footprint of the science IFU. Each slice of the cube in the $z$-axis contains the rectified image
of the galaxy in a particular wavelength channel. Also included in the cube are inverse
variances and a 3D data quality mask.

Finally, the Data Analysis Pipeline (DAP, Westfall et al. (in prep)) performs a number
of analysis programs on the reduced data. The DAP uses a custom built pipeline which fits
the stellar continuum, emission lines and spectral features using pPXF (Cappellari, 2012).
The final DAP data products include stellar kinematics, measurements of emission lines with
total flux, equivalent width and gas velocities and measurements of the Lick, $D_n4000$, TiO,
and IMF spectral indices. All of these analyses are performed in a variety of spatial bins,
including individual spectral pixels (spaxels) and Voronoi binning to $S/N > 10$.

To perform the analysis, the DAP goes through the following steps. First, the pixel
signal-to-noise ($S/N$) is calculated between 5600.1Å and 6750.0Å, which is the FWHM of
the $r$-band filter. Next, the spatial binning takes place, which currently provides four binning
methods: Unbinned analysis of each spaxel, Voronoi binning based on creating bins with
a $S/N$ of 10 (Cappellari and Copin, 2003), NRE bins the data into two radial bins of 0-1
and 1-2 $r_e$ and all spaxels combined into a single spectrum. Once the binning is complete,
the DAP uses pPXF to fit the stellar continuum, primarily to measure the stellar kinematics
(both velocity and dispersion). Once the continuum has been fit, the best-fit model can be
subtracted and the gas emission lines measured. A Gaussian emission line model is used,
wherein each emission line is fit with a Gaussian distribution and a constant baseline within
a 50Å window. These lines are fit independently and provide both line fluxes and equivalent
widths, and gas kinematics with fitted velocities and dispersions. Finally the spectral indices
are fit, in the version of the MaNGA data used in this thesis only $D4000$ and $D_n4000$ are
fit. $D4000$ is defined as the ratio between the average flux density in ergs s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ Hz$^{-1}$
between 4050 and 4250 Å and the flux density between 3750 and 3950 Å (Bruzual A., 1983;
Poggianti and Barbaro, 1997). $D_n4000$ is measured over a smaller window of wavelengths og
3850 – 3950 Å and 4000 – 4100 Å, the advantage of using $D_n4000$ is that it is less sensitive
to dust absorption, due to the smaller windows (Balogh et al., 1999; Vergani et al., 2008).

MaNGA is a powerful survey, with a considerably larger sample size than previous IFU
surveys, very good spectral coverage across optical wavelengths and uniform spatial coverage
across its target galaxies. The science goals of the survey are numerous and varied, with over
100 projects posted to the SDSS-IV project page. The science outcomes of the project are
summarised in the following key science questions:
MaNGA’s Key Science Questions:

1. How are galaxy disks growing at the present day and what is the source of the gas supplying this growth?
2. What are the relative roles of stellar accretion, major mergers, and secular evolution processes in contributing to the present-day growth of galactic bulges and ellipticals?
3. How is the shutdown of star formation regulated by internal processes within galaxies and externally driven processes that may depend on environment?
4. How is mass and angular momentum distributed among different components and how has their assembly affected the components through time?

_Bundy et al. (2015)_

This thesis is predominantly concerned with answering the third question, by studying the spatial distribution of star formation and how it varies with galaxy properties such as mass, structure and environment.

### 1.5 This Work

This thesis is structured through four science chapters. The overarching theme is the role of environment in the evolution of galaxies and the processes that lead to the shut down of star formation in the local Universe. The scientific aims of this thesis can be summed up as:

1. How are galaxies shaped by their environment? What processes drive the structural evolution of central and satellite galaxies?
2. What are the roles of internal, secular processes in the shutdown of star formation?
3. What are the roles of external, environment processes in the shutdown of star formation?

In Chapter 2 I study a large sample of galaxies from SDSS Data Release 7 (Abazajian et al., 2009), while Chapters 3 to 5 study galaxies using the MaNGA survey data from Data Release 14 (Abolfathi et al., 2017). I make concluding remarks and look to future work in Chapter 6. Throughout this thesis I consider a standard ΛCDM cosmology with the following parameters: $H_0 = 100 \, h \, \text{km s}^{-1}$, $\Omega_0 = 0.3$ and $\Omega_A = 0.7$. 
1.5 This Work

1.5.1 Chapter 2 - The Differing Relationships Between Size, Mass, Metallicity and Core Velocity Dispersion of Central and Satellite Galaxies

I study the role of environment in the evolution of central and satellite galaxies with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. I begin by studying the size-mass relation, replicating previous studies, which showed no difference between the sizes of centrals and satellites at fixed stellar mass, before turning our attention to the size-core velocity dispersion ($\sigma_0$) and mass-$\sigma_0$ relations. Under the assumption that $\sigma_0$ is invariant to environmental processes, I study how the median size and mass of galaxies varies between centrals and satellites. I then follow-up this investigation of sizes and masses by looking at the radial distribution of stellar mass for galaxies at fixed $\sigma_0$. This Chapter focuses on my first science question, and explores how galaxies are affected structurally by environmental processes, such as minor mergers, ram pressure stripping, and tidal stripping.

1.5.2 Chapter 3 - A Two-Source Star Formation Rate Model for MaNGA Galaxies

I develop a data analysis pipeline to predict the ongoing, specific and surface density star formation rates for galaxies in the SDSS-MaNGA Survey. Galaxies are classified by their location on the BPT diagram and resolved BPT maps are created using the H$\alpha$, H$\beta$, N[II] and O[III] emission lines. Star formation rates are initially predicted using the well known relationship between H$\alpha$ emission and instantaneous star formation, after I correct for dust attenuation by using H$\beta$ and the Balmer Decrement.

Due to contaminated emission from AGN and Low-Ionization (Nuclear) Emission-line Regions (LI(N)ER), I only use H$\alpha$ to calculate star formation rates in spaxels which have star forming emission based on the BPT diagram. To avoid biasing our results towards star forming galaxies without AGN/LI(N)ER emission I construct an empirical relationship between the $D_{n,4000}$ spectral index and the specific star formation rate. This relationship is used to fill in the star formation rate maps where the BPT diagram finds AGN/LI(N)ER like emission. I then turn our attention to testing the global properties of the galaxies in the MaNGA sample and comparing our SFRs to those found in previous surveys of the same galaxies.

This Chapter sets the stage for the following Chapters to answer the second two science questions posed above, by providing a suite of data products which allow for the investigation of the spatial distribution of star formation.
1.5.3 Chapter 4 - The Spatial Distribution of Star Formation and its Dependence on Mass, Central Velocity Dispersion and Environment

I study the spatially resolved star formation of 1494 galaxies in the SDSSIV-MaNGA Survey. The galaxy sample is selected to include star forming, composite and AGN/LI(N)ER type galaxies, identified using the BPT diagram, which have specific star formation rates above \( \log_{10}(SSFR) > -11.5 \). I investigate the shapes of the radial profiles of specific star formation rate, with respect to different measures of a galaxy’s internal and external properties. I study how galaxies vary with mass and central velocity dispersion, which give insights to how the formation and growth of bulges affects the specific star formation rate in the cores of galaxies. I use the BPT classification of these galaxies, and their morphological structure as measured by the Sérsic index, to infer the roles of AGN feedback and morphological quenching in the galaxy cores. Finally, I examine the role of environment in regulating the specific star formation and whether the stripping of star forming material or strangulation play a major role in shaping satellites.

1.5.4 Chapter 5 - The Role of Bars in Suppressing and Enhancing Star Formation

I study the role of galaxy bars in the regulation of star formation at the local scale. Using a sample of morphologically selected galaxies from Galaxy Zoo 2 and MaNGA, I investigate the spatially resolved specific star formation rate, 4000 - Å break and equivalent width of H\(_\alpha\). Our sample consists of 215 galaxies with strong and weak bars, and 402 disk galaxies with no bars. I study how the radial profiles of SSFR vary with stellar mass for the barred and unbarred galaxies, to find how the presence of a bar affects both the core and disk star formation rates. By constructing ratios of inner and outer star formation, I study how the bars drive gas into the cores of galaxies to drive circumnuclear star formation and starve the galaxy disk. I also investigate the role of environment in barred galaxies, by studying the central and satellite classifications of these galaxies. This Chapter is particularly focussed on the second key science question posed previously, on the internal processes dominating star formation, but also attempts to shed more light on external processes.
2

The Differing Relationships Between Size, Mass, Metallicity and Core Velocity Dispersion of Central and Satellite Galaxies

“The sky above the port was the color of television, tuned to a dead channel.”
– William Gibson, Neuromancer, 1984

2.1 Introduction

The effect of environment on galaxy evolution has been an area of much study in recent times. Large surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Abazajian et al., 2009; York and SDSS Collaboration, 2000) provide astronomers with sufficient data to study galaxies statistically in a variety of environments. It is largely accepted that galaxies are situated in dark matter haloes which grow hierarchically over time, such that smaller haloes infall towards and merge with larger ones. These dark matter haloes play host to individual galaxies, but also to groups and clusters made up of pairs, tens or even thousands of galaxies (Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012; Navarro et al., 1997).

Galaxies in different haloes and at different positions within those haloes have varying properties, which are related to the properties of, and location within, their host haloes. For example satellite galaxies experience lower levels of star formation than central galaxies due

This work in this Chapter was presented in Spindler and Wake (2017), which was published in MNRAS.
to quenching mechanisms, which predominantly act on those satellites (Baldry et al., 2006; Kauffmann et al., 2004; Weinmann et al., 2009; Wetzel et al., 2013). Indeed, two very similar galaxies could evolve in significantly different ways if placed in different environments; for example if one were to become a satellite galaxy while the other remains a central or isolated galaxy.

Scaling relations can tell us much about the evolution of galaxies and help constrain models of that evolution. The size-mass relation of early-type galaxies has been shown to be invariant with environment by a number of authors. Huertas-Company et al. (2013) showed that the size-mass relation of early type galaxies is the same for central and satellite galaxies, implying no environmental dependance. Shankar et al. (2014) found no environmental dependance of bulge-dominated galaxy sizes at fixed mass in contrast to state-of-the-art semi-analytic models of galaxy formation which predicted a $\sim 1.5-3$ times increase in size from low to high mass haloes. Shankar et al. (2014) describes a number of mechanisms within the models that predict an environmental dependance, such as violent disk instabilities which can lead to bulge growth (Bournaud et al., 2011a,b; Dekel et al., 2009), minor mergers which happen up to $\sim 4$ times more often in high mass haloes in some models (Hirschmann et al., 2013; McCavana et al., 2012), gas dissipation following mergers which would more effectively shrink galaxies in less massive haloes and finally satellite evolution which could stunt the growth of central galaxies from mergers if satellite star formation is quenched in a fast manner as opposed to a slow one.

In addition to the size-mass relation Mocz et al. (2012) showed that the Tully-Fisher relation for disk galaxies is largely unaffected by environment, finding only a small steepening with increasing local density. Hou and Wang (2015) find a significant environmental dependance on the fundamental plane coefficients of early-type central galaxies in SDSS DR7 (Data Release 7), but find no dependance on environment for the same coefficients of satellite galaxies.

The preservation of the size-mass relation for centrals and satellites is an important test of environmental processes in galaxy formation models, however it does not completely rule out environmental processes modifying the size and mass for a given galaxy. Previous studies have compared centrals and satellites at fixed stellar mass in an attempt to control for the strong dependency of many galaxy properties on mass, trends which are largely independent of environment (van den Bosch et al., 2008b). However, to investigate how the evolution of a galaxy differed as a result of its host halo being accreted onto a more massive halo, we must compare central and satellite galaxies that were the same before the satellites were accreted. Many of the physical processes that may be applied to a galaxy once it has become a satellite, such as stripping of its hot halo gas, ram pressure stripping of its cold gas, tidal stripping
of its stars, and a modified merger rate, would affect its stellar mass evolution (Abadi et al., 1999; Balogh et al., 2004; Dekel et al., 2003; Gunn and Gott, 1972; Larson et al., 1980; Pasquali, 2015; van den Bosch et al., 2008a). As such, comparing centrals and satellites at fixed stellar mass will be unlikely to lead to a direct comparison of galaxies that were similar before the satellites became satellites. In many cases the physical processes that we wish to understand are exactly those processes that may affect the stellar mass evolution.

These physical processes could be acting in a way which preserves the size-mass relation, in essence hiding their effects from studies looking at this relation. For example, central galaxies are much more likely to experience minor mergers than satellites; this could have a ‘puffing up’ effect by adding mass predominantly to the outer regions of the galaxy making them larger and more massive at the same time (Naab et al., 2009; van Dokkum et al., 2010). Satellites on the other hand can either have their star formation quickly halted by quenching, leading to no further growth or have their mass stripped away by tidal interactions with their dark matter halo and harassment by nearby galaxies.

Similar problems exist when comparing galaxy populations at different epochs, which have also typically been studied at fixed stellar mass. Recently a number of groups have tried to more directly study progenitor and descendant populations at differing masses by using fixed cumulative stellar mass number density selections (e.g Lundgren et al., 2014; Papovich et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2013; van Dokkum et al., 2010; Wake et al., 2008; White et al., 2007), matched galaxy population from halo modelling and subhalo abundance matching (SHAM) (e.g. Behroozi et al., 2013; Conroy et al., 2008; Conroy and Wechsler, 2009; Moster et al., 2013; Wake et al., 2008; White et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2007), or by comparing populations at fixed core velocity dispersion (Bezanson et al., 2012). Of these techniques, number density selection cannot be applied to the central satellite comparison. Halo modelling (assigning dark matter halos using clustering simulations) and SHAM (assigning a halo mass based on a galaxy’s luminosity or stellar mass by matching their abundances) has been used to remove the effect of differing stellar mass growth when comparing centrals and satellites in the work of Wetzel et al. (2013).

In this Chapter I will make comparisons at fixed core velocity dispersions ($\sigma_0$) for central and satellite galaxies. Core velocity dispersion is largely invariant to growth by minor mergers (e.g. Bezanson et al., 2012; Loeb and Peebles, 2003) and internal processes that could significantly change $\sigma_0$, such as major bursts of star formation or puffing up via mass loss from quasars (Fan et al., 2008), are rare at the redshifts of this study. Indeed Torrey et al. (2015) show that in the Illustris simulation the core velocity dispersion of the most massive progenitors of $z=0$ galaxies has hardly changed on average since $z \sim 1.5$. Furthermore, since the cores of the galaxies are shielded from the environment by their outer regions, $\sigma_0$ should
Data

remain largely unaffected by the possible mechanisms which could drive or prevent growth such as minor mergers, star formation, or tidal stripping. I compare the sizes and masses of central and satellite galaxies selected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and study the radial mass distribution of the galaxies, relative to the core velocity dispersion.

In Section 2.2 I describe the data sample and the cuts made. In Section 2.4 I revisit the size-mass relation for satellite and central galaxies, and investigate the size-σ<sub>0</sub> and mass-σ<sub>0</sub> relations. I also study the mass distributions of the central and satellite galaxies in bins of core velocity dispersion and discuss the implications of these results. Finally in Section 2.6 I discuss and summarise our results. Throughout the Chapter I consider a standard cosmology with the following parameters: H₀ = 100 h km s<sup>-1</sup>, Ω<sub>0</sub> = 0.3 and Ω<sub>Λ</sub> = 0.7.

2.2 Data

The galaxies used in this analysis come from the main sample of the SDSS Data Release 7 (DR7, Abazajian et al., 2009). I combine the Large Scale Structure Sample of the New York University Value Added Galaxy Catalog (VAGC, Blanton et al., 2005b), the MPA/JHU catalog (Brinchmann et al., 2004; Kauffmann et al., 2003b; Salim et al., 2007), the UPenn SDSS PhotDec Catalog (UPenn, Meert et al., 2015) and the Yang Group Catalog (Yang et al., 2009). The catalogs have a coverage of 7966 sq degrees, a r-band magnitude range of −23.5 < M<sub>r</sub> < −19.5. I apply a redshift cut of 0.01 < z < 0.1, which leaves 291,042 galaxies in the sample.

From the VAGC I take the fibre measurements for the Velocity Dispersion (σ) and the redshifts (Z). The velocity dispersions from the VAGC are taken from inside the 3 arc second fibre of SDSS and need to be corrected to represent the core velocity dispersion of the galaxy. To do this I corrected σ to be within one-eighth of the <i>r</i><sub>e</sub> of the galaxy using the following relationship from Cappellari et al. (2006): σ<sub>0</sub> = σ<sub>ap</sub>(8r<sub>ap</sub>/r<sub>e</sub>)<sup>0.066</sup>. This is the mean power-law relation, σ<sub>R</sub> ∝ R, of 25 E/S0 type galaxies from the SAURON survey. The relation was fitted using a Tukey Biweight and agrees well with previous studies of the relation from Jorgensen et al. (1995) and Mehlert et al. (2003). In this study it applies an average correction of 12 ± 1%. Due to the resolution of SDSS spectra σ<sub>0</sub> has large errors at low values, in addition the population is poorly sampled at high values of σ, considering this I only include galaxies with 70 km s<sup>-1</sup> < σ < 300 km s<sup>-1</sup> and Δσ < 15%.

From MPA/JHU catalog I use the specific star formation rates (sSFR = SFR/M<sub>⋆</sub>), which are calculated using the technique described in Brinchmann et al. (2004).

The UPenn PhotoDec Catalog uses two component fits of the photometry to estimate a variety of galaxy properties, as opposed to the single component fits of earlier catalogs, I use
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the best fit for each galaxy which may be a single component or a combination of Sérsic, exponential and De Vaucouleurs profiles. I use the total $r$ and $g$-band magnitudes to calculate new stellar masses from the best fits of the catalog. In addition I use the best fit half-light radii; galaxies with $r_e > 30$ kpc are cut from the sample due to poor sampling and large errors above this radius. I also use the axis ratios from this catalog to cut out edge-on spirals, as the rotational velocity of these galaxies can contaminate their core velocity dispersion and cause it to appear higher than it would otherwise be. To achieve this I remove galaxies with a $b/a$ ratio $< 0.1$. Finally I use the Sérsic indices from the best single component fits and the total stellar mass estimates.

I calculate the maximum volume, $V_{\text{max}}$, over which a galaxy could be observed using the flux limit of SDSS, the mass of the galaxy, the redshift limit and the mass completeness limits as derived from Wake et al. (2012). This process corrects for the fact that many low brightness galaxies are not picked up by SDSS as they fall below the flux limit, which would skew the results at higher redshifts to high luminosity galaxies.

I use the total $r$ and $g$-band magnitudes and the stellar masses from the UPenn catalog. From these properties I find the mean stellar mass-to-light ratio at fixed $g - r$ colour for the galaxies in the sample. I then use this ratio to calculate stellar mass profiles from the radial profiles of $r$ and $g$ magnitude from the SDSS photometry. While using a fixed stellar mass-to-light ratio for a certain colour does not accurately portray each individual galaxy, I expect the variations between galaxies to average out when looking at mean radial profiles of stellar mass.

In this Chapter I use a variety of subsamples, which include the central and satellite galaxies described in Section 2.3, and the star forming and quiescent galaxies defined in 2.4. I find that there are no differences in the redshift distributions of these subsamples and as such there is no effect on the results that such a difference may introduce.

Applying the cuts laid out in this section gives a final sample of 124,524 galaxies. The majority of the galaxies not included in our final sample are disqualified by the stellar mass completeness limit and velocity dispersion cuts.

2.3 Defining Central and Satellite Galaxies

To define central and satellite galaxies I primarily use the Yang Group Catalog (Yang et al., 2009), which uses an iterative group finding algorithm to construct dark matter haloes from the SDSS galaxies. Starting with a simple friends-of-friends algorithm, tentative groups are found and assigned properties based on their characteristic luminosities. Using the properties of these tentative groups the algorithm decides whether or not to add galaxies from the
nearby redshift space. If new galaxies are added to the group, the dark matter properties are recalculated based on the new group luminosity. The group finder iterates over this process until no changes to the groups are made.

The Yang Catalog has two definitions for the centrals and satellites, which are based on the stellar mass and luminosity of the galaxies in each halo. In these definitions the most massive or brightest galaxy in each group is designated the central and the rest of the galaxies satellites. I choose to use the mass rather than luminosity definition for our centrals, but take some further steps to mitigate any bias that this definition may introduce into our analysis. As I have selected centrals to be more massive, this could introduce a small bias into the mass-$\sigma_0$ relation (and by extension the size-$\sigma_0$ relation), making the central galaxies more massive at fixed $\sigma_0$. Consider a halo where the two most massive galaxies have identical central velocity dispersions; the most massive galaxy will be designated the central and the least massive the satellite. As a result central galaxies may appear more massive than satellite galaxies at fixed $\sigma_0$ simply as a result of the central/satellite definition. This definition could also introduce other similar biases for any galaxy property that depends on stellar mass.

To mitigate this potential bias I consider throughout the Chapter two additional central/satellite definitions. The first chooses to use the galaxy with the highest $\sigma_0$ as the central in all haloes. This leads to approximately 2500 centrals (5% of the groups in the sample) being swapped with a satellite from their halo that has a higher dispersion. The second combines the mass and $\sigma_0$ definitions by randomly selecting which galaxy (the highest mass or the highest dispersion) will be the central, resulting in roughly 1250 centrals being swapped with satellites. I use this random sampling method to define the main sample throughout this work, but I also show the results for both the mass and dispersion samples for reference. I note that whilst the three definitions of central galaxies produce slightly different results in the manner that I expected, using any of them would result in the same conclusions for all the trends that I study. The same is true for the most conservative method of only using haloes where the central galaxy has both the highest stellar mass and $\sigma_0$, although I do not make use of this definition since it removes a large number of galaxies from our sample.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 The Size-Mass Relation

I begin by comparing the size-mass relation of the central and satellite galaxies. In Figure 2.1 I plot the median $r_e$ of the centrals and satellites at fixed mass in 20 stellar mass bins, each of which has the same number of satellite galaxies. The top row is the size-mass relation and
Fig. 2.1 (Top) Comparison of the median half-light radius at fixed mass of central (red line) and satellite (blue line) galaxies. Left is the star forming population, centre is the quiescent and right is the entire population. The dotted lines represent the 1σ scatter. The solid lines represent the random central/satellite split, the faint dot-dashed lines represents the mass split and the faint dashed lines represent the $\sigma_0$ split (see the main text for details). (Bottom) The fractional difference in median radius at fixed mass for central and satellite galaxies. I see that for the star forming and quiescent population the size-mass relation is almost the same for centrals and satellites. For all galaxies the centrals are slightly larger than the satellites, but this is predominantly due to the different quiescent fractions in the central and satellite populations (see text).
the bottom row is the difference between the centrals and satellites. The errors are calculated from 1000 bootstrap resamplings. In all cases I weight by $V_{\text{max}}$. The panels from left to right show relations for star forming galaxies, quiescent galaxies, and all galaxies. I split the galaxies into star forming and quiescent populations by applying a cut at $\log_{10}(\text{sSFR}) = -11$, which sits at the minimum between the two peaks in the bimodal sSFR distribution (e.g. Wetzel et al., 2012).

I apply this sSFR cut for two reasons. Firstly, as is visible in Figure 2.1, star forming galaxies typically have larger $r_e$ than quiescent galaxies at the same mass (or $\sigma_0$) although, the difference decreases at higher masses and dispersions. This difference most likely results from extended luminous star forming disks in the star forming galaxies increasing the $r$-band $r_e$. If I ignored this dependence on star formation, mean differences in the sizes of centrals and satellite galaxies could result from differences in the quiescent fractions, which are known to be higher in satellite galaxies at all masses (e.g. Wetzel et al., 2012). Secondly, since a central galaxy is more likely to be star forming than a satellite, I would like to separate out the effects of ongoing star formation, which would preferentially produce more massive central galaxies, from processes like tidal stripping of stars and minor mergers, which act on SF or quiescent galaxies alike.

The solid lines in Figure 2.1 represent the random central/satellite sample, while the faint dot-dashed and dashed lines represent the samples with centrals defined by mass and dispersion respectively. The three different central definitions show very similar relationships with the largest divergence at the high mass end. This plot mimics those found in Huertas-Company et al. (2013) (and others), that the size-mass relation is largely the same for centrals and satellites.

Even though there is very little difference between the central and satellite size-mass relations for either star forming or quiescent galaxies there is a small difference in size for the full galaxy population, with central galaxies being larger at all masses. This larger difference is a result of the differing quiescent fractions of central and satellite galaxies. The higher fraction of quiescent satellites at all masses results in smaller sizes relative to the centrals, which are more likely to be star forming.

The fact that the size-mass relation does have very little dependence on environment is an interesting result in and of itself (e.g. see Shankar et al. (2014) for comparisons to semi-analytic galaxy formation model predictions), but it does not tell us how the sizes and masses of individual galaxies may be being changed by their transition from central to satellite relative to those that remain centrals. It only tells us that if the masses and sizes are changing for centrals and satellites these changes must be linked. For example, if mass is lost then the galaxy must shrink in $r_e$, and if mass is gained then the galaxy must expand in
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$r_e$, such that the size-mass relation remains unchanged. Another way to put this is that the stellar mass density of the centrals and satellites remains constant and satellites are no more or less compact than their central counterparts.

Minor mergers and ongoing star formation provide mechanisms for growth that predominately apply to central galaxies and which could increase the size of galaxies in a way which preserves the size-mass relation. However, tidal stripping and harassment mainly affect satellites and could lead to reduced sizes and masses, again in a way which could preserve the size-mass relation. Wetzel et al. (2013) estimate that as a result of the quenching of their star formation quiescent satellite galaxies are 10-20\% less massive than they would have been had they remained centrals. Tidal stripping could further reduce the mass of satellites galaxies by 10\% on average, depending on the halo mass Bahe et al. (2016). For these reasons comparing galaxies at fixed mass may not be the best way to approach studying environmental effects on galaxies. Instead I want to be able to compare central and satellite galaxies that were the same or similar prior to a satellites accretion onto a new dark matter halo.

2.4.2 Size and Mass comparisons at fixed $\sigma_0$

To determine how the growth of satellites and centrals differ, I consider a variable which is not likely to be affected by the environmental processes experienced by a galaxies whether they are a central or satellite. I choose to investigate the relationships of $M_*$ and $r_e$ with the core velocity dispersion, $\sigma_0$, which, as already discussed, I expect to remain largely unchanged by the physical processes acting on centrals and satellites.

Figure 2.2 shows the $V_{\text{max}}$ weighted median half-light radius of central and satellite galaxies in the top row and the difference between the medians in the bottom row as a function of $\sigma_0$. I use the same method as in Figure 2.1 to split the sample into bins of $\sigma_0$. As with Figure 2.1 the solid lines represent the random central/satellite split and the faint dot-dashed and dashed lines represent the mass and dispersion based samples respectively.

For the star forming galaxy sample I see that there is no difference in the size-$\sigma_0$ relation for the random central/satellite split. The centrals from the mass definition are slightly larger than the satellites, but this is likely due to the bias mentioned in Section 2.2. When I use the dispersion based sample, the satellites become slightly larger than the centrals at dispersions above $\sigma_0 = 125km/s^{-1}$. However, I could in fact be introducing the opposite bias here as I have deliberately decided against classifying the more massive, larger galaxies as centrals in some haloes.

Unlike the star forming sample, the quiescent galaxies show a large difference in size between the centrals and satellites in all three central/satellite splits. For the randomly defined sample the fractional difference increases with $\sigma_0$ from $4 \pm 7\%$ at $\sigma_0 = 90km/s$, to $32 \pm 4\%$.
Fig. 2.2 (Top) Comparison of the median half-light radii of central (red) and satellite (blue) galaxies. Left is the star forming population, centre is the quiescent population and right is the entire population. The dashed lines represent the 1σ scatter. The solid lines represent the random central/satellite split, the faint dot-dashed lines represents the mass split and the faint dashed lines represent the σ₀ split (see the main text for details). (Bottom) The fractional difference in median radius at fixed σ₀ for central and satellite galaxies. For the star forming population I see no difference in size at fixed central dispersion, but for quiescent galaxies I see that the centrals become increasingly larger at higher dispersions than for satellites. For all galaxies there is a constant difference in size.
at $\sigma_0 = 270 km/s$ with an average difference of 16%. In the mass defined sample I see that the $\sigma_0$ dependance is stronger, with the difference in size reaching $40 \pm 4\%$, with an average difference of 19%. The dispersion defined sample shows a lower maximum size difference of only 25% and an average difference of 13%.

In the full galaxy population the difference in size remains relatively constant at all values of $\sigma_0$ with an average difference of 16%. The relation is fairly constant for the random and dispersion defined samples, but has a small $\sigma_0$ dependance in the mass defined sample.

Given that the central and satellite size-mass relations are the same and the size-$\sigma_0$ relations are not, I would expect to find a difference in mass at fixed dispersion between centrals and satellites. In Figure 2.3 I plot the median stellar mass in bins of velocity dispersion. As with the size-$\sigma_0$ relation I see that there is a mass deficit in the satellite galaxies. The star forming galaxies exhibit an average difference of 5% in mass for the random central definition sample, the difference is slightly higher at 8% for the mass defined sample and disappears completely for the dispersion defined sample.

Quiescent central galaxies show a consistently higher mass at fixed dispersion than quiescent satellite galaxies. The relation is relatively flat for the randomly defined sample, with an average difference of 17%. The average difference is lower for the dispersion defined sample at 14%. For the mass defined sample there is a stronger dependance on $\sigma_0$ with the fractional difference reaching 32% in the highest dispersion bin, and with an average difference of 20%.

### 2.4.3 Radial Profiles

If I assume that $\sigma_0$ is invariant with environment then the satellite and central galaxies were originally similar galaxies which have followed different evolutionary pathways. Our results indicate that this different evolution has either caused the centrals to continue growing, most likely through some combination of star formation and minor mergers, or that the satellites have been stunted by processes such as quenching, tidal stripping, and harassment. To investigate further I use the radial colour profiles in the $g$ and $r$ bands from SDSS to identify if there is a change in the mass distribution of the galaxies. If the environment is indeed playing a role in shaping the mass and size of the galaxies then I could see a difference in the mass profiles of the centrals and satellites. One might expect to see that the galaxy cores remain the same for centrals and satellites, indicating that the core and therefore the core velocity dispersion has not been affected by the environment. However, in the outskirts of the galaxies one might expect that the satellites will have less mass than the centrals, due to the satellites losing mass and the centrals gaining mass from the environment. I will investigate the mean radial profiles of surface mass density and total stellar mass.
Fig. 2.3 (Top) Comparison of the median stellar mass of central (red) and satellite (blue) galaxies. Left is the star forming population, centre is the quiescent group and right is the entire population. The dashed lines represent the 1σ scatter. The solid lines represent the random central/satellite split, the faint dot-dashed lines represents the mass split and the faint dashed lines represent the $\sigma_0$ split (see the main text for details). (Bottom) The fractional difference in median mass at fixed $\sigma_0$ for central and satellite galaxies. The star forming population shows a small difference in mass at fixed dispersion and the quiescent population has a larger difference in mass, which increases with higher dispersion. For all galaxies the difference in mass remains roughly constant.
Fig. 2.4 (Top) The mean surface mass density at fixed radius of the star forming, quiescent and full galaxy populations. (Bottom) The cumulative mean mass at fixed radii. The dashed, solid and dotted lines represent increasing bins of velocity dispersion, while the red lines are the central galaxies and the blue lines are the satellite galaxies. The inset figures show the fractional differences in mass density and cumulative mass at fixed radii. In the core regions of the galaxies I see that the centrals and satellites have the same mass density, indicating that the cores are largely unaffected by the environment. However in the outer regions of the galaxies the mass density begins to diverge, with centrals having more mass at larger radii. This relationship is stronger for quiescent galaxies than for star forming galaxies, which mirrors our previous results. I only consider the random central/satellite split in this Figure.
I measure the radial mass profiles using the $r$-band and $g$-band profiles from SDSS. The magnitudes are k-corrected using the values from NYU-VAGC to a common redshift of $z = 0.1$. To convert the magnitude profiles into mass profiles I require a mass-to-light ratio, which I estimate using the stellar masses of the galaxies and $g$- and $r$-band magnitudes from the UPenn catalog. I fit a linear relation to the observed $g - r$ colour and the stellar mass to $r$-band light ratios of all the galaxies in the sample. I fit the radial $g - r$ colour profiles of each galaxy to this relation to find the mass-to-light ratios in each of the radial bins. Finally, I use these mass-to-light ratios to convert the $r$-band magnitude profiles into stellar mass profiles.

In Figure 2.4 I plot the mean surface mass densities in units of $\log_{10}(M_\star)$ per square kiloparsec and cumulative mass profiles in units $\log_{10}(M_\star)$ for galaxies split in to three bins of velocity dispersion and into the three star formation rate populations. For a given star formation class surface mass density increases as the velocity dispersion increases. For a given dispersion the quiescent galaxies have higher surface mass densities than the star forming galaxies. I see the same trend in the cumulative mass profiles (bottom panels of Figure 2.4), with the higher dispersion bin being the most massive and the quiescent galaxies being more massive than star forming galaxies.

In each of the surface mass density plots I see that the centrals and satellites have very similar core densities. However, at larger radii the mass density of the centrals becomes higher than the satellites. Once again I see that the difference between the centrals and satellites is larger for the quiescent galaxies than for the star forming galaxies. The difference in density is also greater in the highest dispersion bin for quiescent galaxies, as was seen in the previous section. These results are reflected in the cumulative mass profiles. For a given bin in dispersion the satellite core masses are very close to the central core masses, but I see that most of the mass difference is in the outer regions of the galaxies.

### 2.4.4 The Stellar Metallicity Relations

Pasquali et al. (2010) found that satellite galaxies had lower stellar metallicity than centrals with the same stellar mass and that this metallicity difference increased as the stellar mass decreased. They argued that this could be being caused by mass stripping from the satellites, so that the satellites had the higher stellar metallicity of the higher mass galaxies they were before being stripped\(^1\). The same result would also occur if the centrals were increasing in mass without changing their metallicity (e.g. from minor mergers), while the satellites

\(^1\)Pasquali et al. (2012) argue that this is not in fact the mechanism responsible based on gas phase metallicity measurement.
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Fig. 2.5 (Top) Comparison of the median stellar metallicity at fixed $\sigma_0$ of central (red line) and satellite (blue line) galaxies. Left is the star forming population, centre is the quiescent and right is the entire population. The dashed lines represent the $1\sigma$ scatter. The solid lines represent the random central/satellite split, the faint dot-dashed lines represents the mass split and the faint dashed lines represent the $\sigma_0$ split (see the main text for details). (Bottom) The fractional difference in median stellar metallicity at fixed $\sigma_0$ for central and satellite galaxies. I see that for the star forming and quiescent population the metallicities for centrals and satellites are largely the same, except at very low dispersions for the star forming sample. Contrary to this, the all galaxy sample shows a strong trend with $\sigma_0$ in the difference in metallicity, where low dispersion centrals have lower metallicity than low dispersion satellites, this is however due to the relative mixing of star forming and quiescent centrals and satellites at different dispersions.
remained unchanged. I revisit this relation and include results for the metallicity at fixed $\sigma_0$ and for galaxies split by star formation rate as before.

In Figures 2.5 and 2.6 I show the difference between central and satellite metallicity for SF, quiescent and all galaxies as a function of $\sigma_0$ and mass, respectively, in the same way as I have previously. I have used the stellar metallicity measurements of Gallazzi et al. (2005) as were used by Pasquali et al. (2010). One important aspect of these measurements is that the size of the SDSS fibre insures that the metallicity is being measured in the central part of the galaxy (typically within one $r_e$) and therefore should be largely unaffected by environmental processes in the same way $\sigma_0$ is unaffected, in particular minor mergers depositing metal poor stars on the outskirts of central galaxies.

One can see in Figure 2.5 that for both SF and quiescent galaxies there is almost no difference between the metallicity of central and satellite galaxies at fixed $\sigma_0$. At fixed mass there is a small difference ($\sim 5\%$) with central galaxies having lower metallicities than the equivalent satellites. In both cases there is a very weak trend such that the higher the mass or $\sigma_0$ of the centrals the smaller their deficit in metallicity relative to the satellites, with the highest $\sigma_0$ centrals actually being more metal rich. The $\sim 5\%$ difference in metallicity between centrals and satellites at fixed mass is consistent with the difference in mass measured at fixed $\sigma_0$ (Figure 2.3) and the central mass-metallicity relation. In other words it is consistent with the central metallicity remaining unchanged between galaxies that become satellites or remain centrals and either central galaxies gaining mass and/or the satellite galaxies losing mass. The absence of any real difference in metallicity at fixed $\sigma_0$ further supports our tenet that $\sigma_0$ is unaffected by environmental processes.

It is worth pointing out a couple of other interesting aspects of Figure 2.5. Since SF and quiescent galaxies are considered separately, central and satellite galaxies show very little difference in metallicity at fixed mass or $\sigma_0$. The larger difference for the full galaxy population shown in the right hand panel of Figures 2.5 and 2.6, and previously found by Pasquali et al. (2010), is largely being driven by differing fractions of SF and quiescent galaxies within the central and satellite population. There is a larger fraction of quiescent galaxies in the satellite population, which typically have higher metallicities than SF galaxies of the same mass or $\sigma_0$, causing the median metallicity of the satellites within the whole galaxy population to be higher. The increase in the difference between the central and satellite metallicity as mass or $\sigma_0$ decreases is caused by the combination of two effects; both the difference in metallicity between SF and quiescent galaxies and the difference in the fraction of quiescent galaxies between centrals and satellites increase as mass or $\sigma_0$ decrease.

It is also worth noting that the lack of much of a difference in the stellar metallicity of central and satellite galaxies when split in SF and quiescent is at odds with the recent
measurements from the EAGLE simulation (Bahe et al., 2016), which show a much larger difference in all star forming groups. The differences between these results are likely due to the fact that the EAGLE metallicity measurements encompass the entire galaxy, not just the central 3 arcsec for SDSS spectra. Bahe et al. (2016) show that satellites in EAGLE accrete much less of their stellar mass than field galaxies due to a lower merger fraction, which partly explains the differences in metallicities. If as I have described previously, this accreted mass is predominantly at larger radii, the difference in metallicity would not show up in the SDSS aperture. However, in agreement with the results presented here, Bahe et al. (2016) do show that satellite mass loss cannot explain the increase in metallicity that they see.
Fig. 2.7 I show the distributions of Specific Star Formation Rate in three bins of core velocity dispersion. The Figure shows central galaxies in red and satellite galaxies in blue and the $\log_{10}(sSFR) = -11$ cut for quiescent and star forming galaxies as the blue dashed line. I also mark the median sSFR for the centrals and satellites in both star formation groups with solid circles. I see that the distributions are similar, but the centrals have a higher median sSFR in most of the bins.

## 2.5 Systematics

In this section I investigate whether other correlations between galaxy properties that are independent of environment could be responsible for the observed differences between central and satellite galaxy size and mass, including the star formation rate and morphology distributions.

### 2.5.1 The Effect of Ongoing Star Formation

Throughout, I have split our sample into two separate groups by specific star formation rate, by applying a cut at $\log_{10}(sSFR) = -11$. The purpose of this cut was to separate the effect of ongoing star formation within the centrals and satellites, which could lead to a difference in size and mass. As demonstrated by Figures 2.1 and 2.2 the star forming galaxies are larger than their quiescent counterparts and so there is a relationship between size and sSFR at fixed mass or $\sigma_0$. As a result, I want to be sure that within the two sets of galaxies there is not a residual difference in the star formation rates between the central and satellite galaxies, which may be responsible for the size and mass difference between centrals and satellites. For example, if the median specific star formation rate of quiescent galaxies was $10^{-11.5} yr^{-1}$ and the median for satellites was $10^{-12} yr^{-1}$ the central galaxies could be larger simply due to correlation between size and sSFR.

In Figure 2.7 I compare the distributions of specific star formation rates for central and satellite galaxies, in bins of core velocity dispersion. I also mark on the median sSFR rates in

---

\^Star forming galaxies also have higher mass at fixed $\sigma_0$ e.g. Bezanson et al. (2015), Figure 2.3
Fig. 2.8 (Top) Comparison of the median half-light radii of central (red) and satellite (blue) galaxies in the quiescent group weighted by their relative specific star formation rate distributions (see the main text for details). The dashed lines represent the 1σ scatter. The line styles are the same as in previous figures. (Bottom) The fractional difference in median radius at fixed $\sigma_0$ for central and satellite galaxies. I see that there is little difference between these weighted results and the results from Figure 2.2, indicating that differences between the central and satellite sSFR distributions are not responsible for the differences between central and satellite size and mass.
Fig. 2.9 I show the distributions of Sérsic Index in three bins of core velocity dispersion. The central galaxies are shown in red and satellite galaxies in blue. I also mark the median Sérsic Index for the centrals and satellites in both star formation groups with solid circles. I see that the distributions are similar, but the centrals have a higher median Sérsic Index in all of the bins. Note that there are a large number of galaxies in the Sérsic Index = 6 bin as this is the maximum index assigned by the UPenn catalog.

the star forming and quiescent groups. This figure shows that whilst the shapes of the sSFR distributions are similar, the central galaxies have a slightly higher median sSFR rate than the satellites. To make sure that these differences are not responsible for any of the previously observed trends I can weight each satellite galaxy in such a way as to make the central and satellite sSFR distributions identical. To do this I weight the satellites in each sSFR bin by the fractional difference between the number of satellite and central galaxies in that bin. I can then add these weights back into our calculations of the differences in size and mass from Section 2.4.

I show the weighted results for the size-$\sigma_0$ relation for quiescent galaxies in Figure 2.8, which shows that the sSFR weights do not significantly alter the relation or the fractional difference in size, which ranges from 3% at low dispersion to 29% at high dispersion. I do not show the star forming galaxies or the mass-$\sigma_0$ relation, but neither of these are significantly affected by the sSFR weights either. These results indicate that despite the central galaxies having slightly higher sSFR than the satellites, even when split into star forming and quiescent subsamples, and there being a correlation between sSFR and size at $\sigma_0$, the differing SFRs are not contributing to the observed difference in the size or mass of central and satellite galaxies at fixed $\sigma_0$. 
Fig. 2.10 (Top) Comparison of the median half-light radii of central (red) and satellite (blue) galaxies in the quiescent group weighted by their relative Sérsic Index distributions (see the main text for details). The dashed lines represent the 1σ scatter. The line styles are the same as in previous Figures. (Bottom) The fractional difference in median radius at fixed $\sigma_0$ for central and satellite galaxies. I see that the difference in size has decreased only slightly from the results in Figure 2.2, indicating that differences between the central and satellite morphology distributions are not responsible for the differences between central and satellite size and mass.
2.5 Systematics

Fig. 2.11 I show the Sersic index-size relations for quiescent central and satellite galaxies in three bins of $\sigma_0$. The error bars are the standard deviation of the medians from 1000 bootstrap resamplings and the dashed lines represent the $1\sigma$ scatter. These plots show that both central and satellite galaxies are typically larger at higher Sersic Index, which is responsible for the effect of the weights on the size-$\sigma_0$ relation shown in Figure 2.10.

2.5.2 Differing Morphologies of Centrals and Satellites

While it is generally true that star forming galaxies are mostly late-type spirals, and quiescent galaxies are predominantly early-types, there may be a difference in the distribution of these morphologies between the centrals and satellites. For instance one could imagine a larger fraction of late-type galaxies amongst quiescent satellites than quiescent centrals as the star formation is halted in satellite galaxies. As morphological late-type galaxies are typically larger at fixed mass and higher mass at fixed $\sigma_0$ than early-type galaxies (both among star forming and quiescent populations e.g. Bezanson et al. 2015) it would follow that, much like in Section 2.5.1, any difference in the morphological distribution between central and satellites could be contributing to the observed difference in the size-$\sigma_0$ or mass-$\sigma_0$ relations.

I study this in the same way as I did for the ongoing star formation rates by analysing the Sersic indices of the central and satellite galaxies at fixed $\sigma_0$. In Figure 2.9 I show the distributions of morphologies in three bins of $\sigma_0$ for the quiescent galaxies. The satellite galaxies have lower median Sersic indices, indicating that they are on average more disk like. Paradoxically, this would actually indicate that the satellites should be larger at fixed mass than the centrals, though the effect may be small enough that it is simply washed out by the environmental signal. The Sersic Index is most different for low dispersion galaxies, the difference drops for medium dispersion galaxies and rises again for the high dispersion galaxies.

Much like in the previous section, I wish to test how much the difference in galaxy shape can affect the relations I have found. I build a set of weights for the satellite galaxies by
finding the fractional difference between the number of satellites and centrals in each Sérsic index bin. I apply these weights to the satellite galaxies and recalculate the differences in size and mass at fixed $\sigma_0$. In Figure 2.10 I show the median size at fixed $\sigma_0$ for quiescent centrals and satellites and the difference in size between those galaxies. Comparing to Figure 2.2, I see that the difference in size has decreased slightly, to $0 \pm 8\%$ at the lowest $\sigma_0$ to $29 \pm 4\%$ in the highest $\sigma_0$ bin for the random sample. The average difference in size drops to $17\%$ for the mass selected central sample, $16\%$ in the randomly selected central sample and $13\%$ in the $\sigma_0$ selected sample. Interestingly, this is the opposite effect that might be expected. Since satellites are more disk-like one would have expected them to made them larger at fixed $\sigma_0$ and thus the difference in size smaller before I corrected for the difference in morphologies. However, as I show in Figure 2.11 the higher Sérsic index galaxies are in fact larger and since they receive larger weights from the correction the satellites are made larger, thus the difference in size decreases.

The largest change in the difference in size happens in the lowest dispersion bin which drops from $5\%$ to almost no difference at all. This is also where the difference in median Sérsic index is largest in Figure 2.9. The smallest changes happen at medium dispersions and the change increases again at high dispersion, this mirrors the differences in median Sérsic Index between central and satellite galaxies.

2.6 Summary & Discussion

I have analysed the properties of central and satellite galaxies in a sample of 130,000 galaxies, from Data Release 7 of the SDSS. I use derived quantities from the NYU-VAGC, the MPA/JHU Catalog and the UPenn Photodec Catalog. I split our galaxies into star forming and quiescent groups and then divide them into centrals and satellites using the Yang et al. (2009) group catalog.

I began by revisiting the size-mass relation of central and satellite galaxies. Using the median half-light radius in bins of fixed stellar mass I observed that for star forming and quiescent galaxies the size-mass relation does not depend on whether a galaxy is a central or a satellite, echoing the results of previous studies (for example, Huertas-Company et al., 2013). However I posit that comparing galaxies at fixed mass could be failing to capture the importance of environment in a galaxy’s evolution, as mass evolution can also be changed by environmental processes. With mergers affecting central galaxies more often than satellites and satellites being subject to tidal and ram pressure stripping, galaxy harassment and quenching, the net effect will result in central galaxies being more massive than satellites. Therefore, by comparing galaxies at fixed mass I are not comparing galaxies that were similar
prior to a satellite’s accretion onto a new dark matter halo and thus I are not capturing the effect of the environments they are being accreted onto. To mitigate these differences, I choose to study the size and mass of galaxies at fixed core velocity dispersion, as events that can change $\sigma_0$ (e.g. major mergers) are rare on the timescales of satellite infall.

I study the size-$\sigma_0$ and mass-$\sigma_0$ relations by finding the median half-light radii and stellar masses within bins of core velocity dispersion. I find that at fixed $\sigma_0$ the central galaxies are consistently larger and more massive than their satellite counterparts by $\sim15\%$ on average. In Section 2.5 I show that this difference in size and mass is not due to a residual difference in ongoing star formation or morphology between satellites and centrals despite quiescent and star forming satellite galaxies having lower median sSFR and Sersic indices than their central counterparts.

For star forming galaxies I find that there is very little difference in the size or mass of central and satellite galaxies at fixed $\sigma_0$. Centrals are just a few percent more massive and show almost no size difference except at the lowest dispersions. The lack of much environmental difference is likely the result of star forming satellites having spent a relatively short amount of time as satellites, they are yet to be quenched. A short time as a satellite in a halo means that a galaxy will have continued to form stars at broadly the same rate as an equivalent star forming central galaxy and will be much less likely to have experienced any tidal stripping or disruption. For quiescent galaxies I do see a significant difference between both the size and mass of central and satellite galaxies with central galaxies being both larger and more massive at fixed $\sigma_0$. I also find that there is a strong dependence of the size difference on $\sigma_0$, with low $\sigma_0$ centrals being just a few percent larger and high $\sigma_0$ centrals being 30% larger, on average, than equivalent satellites. The mass difference also shows a trend with $\sigma_0$ although it is much weaker.

I have measured the radial mass profiles the central and satellite galaxies at fixed $\sigma_0$. These profiles show that at fixed dispersion, and in all the star formation rate groups, the cores of the central and satellite galaxies are almost identical. However, at larger radii the galaxies begin to differ, and in the outskirts of the galaxies I begin to see larger differences in total mass and stellar mass density. As with the size-$\sigma_0$ and mass-$\sigma_0$ relations, the differences in mass and mass density are greatest for the quiescent galaxies and there is a larger difference for the high dispersion galaxies. These profiles are clear evidence that the satellites have less mass at larger radii than the centrals, while the cores of the galaxies are being preserved against any environmental processes.

Finally, I study the mass-metallicity and $\sigma_0$-metallicity relations of central and satellite galaxies. I find that when split by star formation rate there is almost no difference in the $\sigma_0$-metallicity relations for central and satellite galaxies and at most a 5% difference in
the mass-metallicity relation such that satellites are more metal rich. The small observed difference between central and satellite metallicity at fixed mass is entirely consistent with the difference in mass measured at fixed $\sigma_0$ and the central galaxy mass-metallicity relation. This is consistent with the picture that both the central metallicity and $\sigma_0$ are unaffected by any processes operating differently on central and satellite galaxies whereas the stellar mass is changing.

Under the assumption that $\sigma_0$ is largely conserved when a galaxy becomes a satellite there are a number of ways that the results I have found could occur. Firstly, quiescent central galaxies could continue to accrete mass onto their outskirts whereas their satellite counterparts do not. Alternatively, quiescent satellite galaxies (that were either accreted as quiescent or SF centrals) are being stripped down in size and mass from the outside in. Finally, star forming central galaxies that become quiescent after becoming satellites have different masses and sizes at fixed $\sigma_0$ than quiescent centrals. These processes (or their combination) not only need to produce larger and more massive centrals than satellites but also the variation in those differences with $\sigma_0$.

I expect that all three processes must occur to some degree. Quiescent centrals experience minor mergers which deposit mass preferentially on to the outskirts. As a result of the shape of the stellar-to-halo-mass relation, the more massive (higher $\sigma_0$) the galaxy the more mass they accrete in this way and the larger the fraction of the mass comes from minor mergers. The larger the merger ratio the more the size of a galaxy is expected to increase per unit mass deposited (Naab et al., 2009), and so this naturally explains the increasing size and mass difference between central and satellites as $\sigma_0$ increases. I expect more mass to be accreted onto higher $\sigma_0$ centrals with a larger fraction coming from minor mergers causing a relatively larger size difference. This effect may also be revealed in the size-mass (or size-$\sigma_0$) relation for quiescent galaxies. The slope is steeper at high mass ($\sigma_0$) and shallow at low mass ($\sigma_0$), so for a given change in mass a galaxy grows more at high mass ($\sigma_0$) and less at low mass ($\sigma_0$).

Tidal stripping of stellar mass from satellite galaxies is responsible for the intra-cluster and group light that makes up a significant fraction of stellar mass in groups and clusters. Estimates of the fraction of mass stripped from simulations range from just a few percent up to $\sim 20\%$ with the amount of mass stripping decreasing with stellar mass and increasing with halo mass (Bahe et al., 2016). The typical fraction of mass lost to stripping is in reasonable agreement with the typical mass difference I observe ($\sim 15\%$) and the stripping is expected to occur from the outside in, again consistent with our observed mass profiles. However, I see no dependence of central-satellite mass difference on $\sigma_0$, which appears inconsistent with the expected mass dependent stripping fraction from the models.
Our final mechanism that could contribute to the difference in the size and mass difference of quiescent central and satellite galaxies is the possibility that there are differing relationships between $\sigma_0$ and stellar mass or size for galaxies that become quiescent while centrals and galaxies that become quiescent while satellites. Quiescent satellites will consist of galaxies that became quiescent as centrals before becoming satellites, and galaxies that became quiescent as a result of becoming satellites. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show that quiescent centrals are $\sim 30\%$ smaller and less massive than SF centrals with the same $\sigma_0$. If galaxies that become quiescent as satellites evolve more like the SF population of centrals than the quiescent population at fixed $\sigma_0$, continuing to form stars for some time after accretion (e.g. Oman and Hudson, 2016; Wetzel et al., 2013), they may be more like their SF central counterparts than their quiescent central ones, i.e. more massive and larger. This would tend to counteract any effect of tidal stripping of satellites or central growth from minor mergers. Since the fraction of satellite galaxies that were SF when they became satellites will increase as $\sigma_0$ decreases, a result of the strong correlation between quiescence and $\sigma_0$ (e.g. Bluck et al., 2016; Wake et al., 2012), I would expect any difference in size and mass at fixed $\sigma_0$ between satellite galaxies that became quiescent as satellites, rather than as centrals, to mainly affect the lower $\sigma_0$ population. I anticipate that the corrections I have applied for the small differences in SFR and Sérsic index between the central and satellite quiescent galaxies in Section 2.5 would mitigate these effects, but it remains possible that the differing quenching mechanisms and/or timescales could mean that satellites quenched as satellites could still be larger and more massive than satellites quenched as centrals, even when their SFRs and Sérsic indices are matched.

Taken together, these considerations seem to point to the continued growth of central galaxies by minor mergers being largely responsible for the mass and size differences between quiescent central and satellite galaxies at fixed $\sigma_0$, particularly at high $\sigma_0$, with tidal stripping playing a minor role that increases as $\sigma_0$ decreases. Since at high $\sigma_0$ almost all galaxies are quiescent (Bluck et al., 2016; Wake et al., 2012), and tidal stripping is expected to be minimal, it is reasonable to assume that essentially all the difference in size (25%) and mass (20%) of central and satellite galaxies is caused by minor mergers on to the centrals that have occurred over the average time that the satellites have been satellites ($\sim 3$ Gyr Wetzel et al., 2013).
3

A Two-Source Star Formation Rate Model for MaNGA Galaxies

“... to boldly go where no one has gone before.”

3.1 Introduction

Perhaps the most important properties of a galaxy are its stellar mass and star formation rate (SFR). Strong correlations exist between these properties and other vital statistics of galaxies, such as morphology, colour and age (Baldry et al., 2006, 2004; Bezanson et al., 2015; Blanton and Moustakas, 2009; Blanton et al., 2005b; Brinchmann et al., 2004; Courteau et al., 2014; Gallazzi et al., 2005; Kauffmann et al., 2003b; Kennicutt, 1998a; Lundgren et al., 2014; Renzini and Peng, 2015). It is necessary then, when new surveys are conducted, to develop techniques and data products that predict and describe these parameters. Integral Field Spectroscopy (IFS) surveys indeed provide a new challenge: what are the best ways to estimate these properties at the spaxel level, as opposed to calculating integrated properties from the combined light of the entire galaxy?

The estimation of integrated galaxy properties goes back to the 1970s, with Faber (1972) presenting their quadratic programming approach to population synthesis. They studied the nuclei of M31, M32 and M81 using 32-band colour data, along with 10-colour data from elliptical galaxies, fitting stellar populations that allowed for accurate estimation of line strengths. However, it was found that mass-to-light ratios could not be well constrained

This model was presented briefly in Spindler et al. (2017) which has been accepted by MNRAS for publication.
without a way to discriminate between M-dwarf stars and M-giant stars (Faber, 1972). Further works by Searle et al. (1973), Tinsley and Gunn (1976) and Larson and Tinsley (1978) went on to improve the methodology of early synthesis modelling and estimated more parameters such as star formation rates and histories.

Advances in the 1980s lead to more detailed stellar population synthesis (SPS) models (Bruzual A., 1983; Guiderdoni and Rocca-Volmerange, 1987; Renzini and Buzzoni, 1986), such as from Guiderdoni and Rocca-Volmerange (1987), who derived model populations of stars to predict the colours and magnitudes of galaxies at all redshifts, including cosmological effects and intrinsic galaxy evolution. The model included a variable star formation rate and a uniform initial mass function (IMF), which allowed for good fits to far-UV and visible spectra from nearby galaxies across the Hubble sequence.

The biggest step forward came with the adoption of isochrone analysis in the early 1990’s (Bruzual A. and Charlot, 1993), which has become the standard in modern SPS models (Bruzual and Charlot, 2003). An isochrone represents the evolutionary track on the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram of a star with a given mass and metallicity (Bertelli et al., 1994; Bruzual A. and Charlot, 1993; Charlot and Bruzual, 1991; Conroy, 2013). Isochrones are constructed using stellar evolution codes, which are sampled over different masses and time-scales Modern SPS models combine grids of isochrones with stellar spectra, a star formation history and an initial mass function to generate a potential stellar populations that describe how many stars of different masses are present. The resulting model SED can be modified by a dust attenuation curve and a chemical evolution model (Bruzual and Charlot, 2003; Conroy, 2013).

SPS models have become the foundation of integrated property estimation, but it has also allowed for many simpler methods to be developed. Using SPS models, it is possible to calibrate simple relationships between single spectral features, such as UV flux or $H_\alpha$ emission line luminosity, and a galaxy’s star formation rate (Calzetti, 2013; Kennicutt, 1983, 1998a,b; Kennicutt et al., 1994). There are also calibrations used to convert from broadband colours to stellar masses (Bell and de Jong, 2001; Courteau et al., 2014). These relations are calculated by averaging over whole galaxy populations and so by design do not account for all of the complexities, such as dust attenuation and stellar metallicites. However, they do provide a fairly easy way of calculating the base properties of a galaxy, without having to model their populations using SED fitting. In fact, SED fitting with only optical data is often unreliable, as it is necessary to include UV information to accurately calculate a star formation rate for a galaxy (Salim et al., 2016).

Perhaps the most popular method for calculating star formation rates is using the flux of the $H_\alpha$ emission line (Kennicutt, 1998a). $H_\alpha$ is the first spectral line in the Balmer series,
emitted by hydrogen atoms when an electron falls from the third energy level to the second, with a wavelength of 656.28 nm. In space $H\alpha$ emission is found in HII regions, which have been excited by UV emission from some nearby high energy source. Most often, this source of UV light comes from O and B type stars, which are massive and hot ($M_\star > 10M_\odot$, $T > 10,000K$, Kennicutt, 1998b). As such measuring the UV flux (or some processed product of the UV flux such as $H\alpha$ or infra-red flux) acts as a measure for the number of massive stars that are present. For a given IMF the number of these massive stars, in relation to lower mass stars, gives an estimate of the population age and by extension the star formation rate. The age estimate comes from the fact that the hottest stars are very short lived, so any flux measure from them tells us they must have been recently formed.

One of the great benefits of large scale surveys with public datasets is the legacy data products and value added catalogues which compile numerous galaxy properties. Using a variety of techniques and datasets astronomers have a wide range of publicly available catalogues. For SDSS, there are many catalogues of galaxy properties available: such as the MPA/JHU catalog (Brinchmann et al., 2004), which provides SED based stellar masses and star formation rates; the GALEX-SDSS-WISE Legacy Catalog (GSWLC, Salim et al., 2016), which expands on the work of the MPA/JHU and improves the SED fitting by including UV flux measurements from GALEX; the New York University Value Added Catalog (NYU-VAGC, Blanton et al., 2005b), containing positions and ID numbers of galaxies found in multiple galaxy catalogs, and derived properties such as Sérsic profiles and velocity dispersions; or the University of Pennsylvania Photometric Decomposition catalog (Meert et al., 2013, 2015, 2016), which provides bulge-disk decompositions of SDSS galaxies, including stellar mass estimates of the different galaxy components.

With the recent advent of large scale IFS surveys, such as Mapping Nearby Galaxies at APO (MaNGA, Bundy et al., 2015), the Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area Survey (CALIFA, Sánchez et al., 2012) and Sydney-Australian-Astronomical-Observatory Multi-object Integral-Field Survey (SAMI, Schaefer et al., 2017), it is necessary to apply the techniques used in integrated property estimation to the spatially resolved data from the Integral Field Units (IFUs), which comes with its own set of difficulties. For example, signal-to-noise in individual spaxels is often lower than for single-fibre surveys, so it may not be possible to perform reliable SED fitting. Often spaxels are binned together to some minimum signal to noise ratio to ensure good quality fits, in this case the spectra from multiple spaxels are stacked together and used as the input for the SSP codes (Cappellari, 2009; Cappellari and Copin, 2003). Bins can either be group together radially, as is the case in the Pipe3D fitting pipeline for MaNGA (Sánchez et al., 2016b), or grouped to minimise the distance
3.2 Data

between spaxels in the bin as in the MaNGA Data Analysis Pipeline (Westfall et al. (in prep)) 1.

In this Chapter I discuss the two-source star formation rate model that was developed for galaxies observed as part of the MaNGA survey. In Section 3.2 I introduce the MaNGA data used in this survey, including the Pipe3D-MaNGA stellar population cubes and the data cubes from the Data Analysis Pipeline, I also describe the supplementary catalogs used throughout the Chapter that include properties calculated using SDSS single fibre spectroscopy and photometry for our sample galaxies. Section 3.3 describes the diagnostics used to classify galaxies using the Baldwin-Phillips-Terevich diagram (Baldwin et al., 1981). The star formation rate calculations are described in Section 3.4; I split this into two stages for the \(H\alpha\) SFRs and the SSFR-\(D_n 4000\) model, and I describe the construction of the final data cubes to be used for analysis. Section 3.5 presents the results of analysing the global properties of galaxies; I investigate the SFR main sequence, and compare our total SFRs to the MPA/JHU catalog and the GALEX-SDSS-WISE Legacy Catalog. Finally, I conclude our findings in Section 3.6.

3.2 Data

I study galaxies from SDSS Data Release 14 (DR14, Abolfathi et al., 2017), which includes a total of 2791 galaxies. I make use of three of the products from the DAP, the ALL binned data that combines the flux from all the spaxels in the data cube for maximum signal to noise, the VOR10 data that bins the spaxels into SNR>10 Voronoi bins and the NONE binned data that includes all of the spaxels in the data cubes individually, with an angular size of 0.5 arcsec. The ALL binned data is used in the Baldwin-Phillips-Terevich (BPT) diagnostics in Section 3.3 and for calculating the total Star Formation Rates and Specific Star Formation Rates. I use the Voronoi binned data to calibrate our \(D_n 4000\)-SSFR model, as the high signal to noise allows us to go to lower specific star formation rates (SSFR). The final data products will be used in Chapters 4&5.

3.2.1 Supplementary Data Catalogs

I use a number of additional catalogs in the analysis of our star formation rate pipeline, these include: the NASA-Sloan Atlas (NSA), the MPA/JHU catalog (Brinchmann et al., 2004; Kauffmann et al., 2003b; Salim et al., 2007) and the GSWLC (Salim et al., 2016).

1Note, the DAP is not an SSP code but a spectral fitting pipeline
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The NASA-Sloan Atlas is a collection of images and galaxy parameters from surveys in the optical, ultraviolet and infra-red. The NSA uses data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Aihara et al., 2011; York and SDSS Collaboration, 2000) and the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX, Martin et al., 2005) and forms the parent catalog from that the MaNGA target catalog is chosen from. I use the stellar mass in the NSA to validate the Pipe3D-MaNGA data explained in Section 3.2.2.

With over 1400 citations on the main Brinchmann et al. (2004) article, the MPA/JHU is possibly the most used catalog of galaxy properties for SDSS studies. The star formation rate model derived in Brinchmann et al. (2004) serves as the main inspiration for our own model. The catalog uses Bayesian statistics to derive star formation rates from galaxies using stellar population fitting to a variety of emission lines and spectral properties. Galaxies that are contaminated with emission from AGN and LI(N)ER like emission instead have their star formation rates calculated using a model based on the strength of the 4000 Å break ($D_n4000$). I compare our total star formation rates to this catalog in Section 3.5.3.

The GALEX-SDSS-WISE Legacy Catalog provides physical properties (stellar mass, star formation rates and dust attenuations) for 700,000 galaxies in the SDSS. This catalog uses Bayesian SED fitting with data from GALEX and SDSS to find star formation rates for galaxies and also provides SFRs derived from mid-IR measurements from the Wide-field Infra-red Survey Explorer (WISE, Wright et al., 2010). I compare our total SFRs to those found in the GSWLC in Section 3.5.4.

### 3.2.2 Pipe3D-MaNGA Data

In addition to the DAP analysed data, I make use of the Pipe3D-MaNGA Value Added Catalog. Pipe3D is an IFU based analysis pipeline that explores the stellar population and ionised gas properties of galaxies in recent IFU surveys (CALIFA, MaNGA, SAMI) and is discussed in Sánchez et al. (2016a) and Sánchez et al. (2016b). I make use of the Pipe3D data products applied to the MPL-5 galaxies.

I use the Single Stellar Population (SSP) data products for MPL-5 galaxies, from which I take the maps of stellar mass density ($log_{10}(M_\odot/arcsec^2$). Pipe3D uses a different spatial binning scheme than the DAP, so I re-sample the datacube such that it matches the spatial binning in the VOR10 data cubes and the NONE binned data cubes from MPL-5. I find the per spaxel stellar mass in each of the Pipe3D bins, and then sum the new spaxels in each of the MPL-5 voronoi bins.

To test for the consistency of the data, I show the total masses of each galaxy using Pipe3D and their stellar masses given in the NASA-Sloan Atlas in Figure 3.1. I have adjusted for the differences in the Salpeter and Chabrier IMFs used in the NSA and Pipe3D respectively by...
3.3 BPT Diagnostics

The techniques I use to investigate star formation rates rely heavily on the emission lines from galaxies. In most cases these emission lines can be traced back to the UV emission from young stellar populations that contain OB type stars, however in some cases these emission lines become contaminated. A significant source of contamination is from Active Galactic Nuclei (or AGN), which are a source of UV and x-ray emissions as their super massive black hole heats and consumes gas from its accretion disk (Baldwin et al., 1981). This emission goes on to excite cold gas clouds in the same way as the emission from OB stars, which leads
to an excess in the emission line flux. In addition to AGN there are Low Ionisation (Nuclear) Emission Regions (or Li(N)ERS), which have lower intensities than AGN and have been shown to be associated with galaxy cores as well as old stellar populations with post-AGB stars and regions with shocked gas (Belfiore et al., 2016; Heckman, 1980). These emission sources are harder than those associated with OB-stars and as such lead to higher levels of excitation in heavier gases such as oxygen and nitrogen.

Baldwin et al. (1981), devised the diagnostic diagram shown in Figure 3.2, which compares the ratios $\log_{10}(\frac{[OIII]}{H\beta})$ and $\log_{10}(\frac{[NII]}{H\alpha})$. I use the DAP ALL binned data, which sums the emission over the entire galaxy to find their position in the BPT diagram. Galaxies that have more [OIII] and [NII] with respect to $H\beta$ and $H\alpha$ are more likely to be hosts of AGN and Li(N)ER emission. In Kauffmann et al. (2003a) galaxies from Data Release 4 were studied and a demarcation between star forming galaxies and AGN/Li(N)ER galaxies was empirically defined. Further to this, in Kewley et al. (2001), a theoretical upper limit for the emission lines in starburst galaxies was calculated, I show the definitions of both these lines in Equations 3.1 & 3.2.

$$\log([OIII]/H\beta) = 0.61/\left(\log([NII]/H\alpha) - 0.05\right) + 1.3 \quad (3.1)$$

$$\log([OIII]/H\beta) = 0.61/\left(\log([NII]/H\alpha) - 0.47\right) + 1.19 \quad (3.2)$$

Using these two demarcation lines, shown in Figure 3.2 as the solid and dashed lines, I can define galaxies as being Star Forming if they fall below the Kauffmann line, Composite if they fall between the Kauffmann and Kewley lines and AGN/Li(N)ER if they fall above the Kewley line. Composite galaxies are those that have a contribution from both star formation and AGN/Li(N)ER like sources and AGN/Li(N)ER galaxies have emission that is dominated by emission from those types of sources. It is possible to identify galaxies as AGN/Li(N)ER with just the $H\alpha$ and [NII] lines, so if in those lines the SNR > 3, and $\log_{10}([NII]/H\alpha) > 0.05$ I can define low SNR AGN. Finally, there are the galaxies that do not fit any of these definitions, which we term ‘lineless’ galaxies. Strictly speaking, these galaxies do not completely lack emission lines, in most cases they are deficient in just one line. There are a number of ways the classification system can fail, which results in a galaxy being labelled lineless. First, if the $H\alpha$ or [NII] lines have SNR < 2 the galaxy is unclassifiable. Second, the galaxy could have $H\beta$ or [OIII] lines with SNR < 2 and $H\alpha$ or [NII] lines have SNR < 3. Third, the $H\beta$ or [OIII] lines could have SNR < 2, while the $H\alpha$ or [NII] lines have SNR > 3 but $\log_{10}([NII]/H\alpha) < 0.05$, the opposite of the low SNR AGN
class. Of these, the most common appears to be undetectable $H_\alpha$, which accounts for 415 of
the lineless galaxies.

In total there are 1049 star forming galaxies, 435 composite galaxies, 428 AGN/LI(N)ER, 22 low SNR AGN
galaxies and 719 Lineless galaxies.

Once I have classified galaxies using their integrated light to define our sample, I then need to consider
the spatially resolved nature of the MaNGA datacubes. Instead of using the total light from a galaxy, I can
instead study the emission sources on a spaxel by spaxel basis. Using the datacubes, I can identify regions
of the galaxy that have emission from star formation and regions of the galaxy that are contaminated
by other emission sources. The purpose of this being that I can then use $H_\alpha$ to calculate the star
formation in star forming spaxels and $D_n4000$ everywhere else.

I use the Kauffmann et al. (2003a) line to calculate each individual spaxel’s location on the BPT
diagram for each galaxy in the survey. Following on from the integrated data, I designate each
spaxel as Star Forming, AGN/LI(N)ER or Lineless. I do not use a composite designation in the spatially
resolved data as I would not treat composite data differently to AGN/LI(N)ER spaxels, i.e. they are
still contaminated and I cannot use $H_\alpha$ in those regions. In Figure 3.3 I show examples of this
 technique for 6 galaxies in the MaNGA survey. I show the SDSS g-r-i images with the MaNGA IFU
hexagon superimposed, the spatially resolved BPT maps, the $\log_{10}(H_\alpha \text{ Flux})$ map, the map of the
$D_n4000$ spectral index and the SNR map of each galaxy. I also state the plate and IFU numbers for
each galaxy and the BPT designation from their integrated light.

In the Figure 3.3 the blue spaxels are star forming, the red spaxels are AGN/LI(N)ER like emission and
the yellow spaxels are lineless. Note that the AGN/LI(N)ER like emission is not restricted to the cores
of galaxies, as might be suggested by the ‘Nuclear’ terminology used. For example, Belfiore et al. (2016)
demonstrated that the LI(N)ER emission can be related to shocked gas and ageing stellar populations,
in addition to nuclear emission from super massive black holes. In the $H_\alpha$ maps I apply a signal-to-noise
cut at $\text{SNR} < 2$. In the $D_n4000$ map I apply a cut based on the error at
$D_n4000/\Delta(D_n4000) < 15$.

In Figure 3.3, galaxy 7957-12702 is a spiral galaxy and has been classified as star forming
by its integrated light. The BPT map shows very little contamination of AGN/LI(N)ER like
emission, which is restricted to the outskirts. The $H_\alpha$ map shows that there is increased
emission in the galaxy’s core and in some regions of the disk, however it is broadly uniform.
The $D_n4000$ map is also very uniform, suggesting little difference in the stellar population age
throughout the galaxy. Galaxy 7495-12703 is also a star forming spiral galaxy, however there
is slightly more AGN/LI(N)ER contamination at the edge of this galaxies map, suggesting
perhaps that there is some shocked gas or an old stellar population in that region of the
Fig. 3.2 The BPT Diagram for galaxies in the MaNGA survey. The positions of galaxies are calculated from the ALL binned DAP products. Blue dots are the Star Forming Galaxies, cyan crosses and the composite galaxies and the red triangles are the AGN/LINER galaxies. The solid line is the relation from Kauffmann et al. (2003a) and the dashed line is from Kewley et al. (2001).
galaxy. The H\textsubscript{\alpha} emission in this galaxy is not as high as in 7957-12702, and is mainly in the disk. This is also visible in the \(D_n4000\) map that shows an increase towards the galaxy bulge, possibly indicating an older stellar population.

Galaxy 8082-12703 is a composite disk galaxy. The bulk of the disk has star forming type emission, however there is a large amount of contaminated emission in the outskirts of the galaxy. This emission may be due to the gas being excited by old stellar populations or the gas being heated by the galaxy’s environment via ram pressure or some other mechanism. Galaxy 8317-12704 is an AGN type disk galaxy: the centre of the galaxy has a large region of AGN contamination, the outskirts have a mix of AGN/LINER emission and lineless spaxels that are likely due to older stellar populations, and there is a small amount of star forming spaxels around the central AGN region. Galaxy 8086-12705 is an AGN type elliptical galaxy, which exhibits almost purely AGN spaxels in the high signal-to-noise regions, however, there are a few small star forming regions in the outskirts of the galaxy that are surrounded by lineless regions. Finally, galaxy 8602-12703 is a lineless elliptical galaxy, there are no discernible features in the BPT map, and the \(D_n4000\) map is also very limited by signal-to-noise.

### 3.4 Star Formation Rates

In this Section I will present our method for producing spatially resolved maps of star formation. I use a two-source model, which calculates star formation rates from H\textsubscript{\alpha} emission in the first instance in spaxels that are classified as star forming in the BPT diagram. These SFRs are used to model the dependence of specific star formation rate on the strength of the 4000 Å break (\(D_n4000\)). I then use this model to find the SFRs in spaxels with AGN and LINER contamination, and spaxels that are lineless, which would otherwise be excluded in a model that relies only on H\textsubscript{\alpha} emission. I use star forming spaxels from both star forming and composite galaxies. This is to ensure that I include spaxels from galaxies that contain contaminated spaxels. This method is inspired by the work of Brinchmann et al. (2004) in the star formation estimations in the MPA/JHU DR7 catalog and allows us to expand our analysis to galaxies with AGN and LINER emission, which have previously been discarded by other authors (Belfiore et al., 2017b; Schaefer et al., 2017).

The final model will be applied to the DAP maps with no spatial binning, however it is important to begin with high signal-to-noise data as this allows us to go to much lower SFRs using low amounts of H\textsubscript{\alpha}. As such I will begin my analysis using the Voronoi binned DAP products, which bins the spaxels into spatial regions that have a total r-band signal-to-noise ratio per bin > 10.
Fig. 3.3 I show six example galaxies with their SDSS g-r-i image, resolved BPT map, $H_\alpha$ flux map, $D_n$4000 map and Signal-to-Noise Ratio map. In the SDSS images, the blue hexagon represents the footprint of the MaNGA IFU. All the galaxies chosen here have 127-fibre IFUs. In the BPT maps, the blue spaxels are Star Forming, the red spaxels are identified as AGN/LI(N)ER and the yellow spaxels are Lineless. In the Ha maps the grey spaxels fall below the $SNR < 2$ limit and in the $D_n$4000 map the grey spaxels fall below the error limit of $D_n$4000/\Delta(D_n4000) < 15. I indicate the plate and IFU number of each galaxy on the right and the BPT classification of the integrated flux on the left.
Using the maps from Section 3.3, the star forming bins from the Voronoi maps have their star formation estimated using $H_\alpha$, as detailed in 3.4.1, I then produce the model detailed in 3.4.2 using these SFRs. The unbinned maps are then treated in the same way, with star forming spaxels using dust corrected $H_\alpha$ to estimate their SFRs and the AGN/LI(N)ER, low SNR and lineless spaxels estimated using the $D_n4000$ model.

### 3.4.1 $H_\alpha$ Star Formation Rates

Measuring star formation relies on two components, an Initial Mass Function that tells the stellar mass distribution of a new population of stars, and the lifetime of hot blue stars. O-type stars with masses in excess of $10M_\odot$ have lifespans of less than $10^7$ years, and emit large amounts of radiation in the UV. Thus, by detecting the UV directly or as a function of processed light (emission lines or infra-red) I can have a good idea about how many O-type stars are present. For a given IMF, I can predict the content of the stellar population at other masses, and thus the total stellar mass formed in that burst of star formation (Kennicutt, 1998a).

A conversion factor can be calculated between the observed ultraviolet, emission line or infra-red flux using stellar population synthesis modelling (Kennicutt, 1998a). For the ultraviolet continuum, sampling the wavelength range from $1500 - 2800\,\text{Å}$ covers a region of the spectrum that is dominated by the light from young populations of stars, but does not include absorption from the Lyman-Alpha forest. Observations of this kind have been carried out mostly by space based telescopes, such as GALEX and many calibrations have been published regarding converting UV luminosities to SFR (Buat et al., 1989; Cowie et al., 1997; Deharveng et al., 1994; Leitherer et al., 1995; Madau et al., 1998; Meurer et al., 1995). For example, the Madau et al. (1998) calibration, converted to a Salpeter (1955) IMF with mass limits of $0.1M_\odot$ to $100M_\odot$ yields (as presented in Kennicutt, 1998a):

$$SFR(M_\odot\text{yr}^{-1}) = 1.4 \times 10^{-28}L_\nu(\text{ergs}^{-1}\text{Hz}^{-1}).$$ (3.3)

However, ultraviolet light is not readily observable from ground based observatories, as it is largely absorbed by the Earth’s atmosphere. For optical observations we instead look for the emission line fluxes, which are emitted from nebulae excited by the UV emission from hot, young stars. As I have stated previously in this Chapter, the most common emission line used in star formation calibrations is the $H_\alpha$ line. $H_\alpha$ flux is readily absorbed and reprocessed by dust in the interstellar medium however, and this absorption must be corrected for. In this work I correct for dust attenuation by assuming a foreground dust screen and using the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law to calculate the Balmer decrement:
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Fig. 3.4 I show the model for $D_n4000$ specific star formation rates, based on the SSFRs calculated using $H_\alpha$. I have included only bins that are star forming in the BPT diagram. The contours show the $1-\sigma$, $2-\sigma$ and $3-\sigma$ levels. The solid black line shows the median SSFR at fixed $D_n4000$ and the dashed lines show the $1-\sigma$ scatter from the median. This model uses bins from the VOR10 binning scheme that also have a $SNR > 20$.

\[ L_{H\alpha}(Corrected) = L_{H\alpha}((L_{H\alpha}/L_{H\beta})/2.8)^{2.36} \]

(3.4)

This correction assumes a case B recombination and corrects the deviation from the theoretical ratio between the $H_\alpha$ and $H_\beta$ luminosity. The corrected $H_\alpha$ luminosity is converted into a SFR using the relation from Kennicutt (1998a), for a Salpeter (1955) IMF:

\[ SFR(L_{H\alpha}) = L_{H\alpha}/10^{41.28}(M_\odot yr^{-1}) \]

(3.5)

3.4.2 $D_n4000$ Star Formation Rates

In areas of the galaxy where there is contamination of AGN, Li(N)ER, old stellar populations and shocked gas, I need a different estimator of Star Formation Rate, as these regions have contaminated $H_\alpha$ emission. I also cannot simply ignore these portions of the galaxies,
Fig. 3.5 I show the model for \( D_n4000 \) specific star formation rates, based on the SSFRs calculated using \( H_\alpha \). I use bins that are star forming in the BPT diagram, and bins that are classified as Lineless have been included at a fixed upper limit of \( \log_{10}(SSFR) = 11.5 \). The contours show the 1–, 2– and 3– \( \sigma \) levels. the solid black line shows the median SSFR at fixed \( D_n4000 \) and the dashed lines show the 1– \( \sigma \) scatter from the median. This model uses bins from the VOR10 binning scheme that also have a \( SNR > 10 \).

as the excess emissions often take place in important structures such as the bulge or bar. Brinchmann et al. (2004) showed that \( D_n4000 \) could be used to estimate the SFRs of galaxies in DR4 and later DR7 of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, by first building a model based on the \( H_\alpha \) SSFRs of the SF galaxies and their \( D_n4000 \) values.

For this model I choose to use the Voronoi binned data as the high \( r \)-band signal to noise allows us to detect low levels of \( H_\alpha \) emission and thus low levels of star formation. Each bin in the Voronoi data cubes has a minimum \( r \)-band SNR of 10, however I can also be selective and restrict the minimum SNR to reduce the overall scatter in the data while maintaining the quality of the data. I present the first model in Figure 3.4, which includes the SSFRs in star forming voronoi bins from SF and Composite galaxies, with a minimum \( r \)-band SNR of 20. The contours show the 1–, 2– and 3– \( \sigma \) levels in the data, the solid line shows the mean SSFR at fixed \( D_n4000 \) and the dashed lines show the standard deviation in the mean.
Fig. 3.6 I show the model for $D_n4000$ specific star formation rates, based on the SSFRs calculated using $H_\alpha$. I use bins that are star forming in the BPT diagram, and bins that are classified as Lineless have been included at a fixed upper limit of $\log_{10}(SSFR) = 11.5$. The contours show the 1−, 2− and 3−σ levels. the solid black line shows the median SSFR at fixed $D_n4000$ and the dashed lines show the 1 − σ scatter from the median. This model uses bins from the VOR10 binning scheme that also have a SNR > 20.

The bulk of the data is confined to the $1.1 < D_n4000 < 1.7$ region. This model is fairly well constrained around the most common values of $D_n4000$, with a scatter of around 0.25 dex.

There is a significant problem, however, at high values of $D_n4000$. By opting only star forming regions I have eliminated the high $D_n4000$ bins from the sample. If I were to use the model as is, the star formation rates in high $D_n4000$ regions of the galaxies would likely be overestimated and are poorly constrained due to the lack of data in this region. To compensate for this, I choose to create a new set of models that include the lineless bins as “effectively quenched”. The lineless bins are added into the model with a fixed $\log_{10}(SSFR) = -12$, to represent regions of the galaxy where star formation is effectively shut down. This is justified as if there were any star formation occurring in these regions, I would be able to detect it via its emission lines, if the region is lineless then there must be no or incredibly low levels of star formation. This limit then, defines the zero level of star formation in our model, if whole
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Fig. 3.7 I show the model for $D_n4000$ specific star formation rates, based on the SSFRs calculated using $H_\alpha$. I use bins that are star forming in the BPT diagram, and bins that are classified as Lineless have been included at a fixed upper limit of $\log_{10}(SSFR) = 11.5$. The contours show the 1−, 2− and 3−σ levels. The solid black line shows the median SSFR at fixed $D_n4000$ and the dashed lines show the 1−σ scatter from the median. This model uses bins from the VOR10 binning scheme that also have a $SNR > 30$.

galaxies, bins or individual spaxels have SSFRs that approach this value, I know they are effectively quenched.

In Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 I show three potential models for the SSFR-$D_n4000$ relation with the lineless bins included at the minimum SSFR and minimum SNRs of 10, 20 and 30, respectively. The lineless bins are predominantly distributed between $1.6 < D_n4000 < 2.0$, their introduction allows for the SSFR to decrease over the span of $1.6 < D_n4000 < 1.8$. Overall the three models look very similar. The slope down to the minimum SSFR is perhaps the gentlest in the $SNR > 10$ model, however the larger spread in $D_n4000$ values means that more scatter is introduced to the median value compared to the $SNR > 20$ model. The $SNR > 30$ has a sharp drop off at $D_n4000$ 1.6 and at $D_n4000 < 1.1$ the median actually drops instead of rising. I choose to use the $SNR > 20$ model for our final data cubes and analysis.
3.4.3 Data Product Construction

In this section I will outline the practical steps taken to produce the final star formation rate maps. To produce the final maps I use the data products from the DAP and Pipe3D. The data analysis is coded in the Python programming language, using the Numpy (van der Walt et al., 2011), SciPy (Jones et al., 2001) and Astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al., 2013) packages. Galaxies were analysed in parallel using the Python multiprocessing module.

For each galaxy, the analysis process is as follows. I import the redshift (z), axis ratio (b/a) and half-light radius (r_e, arcsec) from the drpall target file, which lists all the galaxies in the sample. From the redshift I calculate the conversion between angular size to physical size, in kiloparsecs, using the Astropy.cosmology module. The FITS files containing the DAP and Pipe3D products are loaded in and the individual maps extracted, I use the maps for H\(_\alpha\), H\(_\beta\), [OIII], [NII], and D\(_n\)4000 from the DAP and the stellar masses from Pipe3D. I also use the inverse variance maps for each emission line and D\(_n\)4000. Finally I import the elliptical radius map, which projects the elliptical distance in arcsec from the centre of the galaxy using the inclination and position angle of the galaxy, additional radius maps are produced with units of kiloparsecs and r/r\(_e\). To calculate the physical size, I use the Astropy cosmology package with the standard cosmology described in Chapter 1.

The next step is to construct the signal-to-noise masks. For the emission lines, spaxels are masked where [LineFlux]/\(\sqrt{1/\text{InverseVariance}}\) < 2 and for D\(_n\)4000 I mask spaxels where [D\(_n\)4000]/\(\sqrt{1/\text{InverseVariance}}\) < 15. Note that the D\(_n\)4000 cut is quite high due to an issue in their calculation in the MPL-5 version of the DAP, it corresponds roughly to an r-band SNR of 5. Following the SNR masks, I produce the spatially resolved BPT diagram for the given emission lines as outlined in 3.3.

Star formation rates in SF regions are found using the dust-correct H\(_\alpha\) measurements as detailed in 3.4.1. Specific star formation rates are calculated by dividing the SFR map by the mass map and I produce a star formation rate surface density (\(\Sigma_{\text{SFR}}, M_\ast yr^{-1} kpc^{-2}\)) map by dividing each spaxel’s SFR by the area of the spaxel in kpc\(^2\).

For all other spaxels, I interpolate the measured value for D\(_n\)4000 with the SSFR-D\(_n\)4000 model and multiply those values by the stellar mass in each spaxel to find a SFR. I also calculate Star Formation Rate Surface Densities as above. The final structure of the data products will be presented in Appendix A.
Fig. 3.8 For each galaxy, I compare the combined star formation rates from $H_α$ to the combined SFR from $D_n4000$, in spaxels that are defined as star forming. The top left panel shows star forming galaxies, the top right composite, the bottom left AGN/LI(N)ER hosts and bottom right lineless galaxies. I show a linear fit calculated with a orthogonal distance regression in each panel as a solid line, with the parameters of each fit in the top left. The dashed line shows the 1-to-1 relation. The dotted line shows the linear fit to the whole sample.
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3.5.1 Comparison of $H_\alpha$ and $D_n4000$ Star Formation Rates

Before I can compare our SFRs to those calculated using previous surveys I need to confirm that the $H_\alpha$ and $D_n4000$ SFRs are internally consistent. I compare the SFRs predicted in the star forming spaxels for each galaxy using $H_\alpha$ and $D_n4000$ in Figure 3.8. These are not total SFRs, as they do not include the entire galaxy, I sum the SFRs from only the spaxels which are classified as star forming and have good signal-to-noise in both $H_\alpha$ and $D_n4000$. The top left panel shows the results for star forming galaxies, the top right shows composites, the bottom left AGN/LI(N)ER galaxies and lineless galaxies in the bottom right. In each panel I indicate the 1-to-1 relation with the dashed line, and the linear fit to the full sample with the dotted line. The solid line in each panel shows the linear fit to the galaxies in that panel, for which the parameters of the fit are shown in the top left of each panel.

Above $\log_{10}(SFR) = -2$ I find a very good agreement between the $H_\alpha$ and $D_n4000$ SFRs with a scatter of just 0.24 dex for the full sample. However, at lower SFRs I see there is a disagreement between the $H_\alpha$ and $D_n4000$ values, particularly for AGN/LI(N)ER galaxies that have the lowest SFRs. At low SFR, the $D_n4000$ values are found to be higher than the $H_\alpha$ values. There is a simple explanation for this, it is caused by the upper limit in the SSFR-$D_n4000$ model. At high values of $D_n4000$ the spaxels are assigned a fixed value, as I cannot reliably use the measure to go below this point, as such a spaxel with a higher mass will exhibit a higher SFR than a low mass spaxel. The upper limit in the SSFR-$D_n4000$ model is of course the limiting factor in the technique I have chosen to employ, as it will over predict the star formation rates in galaxies that are largely quiescent.

Interestingly, we find lineless galaxies which have high star formation rates, as high as some composite galaxies and nearly as high as some star forming galaxies. Upon inspection, these galaxies have high $H_\alpha$, but are missing one of the other emission lines needed to classify them using the BPT diagram, as described in Section 3.3. In the case of these high SFR lineless galaxies, they lack the SNR in the $[NII]$ line, or have high enough SNR in $[NII]$ but have $log_{10}([NII]/H_\alpha) < 0.05$.

3.5.2 SFR relations with Mass and Environment

The relationships between the stellar mass of a galaxy and its star formation rate are well established, with the literature often referring to the so-called “Main Sequence of Star Formation” (Noeske et al., 2007). The main sequence refers to the fact that star forming galaxies have a proportional relationship between $\log_{10}(SFR)$ and $\log_{10}(M_*)$ with a small
amount of scatter. Non-star forming galaxies however lie below the main sequence in the “red sequence” and “green valley” regions. The distribution of galaxies is overall bimodal, with most galaxies lying in the main sequence or the red cloud, with a smaller number of galaxies occupying the green valley (Brammer et al., 2009; Elbaz et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2015; Michalowski et al., 2012; Schreiber et al., 2015; Tacconi et al., 2013).

To investigate the relationships between global SFR and stellar mass, I show the Mass-SFR distribution in Figure 3.9. I mark galaxies based on their classification type in the BPT diagram; blue circles represent the star forming galaxies, yellow circles are the composites, red triangles are the AGN/Li(N)ER galaxies and black triangles are lineless.

I have performed a linear fit to the star forming galaxies in order to measure the properties of the star formation main sequence. This is plotted in Figure 3.9 along with the fits from Belfiore et al. (2016) and Renzini and Peng (2015). The main sequence for our sample of galaxies is steeper Belfiore and Renzini lines, with a slope of $m = 0.83 \pm 0.9$, compared to $m = 0.73 \pm 0.02$ and $m = 0.76 \pm 0.01$ for Belfiore and Renzini, respectively. The differences between the sequences is due to the different IMFs assumed. Belfiore and Renzini both assume a Chabrier (2003) IMF, while our work uses the Salpeter (1955) IMF assumed in the Pipe3D analysis.

Figure 3.9 shows that there is a dichotomy in the star formation rates of star forming galaxies and AGN/Li(N)ER or lineless galaxies. Naturally, the star forming galaxies lie predominantly in a linear relationship with stellar mass, while the AGN/Li(N)ER and lineless galaxies are in the “red sequence”. It is important to note that the majority of the AGN/Li(N)ER and lineless galaxies have upper limit star formation rates, due to their high $D_{4000}$ values and they receive the SSFR limit of $\log_{10}(SSFR) = -12$ in the two-source star formation rate model. As such they do not lie in a single linear sequence as is seen in Figure 3.9 but rather in a cloud.

The composite galaxies however fill out the green valley region and the higher mass end of the main sequence. The location of the composite galaxies is particularly interesting, as the green valley is often interpreted as the home of galaxies that are transitioning from the star forming regime into quiescent galaxies (Belfiore et al., 2017b; Schawinski et al., 2014).

### 3.5.3 Comparison with the MPA/JHU catalog

The most often used catalog galaxy star formation rates for the SDSS galaxies comes from the work of Brinchmann et al. (2004) in the MPA/JHU catalog. This work utilised the stellar population synthesis codes from Bruzual and Charlot (2003) to build a Bayesian statistics model from the SDSS single fibre spectroscopy. The MPA/JHU star formation rates are found using a number of techniques based on the BPT-classification of the galaxies. For star
Fig. 3.9 The Mass-SFR distribution for MPL-5, using the SFRs calculated in this chapter and the Pipe3D-MaNGA stellar masses. Blue circles are star forming galaxies, yellow circles are composite galaxies, red triangles are AGN/LI(N)ER and black triangles are Lineless galaxies. The black dashed line is a linear fit to the 'Main Sequence of Star Forming Galaxies'. The black line indicates the main sequence fit for our data, while the cyan and red lines refer to the relationships from Belfiore et al. (2016) and Renzini and Peng (2015), respectively.
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Fig. 3.10 I compare the total star formation rates from the MPA/JHU catalog with those calculated with MaNGA. The top left panel shows Star Forming galaxies, the top right composite, the bottom left AGN/Li(N)ER hosts and bottom right Lineless galaxies. I show a linear fit calculated with a orthogonal distance regression in each panel as a solid line, with the parameters of each fit in the top left. The dashed line shows the 1-to-1 relation. The dotted line shows the linear fit to the whole sample.
forming galaxies, the full emission line data is used to fit the galaxies to a model grid of stellar populations to find the star formation rates with the highest Bayesian likelihood. From these star forming galaxies, a relationship between the SFRs and $H_\alpha$ luminosity is found, this is used to calculate the star formation rates in galaxies that are not contaminated by AGN and LINER emission but do not have sufficient signal-to-noise in their full emission line spectra to be fit using the model grid.

Further to this, Brinchmann et al. (2004) found a relationship between SSFR and $D_n$4000, which was used to model the star formation rates of composite, AGN/LI(N)ER and lineless galaxies. This model is more in depth than the one used in this work, as it relies on the model grids found using the Bruzual and Charlot (2003) codes and Bayesian statistics. As the MPA/JHU values are calculated from the measurements inside the SDSS 3” fibres, they do not represent the star formation in the entire galaxy but rather just the small region inside the fibre. For this reason Brinchmann et al. (2004) calculates an aperture correction using the resolved SDSS images, this attempts to correct the fibre based SFR measurements to a total star formation rate based on the colours of the galaxy in the SDSS $ugriz$ bands.

Due to the prevalence of this data catalog, its extensive crossover with the MaNGA dataset and the similarities in the techniques used, this is the perfect catalog to compare star formation rates with MaNGA.

Figure 3.10 shows the comparison between the SFRs calculated using the MaNGA IFUs and those from the MPA/JHU catalog. The four panels show galaxies split by their BPT classification, with star forming galaxies in the top left, composites in the top right, AGN/LINER galaxies in the bottom left and lineless galaxies in the bottom right. I show the orthogonal distance regression fit to the complete sample as the dotted line in each panel, it has the parameters:

$$\log_{10}(SFR_{MPA/JHU}) = 0.97 \pm 0.01 \times \log_{10}(SFR_{MaNGA}) + 0.09 \pm 0.01$$ (3.6)

The full sample has a $1-\sigma$ scatter of 0.38$\text{dex}$. For star forming and lineless galaxies the results agree fairly well, with close to 1-to-1 relations and each having a scatter of 0.34$\text{dex}$. But for the composite and AGN/LI(N)ER galaxies, however, I see that our SFRs are generally higher than the MPA/JHU, especially at lower SFRs, and with scatters of 0.50$\text{dex}$ and 0.45$\text{dex}$ respectively. The reason for this scatter and offset can be traced back to the aperture corrections. Consider, for example, a galaxy with high $D_n$4000 in its centre indicating low SSFR but with a disk that is still actively forming stars. In the MPA/JHU the 3” fibre from SDSS would only measure the low SSFR in the centre of the galaxy; this low SSFR would then be adjusted by the aperture correction to give a global estimate. However, the aperture correction may not fully take into account the higher star formation rates in the
disk, which would be measured in the MaNGA IFUs. Galaxies such as these (which I show are present in the sample in Chapter 4) would explain why the MaNGA global estimates are higher than the MPA/JHU.

3.5.4 Comparison with the GALEX-SDSS-WISE Legacy Catalog

For a long time the MPA/JHU was the only publicly available catalogue of stellar masses and star formation rates for the SDSS main galaxy sample, and it is certainly the most widely used dataset for those measurements. While the MPA/JHU could be described as an emission line/D4000/SED hybrid method of finding star formation rates, the GALEX-SDSS-WISE Legacy Catalog uses state-of-the-art SED fitting of UV and optical fluxes (Salim et al., 2016). In this section I will give a short description of the methodology used in the GSWLC and then present comparisons of the SFRs with the integrated MaNGA SFRs.

The main stellar masses and star formation rates in the GSWLC are calculated using data from the GALEX (Martin et al., 2005) surveys and the SDSS main galaxy sample (MGS). The catalogue covers 90% of the footprint of the SDSS MGS with shallow GALEX observations ($t \sim 100s$) and 49% of the MGS with medium GALEX observations ($t \sim 1500s$). These samples make up the GSWLC-A and GSWLC-M catalogues, there is also a GSWLC-D catalogue, however this only covers 7% of the MGS with deep GALEX observations ($t \sim 30,000s$) (Salim et al., 2016). The comparisons made in this chapter use the GSWLC-M catalogue, which covers 70% of the MaNGA MPL-5 sample.

The GSWLC uses SED fitting with the Code Investigating GALaxy Emission (CIGALE) software (Noll et al., 2009). CIGALE is a code that produces grids of model SEDs and performs SED fitting. The model SEDs produced with CIGALE include UV/optical/near-IR stellar emission, and optionally dust and nebula emission. The GSWLC utilises the Bruzual and Charlot (2003) stellar population synthesis models, which allow for the fitting of nebular emission lines.

CIGALE then performs a Bayesian SED fitting regime to the UV photometry from GALEX, and the optical photometry from SDSS ModelMags (Stoughton et al., 2002). This fitting practice generates a probability distribution for the physical parameters by assigning probabilities to each model spectrum at the specified redshift, based on the goodness of fit between the model and the broadband SEDs.

Two star formation histories were tested for the GSWLC, a two-component model that includes two exponentially declining functions with their own starting times and e-folding times, and a delayed start exponential model that starts at zero star formation, peaks at some specified time and then decreases exponentially. The delayed exponential SFH is given by:
Fig. 3.11 I compare the total star formation rates from the GSWLC catalog with those calculated with MaNGA. The top left panel shows Star Forming galaxies, the top right composite, the bottom left AGN/Li(N)ER hosts and bottom right Lineless galaxies. I show a linear fit calculated with an orthogonal distance regression in each panel as a solid line, with the parameters of each fit in the top left. The dashed line shows the 1-to-1 relation. The dotted line shows the linear fit to the whole sample.
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\[ SFR \propto \frac{t}{\tau^2} e^{-t/\tau} \]  

(3.7)

It was found that both models find similar stellar masses and SFRs, with no systematic differences between low SFR galaxies and only a 0.1 dex difference between actively star formation galaxies. However, the two-component SFH model provided a better goodness-of-fit, possibly due to the Their non-smooth shape replicating the bursty nature of star formation in low mass galaxies (Weisz et al., 2011).

The catalogue uses a dust attenuation model that is a modified Calzetti et al. (2000) curve, which includes an additional bump in the UV range. It was found that this curve achieves a much better quality fit than a standard Calzetti curve.

In Figure 3.11 I compare the star formation rates of galaxies classified between the GSWLC-M catalogue and the integrated MaNGA data, with the galaxies split by the BPT classification in separate panels. I have performed a Orthogonal Distance Regression to fit a linear relationship between the two catalogues and provide the parameters of the fit with their standard errors in the top left corner of each panel. The linear fit is shown with the solid line and the 1-to-1 relation with the dashed line. The integrated MaNGA SFRs agree very well with the GSWLC for star forming and composite galaxies, with a slopes close to 1-to-1 and a scatter of just 0.25 dex and 0.4 dex, respectively. There are no systematic differences in the SFRs present for the star forming galaxies, however composite galaxies with low SFRs do show some bias towards higher star formation rates in MaNGA.

For the AGN/LI(N)ER hosts and Lineless galaxies, I see that there is a systematic difference between the GSWLC SFRs and MaNGA. At the low end of SFR, I find that the MaNGA SFRs are generally much higher than the GSWLC, this is a consequence of the SSFR-\(D_n4000\) limit that prevents us from measuring very low SFRs. Above \(\log_{10}(SFR_{GSWL}) = -1.5\), however, I find that the MaNGA SFRs are consistently lower for AGN and Lineless galaxies. Similar discrepancies were found between the GSWLC and the MPA/JHU AGN and lineless galaxies. The additional star formation in the AGN galaxies was attributed to the inclusion of the UV bands from GALEX, which when removed reduced the AGN SFRs to be more in line with the MPA values. For the lineless galaxies, however, it was suggested that many of these galaxies with intermediate SFRs may in fact be post-starburst or 'E+A galaxies' (Dressler and Gunn, 1983; Goto, 2007) and that these galaxies are very sensitive to the assumed dust model. When using a Calzetti dust model instead of the modified dust law, it was found that the SFRs from the SED fits were an order of magnitude lower, however the reduced chi-squared parameter was much higher, implying that the modified dust law better predicted the SFRs of these galaxies.
3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter I have used data from SDSSIV-MaNGA to develop predictions of star formation rate in 2791 local galaxies observed with Integral Field Spectroscopy. I have constructed data cubes that provide spatially resolved star formation rates, specific star formation rates and star formation surface densities based on estimates from the dust corrected $H\alpha$ emission line and the strength of the 4000Å break.

In order to fully sample the star formation from an individual galaxy I required a map that designated which estimator to use. For this, I developed spatially resolved BPT maps for each galaxy in the sample. Using the relationships from Kauffmann et al. (2003a) and Kewley et al. (2001) spaxels in the galaxy maps were designated ‘Star Forming’, ‘Composite’, ‘AGN/Li(N)ER’ or ‘Lineless’. I also calculated a total BPT designation for each galaxy, which is used for further sample selection and when comparing galaxy properties to other catalogs.

For star forming spaxels, I use the dust corrected flux of the $H\alpha$ emission line to estimate start formation rate, using the relation from Kennicutt (1998a). The $H\alpha$ flux is related to the UV emission from young giant blue stars, which have a short lifetime after a burst of star formation. However, $H\alpha$ is readily absorbed by the interstellar dust within galaxies, and so I need to correct for this absorption. To correct for the dust I use the flux from the $H\beta$ to calculate the Balmer decrement, assuming a Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law and a case B recombination at $T \sim 10,000$K.

In non-star forming spaxels, the $H\alpha$ flux has been contaminated by flux from a source other than young stars, for example Active Galactic Nuclei or emission from shocked gas. Alternatively, there may simply be no emission in those spaxels, due to low signal to noise or a very old, stable population of stars. In these cases, I require a different measure of star formation. I decided to follow the example laid out in the MPA/JHU catalog and calculate specific star formation rates using a model based on the $Dn4000$ spectral index. I tested a number of variations of the model, the minimum signal to noise was varied to find a balance between total number of data points and the lowest detectable SSFR, the final model uses the VOR10 binning scheme datacubes, with bins that have $SNR > 20$. It was found that using only star forming bins meant the model was incomplete at values of $Dn4000 > 1.8$, as such I included lineless bins with an upper limit specific star formation rate at $\log_{10}(SSFR) = -12$.

An initial test was carried out to ensure the $Dn4000$ model correctly matched the $H\alpha$ SFRs. The total star formation rates from star forming spaxels, calculated using the two methods, were compared for each galaxy. I found a good agreement between the two methods for all galaxy classifications in the BPT diagram.
An important scaling relation of galaxy properties is the so-called ‘Main Sequence of Star Formation’, which relates a galaxy’s stellar mass with its star formation rate. I have compared the stellar masses and SFRs of galaxies in the MaNGA sample and found that star forming galaxies do indeed lie in a linear relationship between mass and SFR. Composite galaxies were found to generally occupy the high mass end of the main sequence and the ‘green valley’. AGN/LI(N)ER galaxies and Lineless galaxies predominantly occupy the quiescent regions of the mass-SFR plane. I compared our linear fit of the main sequence of star formation and found that it was steeper than the main sequences from Renzini and Peng (2015) and Belfiore et al. (2017b), however this differences is likely due to the differences in the assumed IMFs.

I compared our total star formation rates with the values calculated in the MPA/JHU catalog, the most widely used catalog of star formation rates for SDSS galaxies. I find very good agreement with MPA values, with a linear fit close to 1-to-1 and a scatter of $0.38 \text{dex}$. Star forming and lineless galaxies have the best fits with the MPA data, which the scatter is greater for composite and AGN/LI(N)ER galaxies. I believe that the combination of both sources of star formation in the MaNGA maps and the differences between the total IFU star formation and the aperture corrected total are responsible for the larger scatter.

Finally, I compared our values for total star formation rates with the GALEX-SDSS-WISE Legacy Catalog, which uses an updated SED fitting technique that utilises UV data from GALEX and optical data from SDSS to calculate SFRs. I find good agreements for star forming and composite type galaxies, however the AGN and Lineless galaxies are typically assigned higher SFRs in MaNGA than in the GSWLC due to the upper limit in the $D_n4000$ model.

The data products constructed in this chapter allow for the exploration of the spatial distribution of star formation in local galaxies. I can study galaxies in a variety of classifications using the BPT diagram and compare the distribution of star formation against a range of galaxy properties, such as total stellar mass, morphological parameters or using proxies for environment.
The Spatial Distribution of Star Formation and its Dependence on Mass, Central Velocity Dispersion and Environment

“Everything starts somewhere, although many physicists disagree.”
– Terry Pratchett, Hogfather, 1996

4.1 Introduction

In the last two decades, large scale spectroscopic surveys, such as SDSS, GAMA and zCOSMOS (Driver et al., 2011; Lilly et al., 2007; York and SDSS Collaboration, 2000), have been a driving force in extragalactic astronomy. One of the principal results of these surveys is the characterisation of the bimodality in galaxy populations across a variety of galaxy properties. Morphological type, colour, star formation rate, stellar population age and gas content have all been shown to be strongly bimodal (Baldry et al., 2006, 2004; Balogh et al., 2004; Blanton et al., 2005a, 2003; Blanton and Moustakas, 2009; Peng et al., 2010a). Broadly, galaxies can be split into two groups; star forming galaxies which are typically low density, disk-like in shape and blue in colour, and quiescent galaxies, which are more compact than star forming galaxies, generally do not host spiral shapes and are red in colour.

The results from this Chapter are presented in Spindler et al. (2017) which has been accepted by MNRAS for publication.
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Quiescent galaxies also typically contain older stellar populations than star forming galaxies (Blanton and Moustakas, 2009; Thomas et al., 2005). Faber et al. (2007) found that while the number density of blue galaxies has remained constant since $z \sim 1$, the number density of red galaxies has increased. These observations suggest then that there are physical processes that move galaxies from the Star Forming type to the Quiescent type. In this Chapter I explore the shut down of star formation, or ‘quenching’ in local galaxies. I explore processes that shut down star formation at the local and global scale, and which act on different time scales.

In recent years, a new generation of integral field spectroscopy (IFS) surveys have been employed to study the evolution of galaxies and by extension the process of quenching. These IFS surveys (such as CALIFA, Sánchez et al. 2012, MaNGA, Bundy et al. 2015, and SAMI, Bryant et al. 2015) use monolithic or multi-object spectrographs, and fibre optic bundles (or integral field units, IFUs) to observe galaxies both spatially and spectrally. The resulting data cubes provide spatially resolved information about the spectral make-up of the galaxy, allowing astronomers to study the spatial distribution of galaxy properties such as star formation, metallicity, kinematics and stellar age.

It has been suggested for some time that there are multiple channels by which galaxies can quench. Broadly speaking, there has been some consensus in the literature to divide processes into two channels, those dependent on stellar mass and those that rely on environment (Belfiore et al., 2017b, 2016; Mendel et al., 2013; Peng et al., 2010b; Rees and Ostriker, 1977; Schawinski et al., 2014; Silk, 1977; Smethurst et al., 2015). Mass-quenching refers to the mechanisms that shut down star formation due to the intrinsic properties of the galaxy, such as radio-mode feedback from AGN, morphological quenching, bar quenching and halo-shock heating (Belfiore et al., 2017b, 2016; Bower et al., 2006; Fabian, 2012; Gavazzi et al., 2015; Heckman and Best, 2014; Masters et al., 2011; Page et al., 2012; Schawinski et al., 2007). Environmental-quenching refers to the mechanisms related to the extrinsic properties of a galaxy, these include ram pressure stripping, tidal stripping, galaxy harassment and strangulation (Abadi et al., 1999; Balogh et al., 2000; Bialas et al., 2015; Font et al., 2008; Gunn and Gott, 1972; Gupta et al., 2017; Lewis et al., 2002; McCarthy et al., 2008b; Peng et al., 2015; van den Bosch et al., 2008a). This split between processes is slightly crude, however, as there is some overlap between the groups as there is with any binary split in astronomy. For example: the mass loss due to tidal and ram pressure stripping is in part tied to the stellar mass of the galaxy, with lower mass galaxies losing more material than high mass ones; one could also consider AGN quenching to be partly affected by environment, as one of the favoured mechanisms is for the AGN to heat the surrounding intra-cluster medium and prevent accretion of new star forming material.
Interestingly however, it has been shown by some authors that mass and environment quenching may in fact be part of the same mechanism. For example Knobel et al. (2015) found that central galaxies in groups also respond to the environmental processes that are typically only associated with satellites, they go on to suggest that the differences in apparent mass dependences of satellite and central quenching occur because the properties that determine satellite quenching (e.g., dark matter halo mass, group centric distance, local overdensity) are independent of satellite stellar mass. Carollo et al. (2016) and Smethurst et al. (2017) both suggest that environmental processes work in tandem with mass and morphological quenching mechanisms in driving the evolution of satellite galaxies in groups.

There are a number of physical processes which act on galaxies in dense environments, which have been widely studied in the literature. Ram pressure stripping refers to the removal of gas from a galaxy due to the drag force exerted from motion through the intracluster medium (Cayatte et al., 1994; Cortese et al., 2011; Forman and Jones, 1982; Giovanelli and Haynes, 1985; Gunn and Gott, 1972; Markevitch et al., 2000; Solanes et al., 2001). Ram pressure stripping leads to a confinement of star formation to the centres of galaxies, as it predominantly acts on the outer disk of later type galaxies (Cortese et al., 2012; Koopmann and Kenney, 2004a,b). Similarly, galaxies may be subject to tidal harassment from the surrounding dark matter halo and neighbouring galaxies, which affects star formation by removing gas from the disks or driving it into the galaxy bulges (Hernquist, 1989; Moreno et al., 2015).

If a galaxy’s outer halo of gas is stripped away, it will lose the ability to replenish the gas it uses in star formation, causing an eventual shut down in star formation often referred to as starvation or strangulation (Larson et al., 1980; McCarthy et al., 2008b; Peng et al., 2015). Interestingly, strangulation is predicted to have a different spatial pattern than gas stripping, occurring uniformly over the entire galaxy instead of preferentially shutting down star formation in the disks or bulges of galaxies. One possible outcome of this is anaemic spirals, disk type galaxies which are deficient in HI gas and star formation compared to other disks, but which still have a spiral structure (Elmegreen et al., 2002; van den Bergh, 1991).

The existence of mass-based and secular quenching has been widely established in the literature, but the understanding of the underlying physics on the other hand is not. Bell et al. (2012); Cheung et al. (2012); Franx et al. (2008); Pasquali et al. (2012); Wake et al. (2012) and Bluck et al. (2014) all point out the strong link between the presence of a large bulge and the likelihood that a galaxy will be quenched. Martig et al. (2009) showed that the build up of a spheroidal components from mergers or other processes can stabilise the gas in a galaxy against collapse and fragmentation. This prevents star formation and causes early type galaxies to become red and dead. Smethurst et al. (2015) found that quenching
time-scales are correlated with galaxy morphology. Bars have also been linked to low the shut down of star formation in galaxies, both on a global scale and with the central few kpc of the galaxy core (Gavazzi et al., 2015; Masters et al., 2011).

The large bulges in quenched galaxies lead to the assumption that supermassive black holes may play a role in quenching, as the black hole mass is well correlated with bulge mass (Haring and Rix, 2004; Marconi and Hunt, 2003; McConnell and Ma, 2013). It has been shown that radio-mode AGN are capable of heating the intracluster medium, which could play an important role in regulating star formation and gas accretion (Fabian, 2012; Gaspari et al., 2012; McCarthy et al., 2008a; Mittal et al., 2009; Rafferty et al., 2008). However, no link has been found between the presence of a radiative mode AGN and a suppression of star formation (Carniani et al., 2015; Cicone et al., 2014; Maiolino et al., 2012).

It appears then, from the mechanisms that drive mass based and environment based quenching, that they should provide opposing signals in galaxies. So-called ‘inside-out’ and ‘outside-in’ quenching has been discussed in the literature (Li et al., 2015; Tacchella et al., 2015). The environment channel may demonstrate an outside-in signal, whereby the cold gas is stripped from the outer disks or driven into the centre by tidal interactions, which would present enhanced star formation in the galaxy cores with respect to the outskirts. Mass quenching, if driven by AGN feedback or bulge growth, would instead demonstrate an inside-out quenching pattern, as the AGN quenches the star formation in the galaxy bulges first.

Thanks to the next generation integral field spectroscopy surveys we can now study the effects of quenching at spatially resolved scales and identify the signals for both the mass based and environment based quenching mechanisms. Belfiore et al. (2017b) have already shown the presence of inside-out quenching with their study of “central low ionisation emission region” (cLIER) galaxies, which they show could be green valley galaxies in the process of quenching. The outside-in process, instead, has been observed in MaNGA through stellar population analysis by Goddard et al. (2017b) who find slightly positive age gradients in early-type galaxies pointing towards outside-in progression of star formation. This pattern was found to be independent of environmental density in Goddard et al. (2017a) and Zheng et al. (2017). Schaefer et al. (2017), used the Sydney-AAO Multi-Object Integral Field Spectrograph (SAMI), to show that increasing local density correlated with reduced star formation in the outskirts of galaxies. Conversely, Brough et al. (2013) found no evidence of environmental quenching on a sample of galaxies studied using their $H\alpha$ profiles, however this sample size was much smaller than Schaefer et al. (2017) with only 18 galaxies in the former and 201 galaxies in the latter. Narrow band imaging of $H\alpha$ has been used to study the environmental dependence of star formation in dense environments. In the Virgo
cluster Koopmann and Kenney (2004a) showed that approximately half of their sample of 84 galaxies had truncated star formation, and 10% had star formation rates which were uniformly suppressed. In the Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area survey (CALIFA) Pérez et al. (2013) showed that massive galaxies grew their mass inside-out by using stellar population spectral synthesis to find spatially and time resolved star formation histories. González Delgado et al. (2017) also studied spatially resolved star formation histories of a morphologically diverse sample of galaxies and found that galaxy formation happens very rapidly and in the past it was the central regions of early type galaxies where star formation was at its most intense. In addition, Lin et al. (2017) found evidence of bar induced star formation in the centres of so-called ‘turnover galaxies’, which exhibit a rejuvenated stellar populations in their cores.

In this Chapter I use a large sample of 1368 Star Forming and Composite AGN/Star Forming galaxies from the Fourth Sloan Digital Sky Survey Mapping Nearby Galaxies at APO (SDSSIV-MaNGA, Blanton et al., 2017; Bundy et al., 2015) survey to study the spatial distribution of star formation and its dependence on stellar mass, core velocity dispersion, morphology and environment. I investigate the shapes of the galaxy’s specific star formation rate profiles, and whether there is an inside-out or outside-in suppression of star formation with respect to galaxy’s internal and external properties.

This work is complemented by a parallel paper Belfiore et al. (2017a), which studies the sSFR profiles in the Green Valley and in central LIER galaxies.

This work is structured as follows. In Section 4.2 I discuss the MaNGA survey and our sample selection criteria. In Section 4.3 I show our results for the specific star formation rate profiles and their dependence on a variety of galaxy properties, then in Section 4.4.1 I split the galaxy sample in galaxies which are centrally quenched or star forming. In Section 4.4 I discuss our results in the context of a variety of quenching mechanisms, including AGN feedback, morphological quenching and strangulation. Finally I conclude in Section 4.6. I make use of a standard $\Lambda$CDM cosmology with $\Omega_m = 0.3$, $\Omega_{\Lambda} = 0.7$ and $H_0 = 70 km^{-1}s^{-1}Mpc^{-1}$.

4.2 Data

4.2.1 Sample Selection

DR14 contains 2791 galaxies across the primary, secondary, colour enhanced and ancillary samples. In this work I begin with the full MaNGA sample, with galaxies from the Primary, Secondary and Colour-Enhanced Samples.
Fig. 4.1 The BPT Diagram for galaxies in the MaNGA survey. The positions of galaxies are calculated from the integrated flux over the entire IFU. Blue dots are the Star Forming Galaxies, cyan crosses and the composite galaxies and the red triangles are the AGN/LINER galaxies. The solid line is the relation from Kauffmann et al. (2003a) and the dashed line is from Kewley et al. (2001).
I remove IFUs which contain two or more galaxies from the sample, which were identified by eye in the SDSS g-r-i imaging of the MaNGA galaxies, which cuts 153 fibre bundles from the sample. I do this to eliminate the need to calculate centres for both galaxies in order to find individual SFR profiles.

Throughout this work I wish to study galaxies which are dominated by different forms of ionising radiation, such as from star formation, Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and Low-Ionization (Nuclear) Emission Regions (LI(N)ER), or galaxies which are a composite of these emission types. As such, I measure the line intensities of $H_{\alpha}$, $H_{\beta}$, $[NII]$ (6585 nm) and $[OIII]$ (5008 nm) in the integrated fluxes of the DR14 data cubes and calculate the positions of these galaxies on the Baldwin-Phillips-Terlevich (BPT, Baldwin et al., 1981) diagram. I require that the emission line SNR in each of these lines be $> 2$ to accurately calculate their positions on the BPT diagram, the limiting factors in the signal-to-noise are the strengths of the $H_{\beta}$ and $[OIII]$ lines. I divide the galaxies into five groups: Star Forming for galaxies which fall below the Kauffmann et al. (2003a) line, Composite for galaxies between the Kauffmann and Kewley et al. (2001) lines, AGN/LI(N)ER for those above the Kewley line, Low SNR AGN for galaxies with low SNR in the $H_{\beta}$ and $[OIII]$ lines but with integrated $SNR > 3$ in $H_{\alpha}$ and $[NII]$ with $\log_{10}(H_{\alpha}/NII) > 0.47$ and finally Lineless galaxies for those galaxies with low SNR in all four diagnostic lines. I find 1049 Star Forming galaxies and 435 Composite galaxies which I examine in the main bulk of this Chapter, in addition there are 428 AGN/LI(N)ER and 22 low SNR AGN galaxies which I study in Section 4.4.3, and 719 Lineless galaxies which I discard from the sample. The BPT diagram for the DR14 sample is shown in Figure 4.1 and shows the separations used in this sample selection. Finally, I remove from the sample galaxies which have total Specific Star Formation Rates (calculated using the model described in Chapter 3) of $\log_{10}(SSFR) < -11.5$.

The above classifications are different to Belfiore et al. (2017a), in which I use a spatially resolved BPT classifications. While the above work is interested in the roles of central Low-Ionisation Emission-line Regions (cLIER) galaxies and their transition through the green valley, in this work I am interested in the much broader trends across the entire population. In this case I find that using the integrated flux to calculate the BPT class suits our needs, especially with the inclusion of the composite class which includes galaxies with star forming disks and AGN/LI(N)ER central regions which may be confused with only a SF-AGN/LI(N)ER cut. An alternative classification system in which I measured the BPT classification in the central 3” of each galaxy was tested, however I found that the majority of the galaxies which have different classes in this system were AGN/LI(N)ERs and lineless galaxies which are otherwise already removed from the sample due to low SSFRs.
A final cut is applied to the sample based on galaxy axis ratio. Edge-on disks with a \( b/a < 0.3 \) are removed from the sample, as I have found that their radial profiles are poorly resolved. A total of 128 galaxies are removed based on this cut. The final sample is then composed of 1494 galaxies, 1016 of which are star forming, 364 are composite and 114 are AGN/LI(N)ER.

In addition to the core MaNGA data products I make use of the SDSS-MaNGA-Pipe3D (Pipe3D, Sánchez et al., 2016a,b) value added catalog. The Pipe3D data products were developed using the pipeline described in Sánchez et al. (2016a) and Sánchez et al. (2016b) and applied to DR14. I use the Single Stellar Population (SSP) cubes, which provide stellar mass surface density \( \log_{10}(M_\odot/\text{arcsec}^{-2}) \) maps of the galaxies in DR14.

I make use of the specific star formation rate maps produced in Chapter 3. In addition I have rerun the DAP to produce a additional map of each galaxy which contains a single spatial bin out to 0.125\( r_e \), which is used to find the core velocity dispersion, \( \sigma_0 \), to match the definition used in Spindler and Wake (2017).

### 4.2.2 Other Catalogs


The Yang Group Catalog uses a friends of friends algorithm to generate galaxy groups and clusters using SDSS DR7. Galaxies are matched into tentative groups and properties such as dark matter halo mass and group luminosity are calculated, from these properties the halo groups are recalculated to include nearby galaxies that fall within the halos. This iterative process continues until no new galaxies are added to groups. From this catalog I use the Central and Satellite galaxy classifications, the dark matter halo masses and the group luminosities. The galaxy classifications and halo masses are based on rankings of the galaxies’ luminosities.

There are a small number of galaxies in the MaNGA sample that are not in the SDSS DR7 (their NSA redshifts come from other sources) and so are not included in the Yang et al. catalog. Wake et al. (2017) assign these galaxies central/satellite designations and group luminosities and halo masses by associating them with Yang et al groups where possible. If a non-DR7 MaNGA galaxy has a projected separation within \( r_{180} \) of a group centre and a velocity within \( \pm 1.5 \) times the group velocity dispersion then Wake et al. (2017) associate it with the group. If there is no matching group then the galaxy becomes its own group. The galaxy is then designated as either the group central or a group satellite depending on whether or not its \( r \)-band luminosity is the largest in the group. Wake et al. (2017) then recalculate the
Fig. 4.2 I show the relationships between stellar mass in the left column, group luminosity in the right column, star formation rate in the top row and specific star formation rate in the bottom row. Galaxies are coloured based on their environment, with centrals in red and satellites in blue. I include the mean values of SFR and SSFR at fixed $M_*$ and $L_{\text{group}}$ as solid lines for centrals and dashed lines for satellites. The dotted lines indicate the position of the sample cut in specific star formation rate at $\log_{10}(\text{SSFR}) = -11.5$.

group luminosity including the new galaxy and calculate the other group properties following Yang et al. prescription.

Finally, I make use of the environment densities around galaxies calculated in Baldry et al. (2006). These densities are based on the distances to the 4th and 5th nearest neighbour galaxies with $M_r < -20(h = 0.7)$. The density is calculated as $\log_{10}(\Sigma) = 0.5 \log_{10}(\Sigma_4) + 0.5 \log_{10}(\Sigma_5)$, where $\Sigma_N = N/(\pi \times d_N^2)$ and $d_N$ is the distance to the $N$th nearest neighbour. An important note here is that the matching between this catalog and the MaNGA data is not perfect, mainly owing to the redshift limits in the Baldry et al. (2006) galaxies. Baldry et al. (2006) is limited to $0.01 < z < 0.085$, which results in 15% of our MaNGA sample not being assigned environment densities. Due to the relationship between stellar mass and redshift in MaNGA (Wake et al., 2017), this means the galaxies without densities are mainly at higher masses.
Fig. 4.3 The radial SSFR profiles in three bins of stellar mass. The individual profiles are shown by the cyan lines and the mean profile in the bin is shown by the solid red line. The dashed black line shows the mean profile of all galaxies in the sample. The number of galaxies in each bin is shown in the top left corner of each panel. The top row is the central galaxies and the bottom row is the satellite galaxies. The error bars are calculated from the scatter in 1000 bootstrap resamplings.
Fig. 4.4 (Top) The mean radial SSFR profiles of central (dashed) and satellite (solid) lines in bins of stellar mass. (Bottom) The fractional difference between the central and satellite mean profiles in bins of stellar mass. The shaded regions and error bars represent the $1 - \sigma$ scatter in 1000 bootstrap resamplings.
4.3 Results

4.3.1 Global Properties

I begin by studying the global properties of galaxies in MaNGA. I calculate the integrated SFR, SSFR and Stellar Masses of star forming and composite galaxies from the IFUs using the ALL binned DAP MAPs, and plot their relationships along with their group luminosities from the Yang Catalogue in Figure 4.2. I plot central galaxies from Yang in red and satellites in blue and show the mean relations for those galaxies in each panel with solid and dashed lines, respectively. I include galaxies which fall below our sample cut in SSFR, which is shown by the straight dashed line in the top left and bottom panels.

In the top left panel of Figure 4.2 I show the $M_*$-SFR relation. I can clearly see the so-called ‘Main Sequence of Star Formation’ is present in this plot, as well as galaxies which fall into the ‘green valley’ (the region just above and below the SSFR cut). Below the SSFR cut I see galaxies with upper limit SFR which would make up the ‘red sequence’ of quiescent galaxies, however as these are upper limits it is important to note that this region of the plot would appear more cloud like with accurate estimates of star formation. The mean SFRs of the centrals and satellites are shown, with the satellites having lower SFR at fixed mass than the centrals, with an overall difference in the means of $0.1 \pm 0.03$ dex. These results are echoed in the bottom left panel, which shows the $M_*$-SSFR relation, with a difference in the means of $0.09 \pm 0.02$ dex. I again see that the satellites have lower SSFR than the central galaxies. There is a downward trend in the SSFR at fixed mass for both centrals and satellite galaxies.

In the top and bottom right panels of Figure 4.2 I show the relationships of group luminosity with SFR and SSFR. For central galaxies these relationships are broadly similar to those with mass, as the luminosity of a group is tightly correlated with stellar mass for all but the most luminous groups. The satellite galaxies however are much more spread out in the $L_{\text{group}}$-SFR plane, as low mass satellites with low SFR can reside in very luminous groups, compared to centrals.

More massive star forming galaxies have lower specific star formation rates that low mass star forming galaxies, as seen in Figure 4.2, and quenched galaxies are also typically found at higher masses. This raises the question, what processes are taking place within more massive galaxies that are shutting down star formation? In the next sections I will study the mean radial profiles of specific star formation rates to investigate the mechanisms of star formation shut down, particularly whether the shut-down is inside-out or outside-in.
4.3 Results

4.3.2 SSFR Profiles at fixed $M_*$

I wish to study the effects of internal and external processes on the distribution of star formation in galaxies within our sample. To test the effect of internal processes, I will investigate the mean profiles of galaxies in bins of stellar mass, core velocity dispersion and Sérsic index, and to test for external environmental effects I will compare central and satellite galaxies. To investigate the distribution of star formation I choose to study the radial profiles of the specific star formation rates between $0 - 1.5r_e$. For each galaxy I separate the star formation maps calculated in Chapter 3 into 15 bins of elliptical radius, each $0.1r_e$ in width, from the centre of the galaxy. I calculate the mean SSFR of all the spaxels in each radius bin to find the radial profile of each galaxy.

An alternative way to calculate the radial profiles would be to integrate the light into elliptical radial bins, which can be done when processing datacubes with the DAP. I have tested this and found that it does not change the conclusions of this Chapter, so I choose to use the method described above.

I choose to calculate our radial profiles out to $1.5r_e$ to ensure that the profiles are complete for each galaxy. While it is possible to extend these profiles out beyond this point, particularly for galaxies in the Secondary MaNGA sample which are assigned an IFU to cover out to $2.5r_e$ and for edge on spirals which have radii going out to $5 - 6r_e$, the vast majority of galaxies do not have the signal-to-noise at these larger radii to calculate a reliable star formation rate. I find that given our signal-to-noise cuts on the emission lines and $D_n4000$ that 80% of galaxies are covered out to $1.5r_e$ and this number falls to 50% at $2.0r_e$. Galaxies which are covered out to these larger radii tended to be assigned one of the larger IFUs and are preferentially from the Secondary galaxy sample, they are also typically more edge on disks.

In Figure 4.3 I plot the radial SSFR profiles of central and satellite galaxies, in bins of stellar mass. The bins are chosen such that the total number of galaxies between centrals and satellites in each bin is constant. I show the individual profiles from $0 - 1.5r_e$ in cyan, the mean profile of each bin in red, with errors calculated from 1000 bootstrap resamplings, and the mean profile of all galaxies in the sample as a black dashed line in each panel to guide the eye and provide a point of reference.

In the lowest mass bin I see that the central and satellite profiles are largely flat, and while there are individual profiles that rise or fall with increasing radius the mean profiles remain constant. In the medium mass bin the mean profile is still rather flat, but I see that the central mean profile has been pulled down slightly by a population of galaxies which have low central SSFRs, while the satellites remain flat. The differences in the centres of galaxies are subtle, and I explore this effect further in Section 4.4.4. In the highest mass bin the galaxies with suppressed cores have significantly altered the shape of the mean profiles,
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Fig. 4.5 Histogram showing the ratios between the SSFR in the centre most radial bin and the mean SSFR beyond $r/r_e = 0.75$. I show with a dashed line the cut between the centrally suppressed and unsuppressed galaxies, which marks where the disk has SSFR is approximately 10 times higher than the core of the galaxy.

which now exhibits a two-component shape with low SSFR in the centre and a flat profile outside of 1 $r_e$.

I can see by comparing the mean profiles in each bin with the full sample mean that the total specific star formation rate drops as stellar mass increases and that the galaxies which have suppressed star formation in their cores are mostly isolated to high masses. Figure 4.3 also displays a bimodality, particularly at high masses, between two galaxy classes, those with relatively flat profiles and those which have suppressed star formation in their centres. However there is a difference regarding the extent of the suppression from the centre of the galaxy, with some galaxies beginning to show suppression at very small radii, and others at more intermediate radii.

I show the mean profiles for centrals and satellites in the stellar mass bins in the same panel in Figure 4.4, along with the fractional differences between these profiles. The satellite galaxies have lower SSFRs than the centrals in all the stellar mass bins. In the low $M_*$ bin the satellites have $\log_{10}(SSFR) = -10.32 \pm 0.11$ and the centrals $\log_{10}(SSFR) = -10.22 \pm 0.08$. In the medium $M_*$ bin the satellite SSFR is $\log_{10}(SSFR) = -10.49 \pm 0.17$ compared to
$\log_{10}(SSFR) = -10.39 \pm 0.14$ for the centrals. There is a large drop in both the satellites and centrals to the high $M_*$ bin, to $\log_{10}(SSFR) = -10.72 \pm 0.21$ and $\log_{10}(SSFR) = -10.68 \pm 0.20$, respectively. In the lowest mass galaxies the satellites have lower SSFR at all radii than the centrals. In the medium mass bin the satellite have lower SSFR at all radii, but in the cores of the galaxies it appears that the satellites are not as suppressed as the centrals. In the highest mass bin, I see that the satellites have higher SSFRs in their cores and lower SSFRs at high radii. However due to the large variance in the profiles caused by the separation of the galaxies which do and do not exhibit central suppression, it is difficult to tell whether the differences seen in the cores of these galaxies are significant. As the central suppression appears to be strongly related to mass, the differences between centrals and satellites could be due to different stellar mass distributions within each bin, however I have checked the distributions and found that this is not the case.

I desire to determine a way to split galaxies between those that have flat profiles or are ‘Unsuppressed’ and those that are ‘Centrally Suppressed’. In Figure 4.5 I show the ratio between the SSFR in the centre radial bin and the mean SSFR beyond $r/r_e = 0.75$ (i.e. in the galaxy disk) for the full galaxy sample. This figure shows that this ratio is bimodal, with most galaxies being evenly distributed around $\log_{10}[SSFR_{r/r_e=0}/SSFR_{disk}] = 0$, which represents a flat profile, and a small population of galaxies around $\log_{10}[SSFR_{r/r_e=0}/SSFR_{disk}] = -1.25$. I mark on this plot with a dashed line the cut between centrally suppressed and unsuppressed galaxies, where the SSFR in the disk is approximately 10 times the SSFR in the centre of the galaxy. I also define galaxies with a central SSFR of $\log_{10}(SSFR) < -11.5$ as centrally suppressed, because without this cut the lowest SSFR galaxies in the sample can be classified as unsuppressed.

The higher SSFRs in the centres of high mass satellites could be due to galaxies which have enhanced star formation in their cores, compared to their disks. This would counteract the affect of the centrally suppressed galaxies lowering the mean SSFR, leading to a higher mean SSFR in satellites compared to centrals. I investigate this possibility in Section 4.4.2.

### 4.3.3 SSFR Profiles at fixed $\sigma_0$

In Spindler and Wake (2017), I showed that core velocity dispersion can be a more reliable tracer of environment driven evolution of galaxies than stellar mass. $\sigma_0$ is invariant under environmental processes such as minor mergers and gas stripping, which lead to changes in the mass and size of galaxies. As such I repeat the analysis from the previous section, but instead split galaxies by their core velocity dispersions.

I show the central and satellite profiles in Figure 4.6, using the same plot style as in the previous section. In the lowest $\sigma_0$ bin, I see that the mean profile for centrals and satellites
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Fig. 4.6 The radial SSFR profiles in three bins of $\sigma_0$. The individual profiles are shown by the cyan lines and the mean profile in the bin is shown by the solid red line. The dashed black line shows the mean profile of all galaxies in the sample. The number of galaxies in each bin is shown in the top left corner of each panel. The top row is the central galaxies and the bottom row is the satellite galaxies. The error bars are calculated from the scatter in 1000 bootstrap resamplings.
Fig. 4.7 (Top) The mean radial SSFR profiles of central (dashed) and satellite (solid) lines in bins of $\sigma_0$. (Bottom) The fractional difference between the central and satellite mean profiles in bins of $\sigma_0$. The shaded regions and error bars represent the $1 - \sigma$ scatter in 1000 bootstrap resamplings.
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4.4.1 Centrally Suppressed Galaxies

As I have shown in the previous sections, the profile shapes seen in our sample are broadly bimodal. There are galaxies which have flat profiles, and those that have profiles which are centrally suppressed. I have also shown that in the fractional differences between the mean central and satellite SSFR profiles there appears to be two competing effects which are suppressing the star formation in different ways. There is a suppression effect at all radii upon satellite galaxies and some enhancement in the centres of satellites at high mass which may be actual enhancement of star formation or due to less satellites being centrally suppressed. In
this section I will explore the populations of centrally suppressed and unsuppressed galaxies separately.

To demonstrate this split, I plot the radial profiles of the split populations in Figure 4.8. The non-suppressed galaxies have predominantly flat profiles, however there is a subpopulation of galaxies which have enhanced SSFR in their cores and a falling profile. The centrally suppressed galaxies appear to be made of two groups, those with linear rising profiles and those which have flat profiles in their outer regions that drop off sharply towards the central bulge. There are also a small number of galaxies which are centrally suppressed by our definition, but in fact exhibit some rejuvenation in their cores.

In Figure 4.9 I show the fraction of central and satellite galaxies which are centrally suppressed in bins of stellar mass. I find that there is no difference in the fraction of centrally suppressed galaxies at fixed mass between the central and satellite population. This figure implies then that the mechanisms behind the central suppression are independent from environment completely, and depend only on the galaxy’s internal properties. I also see a strong dependence on stellar mass for the fraction of suppressed galaxies, with essentially no galaxies at low mass exhibiting central suppression and 50% showing suppression at high masses. This relationship holds when the fractions are instead calculated at fixed $\sigma_0$.

One explanation for these centrally suppressed galaxies may be that I are simply tracing the existence of large bulges which formed a long time ago. This would manifest as mass profiles which increase dramatically in the centres of galaxies and SFR profiles which show a simple exponential decrease. When the mass and SFR profiles are combined to produce the SSFR profiles, I would see the characteristic centrally suppressed galaxies. To test whether this is the case I show the SFR profiles for central and satellite galaxies in Figure 4.10. This figure shows the increase in total SFR with stellar mass I demonstrated in 4.2.

I split the galaxies using the definition for centrally suppressed galaxies previously introduced and show suppressed galaxies in blue and unsuppressed galaxies in cyan. In the high and intermediate mass bins the difference between the two groups of galaxies can be clearly seen. Centrally suppressed galaxies not only exhibit decreased SFR in their cores compared to unsuppressed galaxies, but the star formation rate in their disks is also lower than in unsuppressed galaxies. This shows that the suppression of SSFR is not simply due to a much higher stellar mass in the centres of these galaxies, as if that were the case the SFR profiles of unsuppressed and centrally suppressed galaxies would be the same.

### 4.4.2 Comparison of Centrals and Satellite Profiles

With the population split into centrally suppressed galaxies and unsuppressed galaxies, I can revisit the SSFR profiles and determine the quenching effects operating on these different
Fig. 4.8 The radial SSFR profiles of galaxies in our sample which are centrally suppressed (left) and unsuppressed (right), as defined using the classification from Figure 4.5. In the two panels, I highlight 'typical' profiles which fit the Centrally Suppressed (black), Unsuppressed (white) and Enhanced (blue) definitions.
Fig. 4.9 I show the fraction of centrals (red) and satellites (blue) which are centrally suppressed, with respect to Stellar Mass.
Fig. 4.10 The radial SFR profiles in three bins of stellar mass. I show the individual profiles in cyan and blue, designating unsuppressed and centrally suppressed galaxies, respectively. The mean profile for unsuppressed galaxies is shown with a red line, which the solid black line denotes the mean profile for centrally suppressed galaxies. The dashed black line shows the mean profile of all galaxies in the sample. The top row is the central galaxies and the bottom row is the satellite galaxies. The error bars are calculated from the scatter in 1000 bootstrap resamplings.
classes of galaxies. By studying the unsuppressed galaxies I can gain a better understanding of the processes which produce the reduction in SSFR at all radii in satellites compared to centrals. Studying the centrally suppressed galaxies I can find if there is a difference in the amount of core suppression which happens in satellites and centrals.

In Figure 4.11 I show the mean profiles of galaxies, split by whether they are centrally suppressed or not. Central galaxies are shown with solid lines and satellites with dashed lines, with the upper set of lines representing the unsuppressed galaxies and the lower lines the suppressed galaxies. I use the same mass binning scheme from Section 4.3.2. Note that I do not include the profiles for low mass centrally suppressed galaxies, as there are too few galaxies in this bin to draw reliable conclusions. Firstly I can see that the centrally suppressed galaxies actually have reduced SSFRs at all radii compared to the unsuppressed galaxies, not just in their cores. This is a crucial point, as it suggests that central suppression leads to external suppression, or at least that if fractional growth is low in the centre of galaxies it will be low in the outskirts. The low SSFRs in the outskirts of suppressed galaxies is not a selection effect either, as the ratio I use to divide the sample would certainly allow galaxies with SSFRs 2 or 3 dex higher in their disks, comparable to unsuppressed disks.

For the unsuppressed galaxies the low mass profiles are very similar to the profiles in the low mass bin for the full sample, due to there being very few centrally suppressed galaxies in this bin. The low mass satellites have a very flat profile, which has lower SSFR at all radii than the centrals in this bin. The central profile is also flat. In the medium mass bin the satellites appear to experience suppression at all radii compared to the centrals. In the high mass bin the satellites have higher SSFRs in their cores than the centrals, but beyond $\sim 0.5r_e$ their SSFR is consistently lower. This could be due to high mass satellites that have had some star formation driven into their centres by tidal harassment or some other instability, as it appears that the satellite profile curves upwards, while the central profile curves down.

I see that for the centrally suppressed galaxies, in both the medium and high mass bin the profiles beyond $1.0r_e$ are quite shallow and rising, and that there is a sharp drop in SSFR towards the centres of the galaxies. The drop appears to happen at a larger radii for the satellite galaxies than the centrals, however both the centrals and satellites approach similar minimum SSFRs, due to the lower limit imposed by our SSFR-$D_n4000$ model. I once again see that there is a suppression of satellite star formation at all radii in the medium and high mass bins.

In Figure 4.12 I show the fractional differences between the central and satellite galaxies in bins of mass, split by centrally suppressed and unsuppressed. The unsuppressed galaxies show a roughly uniform decrease in SSFR for satellites compared to centrals, except in the cores of high mass galaxies. For the centrally suppressed galaxies I also see a suppression at
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all radii in the satellites, though the SSFRs in the cores of the galaxies are approaching parity due to the lower limits of our SSFR-$D_n4000$ model. This uniform suppression of satellites could be a signature of strangulation (Elmegreen et al., 2002; van den Bergh, 1991), which I discuss further in Section 4.4.4.

Considering the effect that galaxies with enhanced central star formation may have on these results, I devise an additional classification for those galaxies. Profiles where the SSFR in the central radial bin is $0.5$ dex higher than any other radial bin are classified as centrally enhanced. I find that 183 galaxies are centrally enhanced using this classification, they are predominantly star forming galaxies, rather than composite. The fraction of enhanced galaxies decreases with stellar mass and satellites are more likely to be enhanced than centrals. At low mass $18 \pm 8\%$ of satellites are enhanced, compared to $14 \pm 5\%$ of centrals. At high mass I find that $14 \pm 3\%$ of satellites have enhancement and only $6 \pm 1\%$ of centrals do. I provide the fractional differences between central and satellite profiles of centrally suppressed and unsuppressed galaxies, with those that meet the additional enhanced criteria removed in Figure 4.13. The fractional differences for suppressed galaxies remain the same, however for the unsuppressed galaxies I see that the difference in the medium mass bin flattens and that the difference in the central radius bin of the high mass galaxies falls to zero. The exact causes of this enhancement is not clear, neither is the increased fraction in satellite galaxies. I briefly discuss this in Section 4.4.4, but would like to note that this will be the subject of further study in a future work.

4.4.3 AGN Feedback

Given that the central suppression of galaxies is highly dependent on stellar mass, one explanation may be that it is due to the activity of the central AGN, or caused by increased bulge growth in these galaxies. I address AGN feedback in this section and discuss morphological quenching in Section 4.4.5.

It is argued that radio mode AGN feedback (Bluck et al., 2014; Fabian, 2012; Wake et al., 2012) would provide a viable slow-quenching process. Such feedback would be correlated with stellar mass, as higher mass galaxies would have higher mass central black holes and be more likely to produce radio-mode episodes (Häring and Rix, 2004; Marconi and Hunt, 2003; McConnell and Ma, 2013).

To investigate the role of AGN in core quenching, I revisit the sample definition and choose to include galaxies which have a BPT classification in their integrated flux as AGN/LINER or low SNR AGN, but which have a total $log_{10}(SSFR) > 10^{-11.5}$. In Figure 4.14 I show the fraction of galaxies which are centrally quenched in three bins of stellar mass for Star Forming, Composite and AGN galaxies. At all masses, the AGN galaxies are
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Fig. 4.11 The mean SSFR profiles of centrally suppressed and unsuppressed galaxies. The upper set of lines are the unsuppressed galaxies, while the lower lines are the suppressed galaxies. Satellite profiles use solid lines and centrals use dashing lines. I do not include the low mass bin for the suppressed galaxies. I used the same three stellar mass bins as in Figure 4.3.
Fig. 4.12 (Top) The fractional differences between central and satellite galaxies in unsuppressed galaxies. I show the $1-\sigma$ scatter from 1000 bootstrap resamplings as the shaded area. (Bottom) The fractional differences between central and satellite galaxies in centrally suppressed galaxies. I show the $1-\sigma$ scatter from 1000 bootstrap resamplings as the shaded area.
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Fig. 4.13 (Top) The mean profiles for unsuppressed galaxies in bins of stellar mass, with the enhanced galaxy population removed. The error bars are calculated from the scatter in 1000 bootstrap resamplings and the stellar mass bins are the same as those from 4.3. Note the different scale in the y-axis compared to Figure 4.11 (Bottom) The fractional differences between central and satellite galaxies in unsuppressed galaxies with centrally enhanced galaxies removed. I show the $1 - \sigma$ scatter from 1000 bootstrap resamplings as the shaded area.
more likely to be centrally suppressed, and in the medium and high mass bins the composites are more likely to be quenched than star forming galaxies as well.

However, it should be noted that the BPT diagram does not find a significant fraction of low-excitation radio-loud AGN. These galaxies may be miss-classified as composite or star forming galaxies, or may fall into our lineless definition and not be included in this analysis. The star forming galaxies which exhibit core quenching may in fact host radio loud AGN, but without an alternative method of classifying these galaxies this cannot be checked.

4.4.4 Environmental Quenching

Throughout this Chapter I have compared the profiles of central and satellite galaxies, as they largely reside in different kinds of environments. At fixed mass, central galaxies are found in lower density environments than satellites, since a satellite of equal mass would require a more massive central to be present in the group. Satellites however are found in denser environments and are acted upon by a number of processes which can shut down star formation, such as ram pressure stripping, tidal stripping and strangulation (Abadi et al.,
Ram pressure stripping generally causes a decrease in star formation rates at large radii and a central concentration of star formation (Cortese et al., 2011; Koopmann and Kenney, 2004b). While I do see more satellites with an enhanced central SSFR compared to centrals, I do not see an increase in suppression with radii as I might expect if ram pressure stripping were important. It could be that, due to the cuts I made to effective radii in our sample, I have excluded the regions of satellites which would be most affected by ram pressure stripping. The increased fraction of centrally enhanced galaxies in the satellite population could be a signal of tidal stripping and disruption, which has been shown to drive gas into the centres of galaxies and cause an increase in circumnuclear star formation (Hernquist, 1989; Moreno et al., 2015).

Strangulation has been shown to be an effective method of quenching galaxies and it is theorised to produce a uniform suppression across a galaxy’s radius, as opposed to concentrating star formation in the centre or outskirts (Elmegreen et al., 2002; Larson et al., 1980; McCarthy et al., 2008b; Peng et al., 2015; van den Bergh, 1991). I do see a roughly uniform suppression of star formation in satellite galaxies at all radii for low and medium mass galaxies, especially when I remove the effect of centrally suppressed and enhanced galaxies from the sample, indicating that strangulation may be the dominant satellite quenching mechanism. van den Bosch et al. (2008a) argued that strangulation should be the main process by which satellites quench, as opposed to ram pressure stripping or harassment which occur mainly at high dark matter halo mass. Satellites were found to be redder and more concentrated than centrals, but these differences were independent of halo mass. Similar results were found using data from the EAGLE cosmological simulations (Schaye et al., 2015) by van de Voort et al. (2017), who studied the gas accretion rates of simulated galaxies and found that satellites in dense environments are less able to replenish their cold gas than centrals, leading to a shut down of star formation. Finally, Peng et al. (2015) studied stellar metallicities and ages from local galaxies and concluded that strangulation, with an average time-scale of 4 billion years, is the dominant mechanism behind galaxy quenching.

### 4.4.5 Morphological Quenching

Morphological quenching occurs when a dominant spheroidal component is formed by mergers and other processes, which causes the gas within a galaxy to stabilise against fragmentation and star formation (Martig et al., 2009). The build up of the bulge then may be what is causing the centrally suppressed galaxies, and may also explain why they have
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Fig. 4.15 The radial SSFR profiles for central galaxies (top) and satellite galaxies (bottom), in bins of stellar mass and Sérsic Index. In each bin the blue line represents low Sérsic index galaxies, red is medium and yellow is high Sérsic index. The shaded areas represent in the $1 \sigma$ scatter from the mean in 1000 bootstrap resamplings.
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Fig. 4.16 The radial SSFR profiles for central galaxies (top) and satellite galaxies (bottom), in bins of stellar mass and \( \sigma_0 \). In each bin the blue line represents low \( \sigma_0 \) galaxies, red is medium and yellow is high \( \sigma_0 \). The shaded areas represent in the \( 1 - \sigma \) scatter from the mean in 1000 bootstrap resamplings.
lower star formation rates in their outer regions than non-centrally suppressed galaxies. I now investigate the role of morphology in the suppression of star formation by studying the profiles of galaxies at fixed mass and $r$-band Sérsic index. If bulge like morphologies do in fact play a role in quenching I would expect to see lower SSFRs at high Sérsic indices.

In Figure 4.15 I show the mean profiles for central and satellite galaxies in bins of stellar mass and Sérsic index. The Sérsic index cuts are such that the lowest bin is mostly pure late type disk galaxies, the medium bin is likely made up of disks with some bulges and bars, while the high Sérsic index bin is likely dominated by early-type galaxies with large bulges or elliptical morphologies. The shaded areas around the lines represent the $1 - \sigma$ scatter from the mean in 1000 bootstrap resamplings.

For the central galaxies in the low and medium mass bins, the low and medium Sérsic index profiles are very similar, as is the the high Sérsic profile in the medium mass bin. However at low masses the high Sérsic index profile is quite different, with high SSFR in the centre which falls off towards the edge of the galaxy, as opposed to the flat profiles which appear to be the standard across our sample. In the high mass bin the story is different. While all three profiles are centrally suppressed, I see that the Sérsic index strongly affects the normalisation of the profile. Higher Sérsic index galaxies, i.e. those that are more dominated by bulge-like morphologies, have lower SSFRs across their entire profiles.

For the satellite galaxies, many of the properties are the same as the centrals. The low and medium Sérsic index profiles agree well at low and medium masses, but the medium Sérsic index galaxies have slightly lower SSFRs at high mass in their disks. The high Sérsic index satellites have very different profiles compared to the centrals however. I see that the cores of these satellite galaxies are enhanced compared to the general population in both the low and medium mass bins. There also appears to be some enhancement compared to high Sérsic index centrals in the high mass bin, but not to the same extent as the other profiles. This enhancement may be due to gas being driven into their centres of galaxies by tidal interactions, however it is unclear why this would mainly affect galaxies with high Sérsic indices.

I also investigate the profiles in bins of stellar mass and $\sigma_0$ simultaneously. I show the mean profiles for central and satellites galaxies in Figure 4.16, with galaxies split by mass in the columns and into three bins of $\sigma_0$ in each panel, I omit the low mass-high $\sigma_0$ profile, as there are < 3 galaxies in this bin. Velocity dispersion has previously been found to be a better predictor of galaxy colour, bulge mass, bar strength and whether a galaxy is passive or not (Das et al., 2008; Spindler and Wake, 2017; Teimoorinia et al., 2016; Wake et al., 2012). Once again I see that as stellar mass increases the galaxies become more centrally suppressed, in addition I see that in the high mass bins the galaxies with the highest $\sigma_0$
exhibit the strongest suppression of star formation. This suppression occurs both in the cores of these galaxies, but also in the SSFR at all radii. This is particularly strong for central galaxies, where the high mass galaxies with low or medium dispersions are not significantly suppressed compared to the full sample mean and the high dispersion galaxies are very suppressed. One possible explanation for enhancement of high Sérsic satellites is that it is a selection effect. If these galaxies have very high star formation rates in their centres the light could wash out the disk when the single component fit is attempted, making them seem more bulge dominated.

Combining the results from Figures 4.15 and 4.16, I see a strong correlation between the central suppression and bulge dominated morphologies at high and intermediate masses. This suggests that in more bulge like morphologies the galaxies are more likely to be centrally suppressed and that this suppression extends beyond the bulge into the disk. This would appear to agree with the premise of morphological quenching that the large bulge stabilises the gas and prevents star formation. As I do not see an enhancement in the profiles of high $\sigma_0$ satellites, which would be expected if the enhanced galaxies did have very large bulges, this suggests that the Sérsic index may in fact be skewed higher due to the increased central star formation.

### 4.5 Comparison with previous works

Quenching processes have been widely studied in astronomy, in particular the role of the environments galaxies live in. I will compare our work with some previous studies and draw some conclusions as to what quenching processes may be driving our results.

Belfiore et al. (2017b) used the MaNGA survey to reveal what they refer to as extended LIER (eLIER) and central LIER (cLIER) galaxies. By studying the emission line properties, they showed that LINER emission is related to old stellar populations, and not necessarily AGN. These galaxy regions do not exhibit star formation, but still emit emission line radiation. cLIER galaxies in particular appear to be late-type spirals which populate the green valley and may be in the process of quenching inside-out. These galaxies are likely related to our centrally suppressed galaxies, which I find to be largely Composite and AGN/LI(N)ER in their BPT classification.

In Belfiore et al. (2017a) I investigated the profiles of specific star formation rate and the equivalent width of $H_\alpha$ of blue cloud and green valley galaxies, with particular emphasis on the properties of cLIER galaxies. I found consistent patterns of central suppression in blue cloud and green valley galaxies, as I have in this work. In addition in Belfiore et al. (submitted) I find that green valley galaxies and cLIER galaxies not only show suppression in
their central regions, but are suppressed at all radii, and that this effect is stronger for cLIER galaxies.

The uniform suppression of satellite star formation explains why in Goddard et al. (2017a) and Zheng et al. (2017) there is no environmental dependence on the gradients of stellar age in MaNGA galaxies, irrespective of whether environment is measured as an environmental density or central/satellite split. In addition, earlier work from Thomas et al. (2010) showed no dependence on environment for the stellar population properties of early type galaxies, finding that their evolution was driven purely by self-regulation processes related to stellar mass, which is echoed in our findings that the central suppression is independent of environment.

Using the SAMI survey, Schaefer et al. (2017) (S17) studied the $H\alpha$ surface density gradients of 201 star forming galaxies with respect to stellar mass and environmental density. They found that the gradients of $H\alpha$ surface density steepen as environmental density increases (by a factor of $\sim 0.6$ dex in the most massive galaxies).

I provide a direct comparison to S17 in Figure 4.17, in which I have plotted the profiles of Star Formation Surface Density, $\Sigma_{SFR}$, in bins of stellar mass and nearest neighbour environmental density for star forming galaxies. I use the environmental densities from Baldry et al. (2006), which are described in Section 4.2.2. The environment densities in Baldry et al. (2006) were calculated using SDSS galaxies, while S17 uses data from the Galaxies And Mass Assembly (GAMA, Driver et al., 2011) survey. The GAMA survey is almost two magnitudes deeper than the SDSS main sample used in Baldry et al. (2006), meaning that the local density measurements used here at not exactly equivalent. To reconcile this, I have not used the same bins in $\log_{10}(\Sigma_5)$ as S17, but instead I have constructed our bins to contain the same proportion of galaxies in each environment bin as S17. The stellar mass bins were chosen to match those in S17.

I provide the properties of a linear fit to the mean $\Sigma_{SFR}$ profiles and the number of galaxies in each bin in the top corner of each panel, with errors calculated from 1000 bootstrap resamplings. I do see a steepening of the gradients with increasing $\log_{10}(\Sigma_5)$, however this steepening is only significant in the medium mass bin as the gradients in the high and low mass bins are all within $1 - 2\sigma$ of each other. I also do not see much central enhancement except in the highest mass and density bin.

Although I have attempted to match the analysis of Schaefer et al. (2017) there are a number of differences that may explain our discrepant findings. Of particular importance is the fact that S17 only include spaxels with detectable $H\alpha$ emission, whereas I include all spaxels, making use of $D_n4000$ where $H\alpha$ is unavailable. The exclusion of such spaxels in S17 will have the tendency to bias the $\Sigma_{SFR}$ high since these will often by spaxels with low S/N $H\alpha$ as a result of their low SFRs. This issue most prominently affects the profiles in
the central regions of higher mass galaxies where the SFR may be lower if there is a bulge present, our centrally suppressed galaxies. If I also exclude such spaxels then I do indeed see much more central enhancement, typically at high mass and density, which does increase the gradients, although the trend with environment remains present only in the intermediate mass bin. Another difference is that S17 do not take into account possible contamination from AGN/LI(N)ER emission in the individual spaxels in their galaxies (once they have entirely excluded AGN from their sample), which I and Belfiore et al. (2016) have shown is present. Such contamination is again more likely to be present in the central regions of galaxies with a bulge component. Finally as I have already mentioned, I am not using the same environmental definition as S17. The higher galaxy density in GAMA means that the fifth nearest neighbour density used by S17 will be probing smaller scales than the measure I have used. It is possible that at these smaller scales a relationship with local overdensity becomes more apparent.

Crucially, it is important to note that the environmental signal of the central/satellite split is much stronger and more significant than the dependence on local environmental overdensity. The relationships between environmental densities and internal properties such as stellar mass and star formation are complex, and two galaxies with similar densities may actually occupy very different conditions and be acted upon by different processes owing to their different locations in the dark matter halos. For example, as I see in Figure 4.2 a satellite and a central occupying the same environmental density can have dramatically different star formation rates, particularly at high densities where the centrals are guaranteed to be very high mass galaxies, whereas the satellites can be very low mass and have very low levels of star formation.

In addition our results show that the profiles of star formation are not linear, with many galaxies exhibiting two or more components in their profiles. In particular our centrally suppressed galaxies would be incredibly poorly fit by a linear profile. S17 argue that star formation becomes more centrally concentrated at higher environment densities.

### 4.6 Conclusions

Using IFU data from the SDSSIV-MaNGA survey I have studied the spatial distribution of star formation 1494 galaxies in the local universe. I have used a two source model to calculate star formation rates using $H_\alpha$ and $D_n4000$, in order to account for emission line contamination in galaxies from AGN and LI(N)ER like sources. The galaxies in our sample were chosen based on their classification in the BPT diagram, using Star Forming and Composite galaxies for the bulk of the work, and introducing a small number of AGN/LI(N)ER galaxies, which
Fig. 4.17 I show the star formation rate surface density in three bins of stellar mass (rows) and three bins of environment density (columns). The cyan lines are the mean radial profiles of the individual galaxies, the solid red line represents the mean profile of all galaxies in the bin and the black dashed line is the mean profile of all galaxies in the sample. I show the properties of a linear fit to the mean profile in the top left corner of each panel.
passed our total specific star formation rate cut, to study the role of AGN in inside-out quenching.

I have shown that our star formation rate model is internally consistent, by comparing the total star formation rates measured using $H_\alpha$ and $D_n4000$. I have also shown that the total star formation rates agreed well with those calculated for the same galaxies in the MPA/JHU catalog, which use a Bayesian SED fitting method based on $H_\alpha$ and $D_n4000$ from single fibre spectroscopy, aperture corrected to global values using the broadband photometry from SDSS.

Using the radial profiles of specific star formation rate the spatial distribution of star formation was studied. I binned galaxies based on their internal and external properties and compared the mean profiles in these bins to determine the effect each property had on SSFR. Our main results are as follows:

- I found that the SSFR of galaxies decreases with mass and $\sigma_0$. This decrease occurs at both the global scale with total SSFRs, and at the local scale with higher mass and $\sigma_0$ galaxies having lower SSFR at all radii compared to galaxies with low mass and $\sigma_0$.

- I revealed the existence of two groups of galaxies, which I have named ‘Centrally Suppressed’ and ‘Unsuppressed’. The unsuppressed galaxies have flat profiles in SSFR and can be found at all stellar masses and velocity dispersions. I have defined the centrally suppressed galaxies as having a SSFR in their disk at least 10 times higher than in their core. There is a strong relationship between stellar mass, $\sigma_0$ and whether a galaxy is centrally suppressed or not, with high mass and high $\sigma_0$ galaxies being much more likely to have suppressed SSFR in their cores.

- The profiles of the two classes of galaxies showed that the centrally suppressed galaxies have suppressed SSFR at all radii, compared to the unsuppressed galaxies. This suggests that central suppression correlates with the suppression of star formation in the outskirts of the galaxy, or at least that low fractional growth in the centre of galaxies means low growth in the outskirts. I find that the mean SSFRs of centrally suppressed galaxies within $0.5r_e$ of the galaxy centre are $\sim 1.25$ dex lower than unsuppressed galaxies, and $\sim 0.5$ dex lower beyond $1.0r_e$.

- I explored the possibility that suppression of star formation is due to AGN feedback by investigating the fractions of galaxies that were centrally suppressed for star forming galaxies, composites and AGN/LI(N)ER hosts, as characterised by the BPT diagram. I found that at all masses the AGN/LI(N)ER galaxies were more likely to have centrally suppressed SSFRs than star forming galaxies, and that composites were more likely to be suppressed at medium and high masses.
Another possibility is that the suppression is caused by morphological quenching, which I study using the profiles binned by stellar mass and Sérsic index or $\sigma_0$ simultaneously. These profiles show that both the central suppression and suppression of the disk is strongly correlated to properties which imply large bulges, with high mass-high Sérsic and high mass-high dispersion galaxies predominantly being centrally suppressed. This result seems to suggest that morphological quenching, where a large bulge component stabilises the gas disk and prevents star formation, may be playing a major role in the lowered SSFRs in the cores and disks of the centrally suppressed galaxies.

Throughout this Chapter I have compared central and satellite galaxies in order to determine what role environment plays in regulating star formation. I found that central and satellite galaxies are equally likely to have suppressed star formation in their cores, implying that there is no environmental component in that process. However, I did find that satellites do have suppressed SSFRs compared to central galaxies at all radii. This lowered star formation in satellite galaxies is most likely caused by strangulation, which has previously been found to be a likely candidate for satellite quenching. I do not see any suppression in the outskirts of satellites that would be related to ram pressure stripping. I do find that there are a population of galaxies with enhanced star formation in their centres which are more likely to be satellites than centrals, this may be due to tidal harassment driving gas into the centres of satellites, however this is currently unclear and will be the subject of a future study.

Finally, I compared our work to that of Schaefer et al. (2017), who found a steepening of the SFR surface density gradients with 5-th nearest neighbour environment density. I too see a small amount steepening, however I find that it is not statistically significant.

Our results in this work show the power of IFU surveys in analysing the spatial properties of galaxies for studying the mechanisms behind the shut down of star formation. I have found evidence of inside-out quenching driven associated with AGN/LI(N)ER like emission, implying suppression of star formation via AGN feedback. In addition I have observed a uniform suppression of star formation in satellite galaxies, indicative of strangulation of cool gas supplies.
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The Role of Bars in Suppressing and Enhancing Star Formation

“All this happened, more or less.”

– Kurt Vonnegut, Slaughterhouse Five, 1969

5.1 Introduction

Perhaps one of the most prominent structures that form in galaxies is the bar. Bars are an orbital density wave pattern where stars in the galaxy centres develop unstable orbits, moving from circular orbits to more elongated elliptical orbits (Athanassoula et al., 2013; Athanassoula and Misiriotis, 2002; Kormendy, 2013). These structures have been the subject of much study, going back to their identification by Hubble (1926) as a distinct morphological type of galaxy. It is currently believed that up 30% of galaxies contain bars, but this fraction can rise to over 70% in studies which included infra-red data and weak bars (Eskridge and Frogel, 1999; Eskridge et al., 2000; Masters et al., 2010; Sheth et al., 2008).

The bar is important to galaxy evolution because of its ability to transfer angular momentum between different components of the galaxy. For example, they have been shown to be able to efficiently move gas and stellar material from the galaxy disk into the bulge (Bournaud et al., 2005; Friedli and Martinet, 1993; Knapen et al., 2002; Kormendy, 2013; Masters et al., 2011). Crucially, this transfer of material could lead to the build up of a pseudobulge, either through sparking star formation, or the deposition of stellar material into the centre of the galaxy (Athanassoula et al., 2013; Bournaud et al., 2005; Kormendy, 2013). While classical bulges are thought to be constructed through violent processes, such as major mergers, pseudobulges are instead built up through slow secular processes, and take on boxy

or peanut shapes, as opposed to rounder spherical bulges. Bars could also power the Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN) of a galaxy, again through the funnelling of gas into the galaxy core (Galloway et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2012b). However, little evidence has been found linking bar fraction to the presence of an AGN.

The formation of a bar has long been a subject of study in the simulations of galaxy evolution. Early simulations found that bars formed very easily in disk galaxies, and it was believed that unless some global stabilisation was present, all disk galaxies would eventually form a bar instability (Ostriker and Peebles, 1973; Toomre, 1977, 1981). Ostriker and Peebles (1973) showed that a large dark halo could act as a stabiliser, showing that disk galaxies within a dark halo are less likely to form bars, but form quickly in systems where the disk component is dominant.

The picture is of course more complicated than that, and there are many competing factors in the formation of bars. Considerable work has been done by Athanassoula et al. (2013), who show that gas fraction plays a dominant role in the formation of a bar. Gasless disks form bars quicker than gas-rich systems, and ultimately grow stronger and more prominent bars. Athanassoula et al. (2013) also show that the structure of the dark matter halo plays a role in bar formation, where triaxial haloes drive the formation of a bar earlier than spherical haloes, but that spherical systems lead to stronger bars after the long secular evolution phase. Bars, once formed, can remain very stable in a galaxy and remain over periods of Gys.

Bars have also been long studied in observational astronomy and are now understood to be a vital part in the secular evolution of both late and early-type disk galaxies, with evolutionary links to many galaxy properties. Masters et al. (2011) find that galaxies with bars are much more likely to have redder colours, lower luminosity and more prominent bulges (See also, Elmegreen et al., 2004; Giordano et al., 2010; Nair and Abraham, 2010). Unbarred disks on the other hand tended to be blue, and have very few classical bulges. Further to this, Masters et al. (2012) found that bars are more likely to occur in gas-poor galaxies, which agree with the later results by Athanassoula et al. (2013) mentioned above, and that this trend is still present when stellar mass is accounted for. The presence of a bar in redder galaxies poses the question of the role of a bar in the shut down of star formation in galaxies. Masters et al. (2012) discuss that the bars may be responsible for regulating disk star formation, by preventing the infall of new gas and exchanging angular momentum between the gas in the disk and the stars in the bulge. Cheung et al. (2013) find an anti-correlation between bars and the Specific Star Formation Rate (SSFR) of a galaxy, regardless of the galaxies stellar mass or bulge prominence, which suggests that bars are a very important aspect of secular evolution.
Many recent studies have concerned themselves with the question of how bars influence the ongoing star formation in galaxies. In the broader context of galaxy quenching, bar mechanisms are normally included in ‘Secular Quenching’, the slow shut down of galaxy star formation due to internal processes. Bars can drive gas into the centre of a galaxy, which results in circumnuclear star bursts which exhaust the cold gas supply, effectively shutting down star formation (Gavazzi et al., 2015; Kruk et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2017; Smethurst et al., 2015). They may also prevent new gas from accreting onto the disk by angular momentum regulation with the galaxy halo (Bournaud and Combes, 2002; Brooks, 2010). In addition, recent observations have been studying a phenomenon known as the ‘star formation desert’, a region of very low star formation in a galaxy disk which has been swept out by a strong bar (Abdurro’uf and Akiyama, 2017; Hakobyan et al., 2016; James et al., 2009; James and Percival, 2016, 2017).

Interestingly, bars have also been linked to dense group environments. Smethurst et al. (2017) find that there is an increase in bar fraction towards the centre of galaxy groups. Indeed, bars could be formed by the kinds of gravitational instabilities, such as tidal harassment, which are prevalent in the group environments. Skibba et al. (2012) also find a strong correlation between the bar fraction and environment density, disagreeing with previous studies that found that there was no correlation between bars and environment. Skibba et al. (2012) stress that their increased sample size, 20x larger than previous studies (e.g. Aguerri et al., 2009; Giordano et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012a; Li et al., 2009; Martínez and Muriel, 2011), shows that the environment signal may have been washed out by noise in old research. The question then becomes, have these galaxies quenched due to the action of the bar, or did it form simply as a consequence of the environment? As I showed in Chapter 4, the environment can act to suppress the star formation in the disk of satellite galaxies, which may explain the reddening of some barred galaxy disks.

Kruk et al. (2017) performed a study of galaxies in the Galaxy Zoo 2 sample from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey using bulge-bar-disk decompositions. They found that the disk components of barred galaxies have significantly redder colours than the disks of unbarred galaxies, while the bulges of the two samples have similar colours. They also find evidence that the bar can lead to the build up of significant pseudobulge components and that bars may be responsible for quenching the star formation in galaxy disks.

With the advent of new Integral Field Spectroscopy (IFS) Surveys, more detailed studies of the structure and composition of barred and unbarred galaxies can be made. For example, Lin et al. (2017) study a small sample of barred galaxies in the Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area (CALIFA) Survey. They found that galaxies with centrally enhanced star for-
5.2 Data

5.2.1 MaNGA Dataproducts

I make use of the same data products in this chapter as in Chapters 3 & 4. To briefly recap, the MaNGA data is from Data Release 14 of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, which contains IFU observations of 2791 galaxies. The parent sample is selected to have a flat density distribution in stellar mass. I make use of the data products from the Data Analysis Pipeline (DAP, Westfall et al. in prep), which performs fits on the continuum, emission lines, kinematics and spectral indices to the full spectral data cubes produced by the Data Reduction Pipeline (DRP, Law et al., 2016).

I utilise these spatially resolved maps of star formation throughout this chapter, finding radial profiles of specific star formation rate. I bin each map into 10 radial annuli, from $0 - 1.5r_e$, and find the mean specific star formation rate in each bin.

5.2.2 MaNGA-Galaxy Zoo Data

Citizen science, the process of asking for public volunteers to perform many simple tasks, has been used to great success in astronomy. Perhaps the greatest success is the ‘Galaxy Zoo’ project Lintott et al. (2008), which firmly established the role of citizen science in identifying and classifying galaxy morphologies. While there are many automated methods of measuring galaxy shapes (using computer assisted techniques, machine learning or using galaxy properties as proxies Abraham et al. 1994; Ball et al. 2004; Huertas-Company et al. 2003),
2011), image classification is still a task at which humans minds excel. With just a small amount of training and practice, a human inspector can reliably identify physical structures in galaxies, such as bars, bulges and spiral arms. However, there is a drawback in that human beings perform these tasks relatively slowly, compared to computers. Galaxy Zoo addressed this problem by opening up the morphological classification of galaxies to millions of public users online.

The first Galaxy Zoo project (GZ1, Lintott et al., 2008), tasked users with identifying the simple morphological classifications of nearly one million galaxies in SDSS. GZ1 users were asked to classify galaxies from the SDSS main galaxy sample as ‘early-type’, ‘late-type’ or ‘merger’. The follow-up program to Galaxy Zoo aimed to provide more detailed examinations of the brightest and most massive Sloan galaxies. While dividing galaxies into spirals and ellipticals is perhaps the most fundamental distinction you can make, there are many more important and interesting morphological phenomena.

Galaxy Zoo 2 (GZ2, Willett et al., 2013) bases its morphological classifications on Hubble’s Tuning Fork diagram. Galaxies are split into the recognisable early and late type distinctions, but there is also a split for barred and unbarred galaxies. Other prominent features including the presence and strength of a galactic bulge, rings, lens and the number of spiral arms. GZ2 constructed a decision tree, which would lead users through a series of questions to classify each galaxy image they were shown. Each classification is the total amount of information for the galaxy. Each step on the tree represents a task, which includes a question and a fixed number of responses. A users input for each task represents a single vote.

For the selection of our sample I use the ‘debiased vote fractions’, which determine the probability that a galaxy has the given morphology. This vote fraction is based on the raw number of votes for and against the particular feature, but also adjusted for both consistency from the voter, and for classification bias. Individual users have their votes weighted in order to reduce the effect of unreliable classifiers. Users that gave less accurate responses, based on the overall result for a particular question, have their answers weighted down. The classification bias is a result of redshift, galaxies at larger distances are smaller and fainter in the cut-out images, and so finer detailed morphologies are more difficult to detect. This is not an effect of evolution, it should be noted, as the sample depth is not high enough to allow for much evolution with redshift.

I use a matched catalog between the 304,122 galaxies in the GZ2 data release, with the MaNGA parent sample of 42,561 galaxies. The results is a table of morphological classifications for 38,944 MaNGA galaxies, of which 2,474 have been observed for DR14 of SDSS.
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Fig. 5.1 The distribution of stellar mass versus specific star formation rate for barred (blue) and unbarred (red) galaxies, in our main sample. The normalised histograms are show in the upper and rightmost panels. In the main panel I show the mean SSFR at fixed mass for barred and unbarred galaxies with dashed and solid lines, respectively. The specific star formation rate cut of \( \log_{10}(SSFR) > -11.5 \) is shown using the dotted line.
5.2 Data

5.2.3 Sample Selection

The initial sample selection follows on from Chapter 4. I select galaxies from the Primary+ and Secondary samples. IFUs with two or more galaxies are removed, as in Chapter 4, to eliminate the need to mask the individual galaxies in the pair, this removes 153 fibre bundles. I make no initial cuts on BPT-classification. I define a cut in specific star formation rate at $\log_{10}(SSFR) = -11.5$, galaxies above this cut can be safely analysed using their SSFR profiles. I shall also perform further analysis on the sample without the SSFR cut using the profiles of $D_n4000$ and equivalent width of H$_\alpha$ (EW[H$_\alpha$]). I remove galaxies with an axis ratio of $b/a > 0.3$.

I use the debiased vote fractions from GZ2 to select two morphological samples, barred and unbarred disks. Throughout this chapter I may refer to these samples as barred and unbarred galaxies or spirals, but this will refer to the same sample definitions laid out in this Section. Willett et al. (2013) lay out the process for selecting morphological samples and I will follow the example for barred galaxies given therein. Our choices for barred galaxies are slightly less conservative than Willett et al. (2013), however it is noted in that paper the subsequent sample would include only the strongest bars, whereas I wish to investigate a larger sample of galaxies with a variety of bar types.

To be selected, each galaxy must have received at least 10 votes in each task, this is to prevent errors from small number statistics. The debiased vote fractions for the likelihood that a galaxy is a disk ($p_{disk}$), edge on ($p_{edge}$) and barred ($p_{bar}$) are used. Both of our samples require that the galaxy to have $p_{disk} > 43\%$ and $p_{edge} < 30\%$, to ensure that I am certainly looking at late-type galaxies and prevent issues in trying to identify bars in edge-on galaxies. The barred sample is chosen to have $p_{bar} > 50\%$, while the unbarred sample has $p_{bar} < 20\%$. I show the details of this sample selection in Table 5.1.

This selected sample includes 215 barred galaxies, and 402 unbarred galaxies. I show their stellar masses and specific star formation rates in Figure 5.1. In the main panel I show the star formation main sequence for barred disks in blue and unbarred disks in red. The dashed and solid lines show the mean SSFR at fixed mass for barred and unbarred galaxies. The barred galaxies have a lower SSFR than unbarred galaxies at fixed mass, at all but the highest masses. This agrees with previous works that have found that bars occupy redder and older galaxies (Masters et al., 2011). In the top panel I show the distribution of stellar masses as histograms, the unbarred galaxies have a peak mass of $log_{10}(M_*) \sim 10.3$, whereas the barred galaxies appear to have a double peaked mass distribution. The results of a two-sample KS test are shown in the top left corner, and show that we cannot reject the hypothesis that these samples are the same. In the right panel, I show the histogram distributions of SSFR. The barred galaxies exhibit a shift towards lower SSFRs, with 18% of
barred galaxies falling below the SSFR cut and compared to only 5% of unbarred galaxies. The KS test for the SSFRs supports the hypothesis that these distributions are different, with a p-value of $1.44 \times 10^{-5}$ and a KS statistic of 0.203.

5.3 Radial Profiles of Star Formation, $D_{n4000}$ and EW[H$_\alpha$]

5.3.1 Specific Star Formation Rate Profiles

I begin our analysis by following the procedure from Chapter 4; I study the mean SSFR profiles of the galaxy sample in bins of stellar mass, comparing the barred and unbarred galaxies in our sample. I wish to determine if there is any overall difference in the SSFR profiles, i.e. one group of galaxies having lower SSFR at all radii, or if there is a radial trend, i.e. one group of galaxies favouring bulge centric star formation.

In Figure 5.2 I show the mean SSFR profiles of barred and unbarred galaxies in three bins of stellar mass. The stellar mass bins are chosen so that there is the same number of galaxies in each bin. The individual galaxy profiles are shown with cyan lines, while the red lines display the mean SSFR profile in each panel, with errors calculated from the scatter in 1000 bootstrap resamplings.

Immediately clear from this plot is the characteristics of the ‘Centrally Suppressed’ galaxies which were discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Towards higher masses more galaxies exhibit suppressed star formation in their cores, with respect to their disks. In the low mass bin, both barred and unbarred galaxies experience a small drop in SSFR from the outer to inner regions, however there is a small upturn in the mean barred profile in the inner radial bins. At intermediate masses there are a small number of centrally suppressed galaxies in both the barred and unbarred samples. As was seen in Chapter 4, the increase in mass has led to a decrease in overall SSFR at all radii, compared to the lower mass bin. Both samples show
Fig. 5.2 I show the radial profiles of specific star formation rate for barred and unbarred disks. The cyan lines show the individual galaxy profiles, while the red lines show the mean profile in each panel. The galaxies are divided into three bins of stellar mass. The errors are calculated from the scatter in 1000 bootstrap resamplings. I include the mean profile for all galaxies in the sample as a dashed line in each panel to guide the eye.

A decrease in the centre of their mean profiles related to the centrally suppressed galaxies, however the barred galaxies again demonstrate an upturn of star formation in the central regions. Finally, in the highest mass bin, I again see a decrease in overall star formation, and an increase in the contribution to the mean profile from centrally suppressed galaxies. Both barred and unbarred galaxies appear to be suppressed out to larger radii than in the intermediate mass bin, and again the barred galaxies show an upturn in star formation towards the central radial bins.

I compare the mean SSFR profiles of barred and unbarred galaxies in Figure 5.3. I use solid lines for barred galaxies, and dashed lines for unbarred galaxies. At low masses the barred galaxies exhibit significantly lower SSFR than unbarred galaxies at large radii, though this difference is smaller than at other masses. The barred galaxies exhibit an upturn in SSFR inwards of 0.4$r_e$ which is not present in the unbarred sample. The upturn is of the order of $\sim 0.15$ dex and results in the low mass barred galaxies having significantly higher bulge SSFR than the unbarred galaxies.
Fig. 5.3 The mean SSFR profiles in three bins of stellar mass, barred (solid lines) and unbarred galaxies (dashed lines). The errors are calculated from the scatter in 1000 bootstrap resamplings.
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The intermediate mass galaxies show significant differences in the shapes of the profiles. In the disk regions, barred galaxies have much less star formation than the unbarred galaxies, with a SSFR on average 0.2 dex lower. As the profile moves inwards from the disk to the core both profiles begin to fall, however for the barred galaxies it begins to rise again inward of 0.4$r_e$. This upturn implies that there are galaxies with enhanced star formation in their bulges, relative to their disks, present in the barred sample that are not present in the unbarred sample.

In the high mass bin the difference between the barred and unbarred samples is still present, but is less prominent than at intermediate masses. At this mass, the barred galaxies still have lower SSFR in their disks than the unbarred galaxies. In the cores, it may appear that the barred galaxies exhibit the same upturn as in the lower masses, however this is clouded by the SSFR limit imposed by the $D_n4000$-SSFR model. At high masses, many of the galaxies in both samples have SSFR profiles that decline in their centres to our imposed SSFR floor, and this dominates the mean profile. It does seem that the barred galaxies suppress at a larger radii than the unbarred galaxies, but it is unclear whether this is a different mechanism to the global suppression that I see.

5.3.2 Profiles of $D_n4000$ and EW[H$\alpha$]

As discussed in both Chapters 3 and 4, there is a limitation in our model for star formation rates, regarding spaxels in maps with high $D_n4000$. In these spaxels, I am not able to correctly assign a SSFR, and thus I use an upper limit instead of throwing these spaxels away. This means that I am not able to study galaxies with very low amounts of star formation. Since I have shown that barred galaxies have lower SSFRs on average compared to unbarred galaxies, I wish to study the properties of galaxies which would fall below our SSFR cut. To do this, I will investigate the profiles of $D_n4000$ and the equivalent width of H$\alpha$ emission. These properties are related to the ages and properties of stars within galaxies, and will allow us to investigate low SSFR disks. As I showed in Chapter 3, $D_n4000$ can be used as a predictor for SSFR, as it is a tracer of long term stellar age. Sánchez et al. (2013) and Belfiore et al. (2017a) both show that EW[H$\alpha$] can be related to SSFR, using data from both MaNGA and CALIFA.

In Figure 5.4 I plot the $D_n4000$ profiles of barred and unbarred galaxies, with solid and dashed lines respectively. In the low mass bin, the barred galaxies have higher values of $D_n4000$ at all radii compared to the unbarred sample, however the lines do converge slightly towards the centre regions. The profiles are fairly flat, particularly in the disk regions, with a small upturn towards the centres of the galaxies. For the intermediate mass bin, the barred galaxies exhibit much higher values of $D_n4000$ than the unbarred galaxies at radii beyond
0.5\(r_e\). There is a downward turn in the barred profile, which corresponds to the upturn in SSFR from Figure 5.3. The high mass galaxies follow the same trend as the intermediate galaxies, though the overall difference between the profiles is smaller. I see that the high mass barred galaxies do exhibit a downturn, which was unclear in the SSFR profiles due to the SSFR limit.

I also show the profiles of EW(H\(_\alpha\)) in Figure 5.4. I find that the barred galaxies have lower values of EW(H\(_\alpha\)) in their disks than unbarred galaxies. In the low mass bin, both profiles rise slightly from the outermost radii, but the unbarred galaxies turn down towards the centres while barred galaxies continue to increase. The profiles approach parity with each other in the central radial bin. In the intermediate mass bin, the unbarred galaxies fall steadily from the disk into the core, while the barred galaxies fall towards \(\sim 0.5r_e\) and turn back upwards towards the centres of the galaxies. I again see that the intermediate and high mass barred galaxies are very similar, while the same cannot be said for the unbarred galaxies. The high mass barred galaxies have slightly lower EW[H\(_\alpha\)] than the unbarred galaxies, except in the centres where the barred profile turns over.

These results have shown that barred galaxies have older stellar populations and less star formation on average than unbarred galaxies, as indicated by their SSFR, \(D_{n4000}\) and EW[H\(_\alpha\)] profiles. However, this is mainly true for the disks of these galaxies; in the cores I find that barred galaxies have enhanced star formation and younger stellar populations. This enhancement leads to barred galaxies having the same or more star formation in their cores as unbarred galaxies. In the following section I will further explore the suppression and enhancement of barred galaxies to determine what properties drive these changes.

### 5.4 Analysis of Bar Regulation of Star Formation

In this section I shall explore the physical processes which may be causing the differences in the profiles found previously. In particular, I focus on the role of environment in the suppression of disk star formation, and the enhancement of nuclear star formation in barred galaxies.

#### 5.4.1 Suppression of barred disks

The suppression of disk star formation in barred galaxies implies that either the bar is responsible for quenching the galaxies’ star formation, or that the process of quenching is responsible for the creation of a bar. Similar results have been found throughout the literature; most recently Kruk et al. (2017) used bulge-disk-bar decompositions of a sample
Fig. 5.4 The mean $D_n4000$ (top) and EW[H$_\alpha$] (bottom) profiles in three bins of stellar mass, barred (solid lines) and unbarred galaxies (dashed lines). The errors are calculated from the scatter in 1000 bootstrap resamplings.
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The fraction of barred and unbarred galaxies which are satellites, for the full GZ2 sample (black) and for the DR14 MaNGA sample (blue).

Fig. 5.5 The fraction of barred and unbarred galaxies which are satellites, for the full GZ2 sample (black) and for the DR14 MaNGA sample (blue).

of barred and unbarred galaxies from Galaxy Zoo to show that barred galaxies have redder disks than unbarred galaxies. There has been some suggestion in the literature that bar and morphological quenching may in fact be related to galaxy environments. One such study by Smethurst et al. (2017) found an increase in the fraction of satellite galaxies with bars towards the centres of galaxy groups. The increase in bars may lead to these galaxies quenching via bulge growth, though it may also be the case that it is the environment itself that triggers the formation of the bar via tidal interactions and harassment.

The interplay between morphological quenching and environmental processes is interesting, particularly when you consider both the results of this Chapter and of Chapter 4. Recall that satellite galaxies were found to have suppressed star formation in their disks compared to central galaxies at fixed mass. Satellites typically occupy higher density environments at fixed stellar mass, and so are subject more readily to environmental quenching mechanisms. The similarity between this and the comparison of barred and unbarred galaxies is thus tantalising, as it may connect the two mechanisms, as suggested by Smethurst et al. (2017).

In order to study the relationship between bar and environmental quenching, I must first understand the environments that our galaxies occupy. In Figure 5.5 I show the satellite fractions of barred and unbarred galaxies, in the full Galazy Zoo sample and for the DR14 MaNGA galaxies. Interestingly, there is a strong disagreement between the DR14 sample and the parent catalog from which the morphologies are drawn from. In all three mass bins the satellite fraction is higher for barred galaxies than unbarred galaxies, however in the Galaxy Zoo sample this appears to be particularly significant in the low mass bin. Due to the significantly smaller sample size in the DR14 galaxies (∼ 2400 galaxies in DR14 vs ∼ 230,000 Galaxy Zoo targets with environments from Yang et al. 2007) the errors in
the satellite fractions are much larger. What’s more, the intermediate and high mass bins show large deviations in satellite fractions from the full Galaxy Zoo sample. Intermediate mass barred galaxies are almost twice as likely to be satellites in DR14 than in Galaxy Zoo, but with the large errors this is less than $2\sigma$ away. It seems more likely that, rather than a real physical difference, the increase in satellite fraction is due to random chance as the sample was cut down to the DR14 catalog. In the full MaNGA target catalogue, which contains $\sim 40,000$ galaxies, I find a much smaller increase in the satellite fractions. In the intermediate mass bin the barred satellite fraction is just $33\pm4\%$, which is lower than the DR14 sample and still within $2\sigma$ of the full GZ2 sample.

If the difference in disk star formation for barred galaxies is tied to environment, this large difference in satellite fractions may be explained by the same mechanisms I discussed in Chapter 4. On the one hand, the mass bin which shows the largest difference in disk star formation is the intermediate masses, where I see the largest difference in satellite fractions. On the other hand, the high and low mass bins have roughly the same difference in satellite fractions, while the suppression of barred galaxies is not as pronounced in the low mass bin as in the high mass galaxies.

A major issue in finding whether there is a connection between bar quenching and environment quenching appears to be one of sample size. Skibba et al. (2012) showed that there is a statistically significant relationship between the number of barred and bugle-dominated galaxies, and environment density. However, with a sample size of 15,810 galaxies from Galaxy Zoo Skibba et al. (2012) studied 20 times more galaxies than previous studies that had found no correlation between bars and environment. They argue that previous studies had been inhibited by small number statistics, and with just 215 barred galaxies, and 402 unbarred galaxies this work is certainly limited by its sample size.

All things considered, I still wish to see whether the different environments seen in Figure 5.5 are having an effect on the mean profiles. In Figure 5.6 I separate galaxies into centrals and satellites and compare the SSFR profiles of barred and unbarred galaxies. For central galaxies, the mean profiles look similar to the full sample in Figure 5.3, but the difference between the barred and unbarred galaxies is smaller in all three stellar mass bins.

For the satellites however, the profiles are quite different. In the low and medium mass bin I indeed see that barred and unbarred satellites have slightly lower SSFRs at all radii compared to the centrals, as I found in Chapter 4. In the low mass bin, the barred satellites have lower SSFRs than unbarred satellites at all radii except in their cores, and in the high mass bin the barred galaxies have the same SSFRs in their disks, but slightly higher in their cores. In the intermediate mass bin, however, things look quite different. Comparing barred centrals and satellites, I see that the satellites are dominated by a centrally suppressed profile,
while the centrals are much flatter with some core enhancement. In the inner regions the satellites have lower SSFR than centrals, but higher in the outskirts. The same can be said for the comparison between barred and unbarred galaxies: the unbarred profile is quite flat, but the barred profile has lower SSFR in the core and higher in the disk.

It is unclear why the barred satellites in the intermediate mass bin appear to break all the established trends I have seen previously throughout this work. Ultimately it may simply be a matter of sample size. In Table 5.2 I show the number of centrals and satellites there are in the three mass bins for barred and unbarred galaxies. I see that the numbers of galaxies in each bin do fall quite low, compared to the previous studies I have conducted using the MaNGA SSFR profiles. At this point I cannot rule out that the mechanisms causing barred and unbarred galaxies to have different profiles are related to their environments, or if it is a purely internal process.
Enhancement of central star formation rates

The upturn in SSFR in the centre of barred galaxies is particularly interesting, as it indicates an enhancement of central star formation with respect to unbarred disks. In Chapter 4 I demonstrated that a simple way to distinguish between centrally suppressed and unsuppressed galaxies was to look at the ratio between SSFR in the core of the galaxy and the outer regions. Since I want to analyse the effects of the central enhancement I choose to find the ratio of mean SSFR inwards of \( r/r_e = 0.4 \) and outwards of that radius. I choose this radii as a rough estimate of where most of the enhanced profiles begin to turn upwards.

In Figure 5.7 I show the SSFR ratios for barred and unbarred galaxies. The barred galaxies are shown with the blue line, while the red line indicates the unbarred galaxies. For both samples I see the bimodal distribution found in Chapter 4, separating galaxies which are centrally suppressed and unsuppressed at around a factor of 10 decrease of SSFR in the centres of galaxies. However, the distribution of ratios is different between the samples: the suppressed region appears to cover a slightly larger range of SSFR for the barred galaxies, while the unsuppressed region is entirely shifted to higher ratios, indicating more central enhancement in galaxies that contain bars.

Furthermore, I investigate the bulge-to-disk ratios of \( D_n4000 \) and EW[H\( \alpha \)] for barred and unbarred galaxies without a cut in SSFR in Figure 5.8. Unlike the SSFR ratios, the distribution is not bimodal and I cannot distinguish between suppressed and unsuppressed cores. For both \( D_n4000 \) and EW[H\( \alpha \)] I see that the barred galaxies and unbarred galaxies have different distributions in ratios. The barred galaxies have a wider distribution, with a greater number of galaxies having lower \( D_n4000 \) or higher EW[H\( \alpha \)] in their cores compared to their disks than unbarred galaxies.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show that there is a significant difference between the bulge-to-disk ratios of barred and unbarred galaxies. This is not the first time barred galaxies have been shown to have more centrally concentrated star formation. For example, Lin et al. (2017), when studying a small sample of galaxies in the CALIFA survey, identified 17 of galaxies which experienced a turnover in \( D_n4000 \) and the equivalent width of H\( \delta \) absorption (EW(H\( \delta A \)) and H\( \alpha \) emission (EW[H\( \alpha \)]). This turnover indicated a younger population of stars in the bulges of these galaxies. Of those 17 galaxies, 15 had bars, however only half of the barred galaxies in their sample experienced a turnover.

The ratios tell us that barred galaxies are more centrally enhanced, but they do not show how that enhancement manifests in the galaxy. For this, I can study both the profiles of these galaxies, and the SSFR maps. To begin with, I show the profiles of galaxies with \( \log_{10}(SSFR_{Bulge}/SSFR_{Disk}) > 0.2 \) from the barred and unbarred samples in Figure 5.9. These galaxies represent 15% of the barred galaxy sample, but just 6% of the unbarred
Fig. 5.7 The bulge-to-disk ratios of SSFR for barred and unbarred galaxies. The mean bulge SSFR is calculated within 0.4\(r_e\) of the centre of the galaxy, while the mean disk SSFR is calculated outwards from 0.4\(r_e\).
Fig. 5.8 The bulge-to-disk ratios of $D_n 4000$ (top) and $\text{EW}[H\alpha]$ (bottom) for barred and unbarred galaxies. The mean bulge values are calculated within $0.4 r_e$ of the centre of the galaxy, while the mean disk values are calculated outwards from $0.4 r_e$. 
galaxies. The two samples of galaxies are clearly different, with the unbarred galaxies being made up of smooth, monotonic profiles which decrease from the core to the outer disk. While these profiles also exist in the barred sample, there is also a population of galaxies that appear to be centrally suppressed, but have substantial rejuvenation in their cores. This suppression into central star formation is not present at all in the unbarred sample.

In Figure 5.10 I show the SSFR maps of the 20 barred galaxies from Figure 5.10, in order to investigate the full 2D distribution of star formation. While a number of these maps show SSFR increasing steadily from the disk to the core, as seen in Figure 5.9, I can clearly pick out the galaxies with rejuvenated cores. 8465-12705 and 8726-12701 are particularly good examples of this rejuvenation, showing star formation in the outer part of their disks and then a ring of low SSFR around the central bulge. This ring of low star formation has been coined by previous authors as the ‘Star Formation Desert’, and is likely a region where the strong bar has swept out the star forming material from the disk (James and Percival, 2016, 2017).

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show clear evidence that the barred galaxies have more star formation in their cores than unbarred galaxies. This indicates that the bars are possibly responsible for channeling gas into the cores of these galaxies, providing fuel for star formation. This also may explain why the disks have lower levels of star formation, if the bar is driving gas into the bulge, it is necessarily removing gas from the disks, which would result in less star formation compared to unbarred galaxies.
Fig. 5.10 I show the SSFR maps of 20 galaxies, selected from Figure 5.10. Each panel shows the plate and IFU number for each galaxy, which is used as an identification number. The colour bar shows the $\log_{10}(SSFR)$. 
5.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter I have investigated the spatially resolved star forming properties of 215 barred and 420 unbarred galaxies in the MaNGA survey. I selected galaxies based on their morphologies from Galaxy Zoo 2 (Willett et al., 2013). I utilised the measurements of SSFR from Chapter 3 of this work, and the maps of $D_{n4000}$ and $EW[H\alpha]$, to study where galaxies are growing most with respect to their stellar mass. Barred and unbarred galaxies were compared at fixed stellar mass, both producing radial profiles of the listed properties between $0 - 1.5r/e$.

- I found that barred galaxies have lower SSFR globally than unbarred galaxies, at fixed stellar mass. This decrease agrees with many previous studies that find that barred galaxies are forming fewer stars and tend to have redder colours. At the local scale, I found that barred galaxies have lower SSFR in their disks than unbarred galaxies. This lower disk star formation is likely responsible for the trends I see in the global properties. This agrees with studies of spatially resolved colours of barred galaxies which have found they have redder disks than unbarred galaxies. The difference in disk SSFR is strongest at intermediate stellar masses, and weakest at low stellar mass. I have also studied the profiles of $D_{n4000}$ and $(EW[H\alpha])$ so that I could investigate the properties of quenched galaxies which are not well modelled by our SSFR predictions. I have found that the profiles of these properties agree well with the results from the SSFR profiles, showing that barred galaxies have older disks than unbarred galaxies.

- I investigated whether or not environment played a role in the suppression of barred galaxy star formation. I found that in the DR14 sample, barred galaxies are more likely to be satellites than unbarred galaxies, which may imply that the satellite quenching seen in Chapter 4 is partly responsible for the suppression of bars compared to disks. However, when I compared galaxies at fixed environment by comparing centrals with centrals and satellites with satellites, I found that the differences in SSFR did not vanish completely. For centrals the difference in disk SSFR between barred and unbarred galaxies decreased at all masses. For satellites, the differences increased in low mass galaxies and decreased at high masses. For intermediate mass satellites the profiles took on a dramatically different shape, with barred galaxies have higher SSFR in their outskirts, but lower SSFR in their cores. I believe that the environment signal is perhaps too weak to detect properly with such a small sample size of galaxies, as other studies have found that a large sample size is needed to detect an appreciable difference between the environments of barred and unbarred disks.
5.5 Conclusions

- At all masses, barred galaxies show an enhancement of central star formation compared to the unbarred galaxies. I found that the bulge-to-disk ratios of SSFR, $D_n4000$ and $(EW[H_\alpha])$ are shifted towards bulge centric star formation for barred galaxies compared to the unbarred sample. Barred galaxies are much more likely to have an enhanced core, with $15 \pm 3\%$ of barred galaxies having $\log_{10}(\text{SSFR}_{\text{Bulge}}/\text{SSFR}_{\text{Disk}}) > 0.2$, compared to only $6 \pm 3\%$ of unbarred galaxies. When I investigated the profiles of the centrally enhanced galaxies, I found that while enhanced unbarred galaxies display a simple monotonic increase from the outskirts of the disk to the core, there is a sub-sample of barred galaxies that look like ‘centrally suppressed’ galaxies but with rejuvenated bulges.

These results agree well with previous studies which have found both that the disks of barred galaxies are redder with older stellar populations, and that they have enhanced circumnuclear star formation compared to unbarred galaxies. This is likely due to the bar structure funnelling gas from the galaxy disk into the bulge, leading to a decrease in available star forming material in the former and an increase in the latter. This explains why I see lower disk star formation for barred galaxies than in unbarred galaxies, and the enhancement found in their cores. Thanks to the nature of the MaNGA survey I have managed to perform this study on a larger sample of IFU observed galaxies than previous research (five times as many barred galaxies as Lin et al. 2017). With the spectral data I have confirmed that the differences seen in the colours of barred and unbarred galaxies are in fact related to differences in levels of star formation.

However, I have not been able to rule out the role of environment in this process. Some studies have found a link between the fraction of bars and environment density, which may imply that the two processes are linked. When I tried to match our samples based on environment I found that while the differences between barred and unbarred galaxies decreased in some cases, in others they became more extreme. Skibba et al. (2012) showed that large sample sizes are needed to demonstrate the differences between barred and unbarred galaxies in different environments, as such I believe that our small sample size is at the core of why I cannot disentangle the environment and internal effects in this Chapter. However, by the end of the MaNGA survey run in 2020, there will be 4 times as many galaxies available to study. With a much larger sample size, I believe that the competing factors of secular and environmental activity can be studied in full.
Conclusions

“Roads? Where we’re going we don’t need roads.”
– Dr. Emmett Brown, Back to the Future, 1985

In this thesis I have attempted to answer a deceptively simple question: why does the local universe look the way it does? I have presented research which studies the properties of local galaxies, using single fibre spectroscopy from SDSS I/II and Integral Field Spectroscopy from SDSS IV-MaNGA, to determine the roles of internal and external processes in shaping their structure and ongoing star formation. I will now conclude with a summary of this research, a discussion of the wider implications in modern astronomy, and a look to the future.

6.1 Summary of Research

Recall from Chapter 1, I established our science goals to answer this set of questions:

1. How are galaxies shaped by their environment? What processes drive the structural evolution of central and satellite galaxies?
2. What are the roles of internal, secular processes in the shutdown of star formation?
3. What are the roles of external, environmental processes in the shutdown of star formation?

6.1.1 How are galaxies shaped by their environment?

It has been well known for some time that galaxy environments play a role in the structural evolution of galaxies. Dressler (1980) established the Morphology-Density relation, which
shows that in dense environments, those within galaxy groups and clusters, galaxies are more likely to have early-type morphologies. Over the decades many mechanisms have been theorised to explain these relationships. Major and minor mergers provide pathways for transformative, and in some cases destructive, changes to a galaxy’s shape, mass and size by adding new material. Conversely, tidal stripping, ram pressure stripping, and galaxy-galaxy harassment all provide ways for mass to be removed from a galaxy. Depending on a galaxy’s environment, they may be more likely to be affected by one set of processes than another.

Many authors have established that the Size-Mass relation for galaxies was independent of environment (Baldry et al., 2006; Huertas-Company et al., 2013; Kauffmann et al., 2004; Shankar et al., 2014). That is, galaxies at fixed mass have the same average size regardless of their local environment. This is interesting, because as I stated above, galaxies in different environments are subject to different structurally transformative processes. Central galaxies, in all but the largest halos, are typically stationary in their gravitational potential wells and as such are not subject to ram pressure stripping or tidal stripping, and as the largest galaxies in the group they do not typically experience harassment. However, due to their prime position in the halo, they are perfectly poised to experience numerous mergers, and cannibalise smaller satellite galaxies to increase their size and mass (Hirschmann et al., 2013; McCavana et al., 2012). Satellites are not typically subject to minor mergers, but do experience ram pressure stripping due to their motion through intracluster medium, tidal stripping due to their offset from the centre of the gravitational potential and harassment from interactions with other satellites (Abadi et al., 1999; Balogh et al., 2004; Dekel et al., 2003; Gunn and Gott, 1972; Larson et al., 1980; Pasquali, 2015; van den Bosch et al., 2008b).

A key point to all the above processes, except major mergers, is that in theory they should preferentially act on the outskirts of a galaxy. In elliptical galaxies in particular, the galaxy core is somewhat shielded from the effects of the outer environment. Adding and removing stars and gas from the galaxy is like peeling or adding layers to an onion. In addition, these processes explicitly add or take away stellar mass, and as such pose an interesting point when you consider the Size-Mass relation. If stars are removed from a galaxy by tidal stripping, the galaxy’s size must decrease as well, and vice versa for minor mergers. If the masses of galaxies are changing, is it even valid to compare galaxies in different environments based on their mass? Two galaxies that begin their lives in similar conditions may have the same mass, but if one is accreted onto a larger dark matter halo it becomes subject to dramatically different forces on its evolution. Two galaxies with similar masses now, may have had significantly different masses in the past, and so comparing galaxies at fixed mass doesn’t necessarily capture the environmental aspect of the evolution. For this, I require a galaxy property that is invariant to environment.
In Chapter 2, I chose to study the relationships between core velocity dispersion ($\sigma_0$), size, mass and metallicity. $\sigma_0$ is the measure of the motion of stars in the very core of the galaxy. With the exception of major mergers, it is likely much less affected by environmental processes than stellar mass. It is perfect, then, for studying any differences in the structural evolution of central and satellite galaxies.

For star forming galaxies, I found very little difference in the masses and sizes of centrals and satellites at fixed $\sigma_0$. This suggests that star forming satellites may not have been satellites for very long. Recent studies have shown that satellites may quench their star formation quite rapidly once they are accreted onto a new dark matter halo, as such it may be the case that these satellites have not had the time to be stripped or harassed yet (Bluck et al., 2016; Knobel et al., 2015; Oman and Hudson, 2016; Smethurst et al., 2017; Wetzel, 2011; Wetzel et al., 2013). Star forming galaxies are also typically disks, which may affect how the environmental processes act on their mass and size.

For quiescent galaxies however, I see that there is a significant difference in the Mass-$\sigma_0$ and Size-$\sigma_0$ relations for centrals and satellites. At low $\sigma_0$ I find that centrals are around 5% larger than satellites, but at the high $\sigma_0$ end the centrals are about 30% larger. Centrals are also consistently more massive than satellites, but the degree to which this is the case is smaller. This is due to the shape of the Size-Mass relation; small changes of mass in high mass galaxies causes larger changes in size than in low mass galaxies. We also show that these differences are not due to residual differences in the star formation and Sérsic indices of the centrals and satellites.

We took this research a step further by investigating the radial mass profiles of centrals and satellites. We constructed mass profiles from the $r$-band and $g$-band colour profiles from SDSS photometry. In the cores of both star forming and quiescent galaxies, the stellar mass density is the same for central and satellite galaxies. However as I study the outer regions of these profiles, I see that centrals have higher mass and mass density than satellites. These profiles are crucial to the results of this study, for they confirm two things. Firstly, that the cores of central and satellite galaxies are unaffected by the different environmental processes. Secondly, that the environment acts to add and remove mass preferentially from the outer regions of centrals and satellites, respectively. The differences between the profiles follow the same trends and the Size-$\sigma_0$ and Mass-$\sigma_0$ profiles, they are stronger for quiescent galaxies than in star forming ones, and there is a dependence on $\sigma_0$ for the strength of the difference.

Finally, I studied the metallicity of central and satellites, as measured within the 3" fibre in SDSS. As this metallicity is measured within the inner regions of the galaxy, I expected to find little difference in the Mass-Metallicity and $\sigma_0$-Metallicity relations. Indeed, I found that when I accounted for specific star formation rate, there was at most a 5% difference.
in metallicity between centrals and satellites in the mass-metallicity relationship. This differences was found to be entirely consistent with the Mass-$\sigma_0$ relation. Metallicity then, at least in the core of the galaxy, is also unaffected by environmental processes.

Taken together, these results suggest three possibilities. That centrals are growing due to mass deposition from minor mergers, that satellites are shrinking due to the removal of mass via ram pressure, tidal stripping and harassment, and that satellites that quench after being accreted onto new halos have different masses and sizes than those that quench as centrals.

We expect that, due to the stellar-to-halo mass relation, that more massive (higher $\sigma_0$) galaxies would accrete more mass via minor mergers than low mass (low $\sigma_0$) galaxies. This explains why I see that the differences in mass and size are larger for high $\sigma_0$. These galaxies are subject to a higher rate of mergers, and as such more of their mass comes from this process (Naab et al., 2009). Tidal stripping is perhaps consistent with our results, as the expected mass loss, between a few percent up to 20%, agrees with our results. It is expected that there would be a dependence on stellar mass, with smaller galaxies in higher mass halos losing more mass. However, the difference between the Mass-$\sigma_0$ relationships is fairly flat, which seems to be inconsistent with the mass dependent stripping fraction seen in galaxy cluster simulations (Bahe et al., 2016). Finally, I expect that the corrections I have made to ensure the star formation rate and Sérsic index distributions are the same in all of our samples would cancel out any differences caused by where and when satellite galaxies quench. It remains the case that different quenching mechanisms between centrals and satellites may mean that satellite galaxies that quenched as satellites are larger and more massive than satellites quenched as centrals. This is due to star forming galaxies being larger at fixed $\sigma_0$ than quiescent galaxies.

Ultimately, it appears that minor mergers providing a way for quiescent central galaxies to continue growing is the main driver for the differences in stellar mass and half-light radius I see at fixed $\sigma_0$. We expect that tidal stripping plays a small role at low $\sigma_0$, but due to the relationship between expected mass loss and total stellar mass, at high $\sigma_0$ essentially all of the differences in size and mass can be attributed to minor mergers that have occurred over the last 3 Gyr, or the average time-scale for satellite in fall (Wetzel et al., 2013).

6.1.2 What are the roles of internal and external processes in the shut down of star formation?

Star formation is arguably one of the most important processes in the Universe. Stars form galaxies, process hydrogen and helium into heavier elements and in their deaththroes spread those elements throughout the cosmos. One of the striking aspects of extragalactic astronomy
is the bimodality in star formation rates (and colour) that we see in the local universe. Galaxies at fixed mass tend to lie along the so-called ‘Main Sequence of Star Formation’, or significantly below the sequence. This is also seen in the Colour-Magnitude diagram, with galaxies falling in the blue cloud or red sequence. Galaxies are believed to transition from star forming to quiescent via the green valley, a region of low number density in the Mass-SFR and Colour-Magnitude spaces. This shut down of star formation, often called quenching, is an active area of study, and is the main focus of this body of work.

Through Chapters 3 to 5, I studied the spatially resolved star forming properties of galaxies in the MaNGA survey, in order to build up a picture of what processes affect the shut down of star formation, and where those processes act. To perform this analysis I constructed a two-source model for star formation rates, which relied on measurements of the dust-corrected \( \text{H} \alpha \) luminosity and the strength of the 4000 − Å break. The purpose of using both measurements is to build up complete maps of star formation. In many previous studies (Belfiore et al., 2017b,c; Lin et al., 2017; Schaefer et al., 2017) IFU star formation rates have been calculated in ways that either remove or ignore contamination of the \( \text{H} \alpha \) emission line; be this by masking out spaxels that are identified as AGN or LINER-like, or by selecting a sample that is entirely star forming by their BPT classification. This masking biases the samples towards high central star formation rates, however, as galaxies with low star formation rates in their cores and star forming disks will not be included. For example, Belfiore et al. (2016) shows that some galaxies in the MaNGA sample have central regions that fall under the LI(N)ER region of the BPT diagram, they contain gas regions that have emission lines, but do not form new stars. We attempted to circumvent this bias by constructing a SSFR-\( D_n4000 \) model, which can be used to predict SSFR in regions of a galaxy where \( \text{H} \alpha \) is unusable.

In Chapter 4 I used these maps to study the broad picture of quenching, by studying how the spatial distribution of star formation depended on stellar mass, structure and environment. We studied the radial profiles of SSFR for a sample of 1494 star forming, composite and AGN/LI(N)ER galaxies, with \( \log_{10}(\text{SSFR}) > -11 \), to investigate the roles of processes such as: ram pressure/tidal stripping, strangulation, morphological quenching and AGN feedback. This sample is double the size of previous MaNGA studies, owing to using a more up to date data release and including galaxies with AGN/LI(N)ER contamination, and seven times larger than studies which have used other IFU based surveys (Belfiore et al., 2017a; Schaefer et al., 2017).

We found that, in agreement with many previous studies (Belfiore et al., 2016; Brammer et al., 2009; Elbaz et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2015; Michałowski et al., 2012; Noeske et al., 2007; Renzini and Peng, 2015; Schreiber et al., 2015; Tacconi et al., 2013), the total SSFR
decreases with increasing mass. We extended this result to show that this occurs at the local scale as well, the mean SSFR profile drops as stellar mass and $\sigma_0$ increase, and this drop occurs evenly at all radii.

Perhaps that most important result of the work, is the classification of galaxies as ‘unsuppressed’ and ‘centrally suppressed’. We find that as stellar mass (and $\sigma_0$) increase, a greater number of galaxies experiences a sharp decrease of SSFR in their cores. In addition, I found that galaxies that are centrally suppressed also experience a suppression of star formation in their disks. On average, the centrally suppressed galaxies have SSFR inwards of $0.5 r_e$ is $\sim 1.25$ dex lower than unsuppressed galaxies, and outwards of $1.0 r_e$ there is a $\sim 0.5$ dex decrease. This implies that whatever process is causing the cores of these galaxies to quench is also permeating out into the galaxy’s disk.

We determined that the central suppression is likely caused by some combination of morphological quenching; the stabilisation of the gas in the bulge against collapse, and AGN feedback; radio-mode AGN disrupting the gas around the galaxy bulge and preventing it from collapsing. Both of these mechanisms agree with our findings. As stellar mass increases so does the bulge mass, which could lead to morphological quenching, but it also leads to a higher black hole mass, and thus higher chance of hosting a radio mode AGN that could suppress star formation in the core. These are further evidenced when I look at Sérsic Index and $\sigma_0$ at fixed Mass, as these properties increase at fixed mass, I find a higher fraction of centrally suppressed systems, and more suppressed systems overall. All these point towards galaxies with large central bulges having suppressed star formation in their cores, while still forming stars in their disks.

To study the role of environment, I compare the profiles of central and satellite galaxies throughout Chapter 4. Firstly, I find there is no difference in the fraction of galaxies that experience suppression of their core SSFR, implying that the process is purely secular. This seems to follow on from Chapter 2, processes that come from the environment do not affect the cores of galaxies, as such I see the same cores in centrals and satellites. Secondly, I find that at fixed stellar mass and $\sigma_0$, the SSFR of satellites is lower at all radii than it is for central galaxies. This is as opposed to seeing an outside-in quenching pattern, which would be expected if tidal stripping or ram pressure stripping were the dominant processes in quenching star formation. In fact, our results agree with recent studies that show that strangulation, the cut off of cold gas from the galaxies’ gas halo and slow shut down of star formation as gas reserves are used up, is the main quenching mechanism for satellite galaxies (Larson et al., 1980; McCarthy et al., 2008b; Peng et al., 2015). Strangulation has been shown by simulations to provide a flat quenching pattern, not preferring to shut down
star formation in the cores or disks of galaxies, which agrees with our results Elmegreen et al. (2002); van den Bergh (1991).

In Chapter 5 I focussed on one particular galaxy property that has been shown to both decrease and increase the star formation in a galaxy, the presence of a bar. Previous studies have shown that bars are more often found in ‘red and dead’ disk galaxies, which implies they may play some role in the shut down of star formation in some galaxies (Cheung et al., 2013; Elmegreen et al., 2004; Friedli and Martinet, 1993; Giordano et al., 2010; Masters et al., 2012, 2011; Nair and Abraham, 2010). One such mechanism for this is for the bar to channel gas into the galaxy bulge via angular momentum transfer, feeding a circumnuclear starburst that exhausts the galaxies gas supplies (Bournaud et al., 2005; Friedli and Martinet, 1993; Knapen et al., 2002; Kormendy, 2013; Masters et al., 2011). Observationally, barred galaxies typically have larger bulges than unbarred galaxies, and redder disks, which supports this hypothesis. We studied the SSFR, $D_{n,4000}$ and EW[H$_\alpha$] profiles of galaxies in MaNGA, using a morphological selection from galaxy zoo (Lintott et al., 2008; Willett et al., 2013). In this Chapter I studied a sample of 215 barred and 402 unbarred disk galaxies, which is 5 times as many barred galaxies as were studied using IFU data from CALIFA in Lin et al. (2017).

Globally, I find that barred galaxies have lower SSFRs on average compared to unbarred disks, at fixed stellar mass. This agrees with studies showing redder colours found by Masters et al. (2011), among others. In the profiles, I find that barred galaxies have lower SSFR in their disks, again agreeing with previous studies that barred galaxies have redder colours in their disks, and thus lower star formation. We also find these same differences in the disk when I look at proxies for star formation and stellar population age, such as $D_{n,4000}$ and EW[H$_\alpha$], with barred galaxies having older populations. Using these properties allows us to extend this result to otherwise quenched galaxies, which I do not have reliable star formation rates for.

Based on the assumption that the disks have reduced star formation due to gas being funnelled into the bulge by the bar, I expect to see higher star formation rates in the barred galaxies core. In fact, this is exactly what I see, at all masses and for all three measured properties I find that the mean barred galaxy profile exhibits and enhancement inwards of $\sim 0.4r_e$. We also find that the bulge-to-disk ratios of SSFR, $D_{n,4000}$ and EW[H$_\alpha$] in barred disks are shifted towards more bulged focusses star formation rates, compared to unbarred disks. We observe two main forms of centrally enhanced SSFR profiles: those that increase monotonically from the edge of the disk to the bulge, and those that have multiple components. The multiple component galaxies look similar to centrally suppressed galaxies, with flat SSFR profiles in their disk, and a steep drop around $0.3 - 0.5r_e$, where they
Further Remarks

6.2 Further Remarks

differ however, is the enhanced galaxies show a strong rejuvenation of their star formation, which could be linked to a circumnuclear star burst. These multiple component profiles are exclusively found in the barred disk sample, and do not appear in the unbarred disks. Even including monotonically enhanced galaxies, a barred galaxy is significantly more likely to have more SSFR in its core than its disk than an unbarred galaxy.

Finally, I attempted to study whether there was a link between galaxy environments and bars. Some recent studies (for example Skibba et al. 2012 and Smethurst et al. 2017) have shown that bars are more likely to be found in dense environments, and I also find that the satellite fraction for barred galaxies is higher than unbarred galaxies. However, there is some contention between the MaNGA DR14 sample, which shows a very high satellite fraction for intermediate mass barred galaxies, compared to the full Willett et al. (2013) Galaxy Zoo 2 sample. This is likely an artefact of the very small sample size in DR14, which is 100 times smaller than the GZ2 sample.

In order to account for the differences in environments, I decided to compare satellites and centrals separately. The intention here, was that if bar formation and environment density were linked, I would expect the differences in disk star formation to decrease. This would imply that the lower SSFR in the disks of barred galaxies is partly due to the strangulation signal found in Chapter 4, and that perhaps the formation of a bar was simply a side effect of the satellite environment. However, this does not seem to be the case. For centrals, and high mass satellites, the difference in disk SSFR does indeed decrease, but does not vanish. For intermediate mass galaxies, the bar profile changes dramatically, being higher than the unbarred galaxies at large radii and lower than unbarred galaxies at small radii. Finally, for low mass satellites, the difference between barred and unbarred disks actually increases. These results are puzzling, and I have not come up with an adequate explanation for them. The mostly likely, however, is that the sample sizes I have are simply too small to identify a strong environmental correlation. Indeed, Skibba et al. (2012) suggest that the reason they found an environmental signal and previous studies did not was a matter of sample size, with their research studying 20 times more galaxies than in earlier works.

6.2 Further Remarks

Given the research presented here, what can be said about the wider picture of galaxy evolution? Ultimately, I have presented work that tries to tackle two different, but connected, fields of galaxy evolution; evolution of galaxy structure due to the environment, and quenching due to secular and environmental processes. Here are a few key take away points from this thesis:
6.2 Further Remarks

1. Selecting the correct fixed parameter is vital. As shown in Chapter 2, when you are studying galaxy environments, the variable you choose to fix is incredibly important. By fixing stellar mass you potentially miss signals in the data, as stellar mass has been shown to evolve with the environment. By focusing on $\sigma_0$, however, I was able to reveal the evolution of mass and size, owing to the fact that $\sigma_0$ is invariant with environment. We now know that passive central galaxies are on average 20-30% larger than passive satellites, due to the higher merger rates among central galaxies.

2. Tidal and ram pressure stripping are not dominant effects on the satellite population. This was found in two cases, and they complement each other well. Firstly, from a structural sense, I see no differences in the sizes of star forming centrals and satellites that would indicate this stripping is occurring at a meaningful level in the satellite population. When I consider star formation, I don’t see the tell-tale sign of stripping, an outside-in quenching pattern, in satellites compared to the centrals.

3. You cannot simply ignore AGN/LI(N)ER galaxies. As I showed in Chapter 4 (& 5), the composite and AGN/LI(N)ER galaxies make up a significant portion of the galaxies that have centrally suppressed star formation. When you ignore these galaxies, either by selecting them out of your sample or removing the spaxels that are contaminated, you deliberately bias your sample to higher star formation rates. Schaefer et al. (2017), for example, select only star forming galaxies for their study with SAMI data, and do not find the suppression of bulge star formation that is present in this thesis. By using $D_n4000$ as a probe for SSFR in these contaminated galaxies, I have revealed previously unseen evidence of secular evolution of star formation.

4. Some recent works have shown that different quenching mechanisms may in fact be intimately linked. Schawinski et al. (2014) and Smethurst et al. (2017) argue that environmental and secular quenching may be one in the same, simply expressed differently galaxy by galaxy. This is difficult to reconcile with this work, as in some cases I see evidence of purely secular evolution, while in others the evidence is more muddled. On the one hand, the centrally suppressed galaxies in Chapter 4 are clearly a secular phenomenon, with links to galaxy mass, morphology and AGN activity, and I find no evidence that centrals and satellites are quenched in their cores at different rates. On the other hand, mass and morphology are tightly linked in environment, higher mass galaxies and early type galaxies typically show up in more dense environments, so there may be a halo mass connection. In addition, there is weak evidence of a link between bar induced quenching and environment, but I do not have the sample size to confirm this.
6.3 Future Research

In this final section, I wish to talk about the limitations and future plans for this research. Good research always asks more questions, and the work presented in this thesis certainly opens up into many wide possibilities for future studies. I will address what can be done to improve the quality of the work already presented, and then follow up with potential new threads to follow.

Firstly, I will discuss error analysis. It would not take a keen eye to notice that throughout this thesis I have relied on ‘Bootstrapping’ to handle errors in this work. Bootstrapping is the process of randomly resampling data, with repetition, to determine what the scatter on a particular result is, e.g. the mean or median. With a sufficiently large data set, it is possible to derive an error value that accurately describes the scatter in a dataset. I used this method throughout the thesis to remain consistent and handle the problem of calculating errors on star formation rates in MaNGA. Currently, the handling of error analysis in the \( D_n4000-SSFR \) model is not well defined, owing to issues in the currently available run of the Data Analysis Pipeline, which has trouble calculating errors in the \( D_n4000 \) values. In addition to this, the mass maps from Pipe3D have no error maps at all. In future iterations of the SFR model I intend to address this shortcoming, firstly by including the updated \( D_n4000 \) errors in future MaNGA data releases (or measuring this myself if they continue to be unavailable) and by exploring alternative sources of stellar masses. Fully propagating the errors and inverse variances from the MaNGA DAP model is an important next step to ensuring the accuracy and efficacy of this work. The final goal of course will be to release a Value Added Catalog to be included in a future SDSS Data Release including star formation maps for all 10,000 MaNGA target galaxies.

I wish to further explore the nature of environmental quenching in MaNGA, in particular by studying any relationships with dark matter halo mass and halo-centric distance. By studying the relationship between SFR suppression in satellites at different distances from their host halo centres, the nature and rate at that quenching takes place can be studied. It would also be interesting to see if halo mass affects the fraction of centrally quenched galaxies, at fixed stellar mass or morphology. As mass and morphology are closely related to halo mass (Dressler, 1980; Kauffmann et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2009), it would certainly be good to try to disentangle the centrally suppressed signal and see if it is truly secular. An issue in this case may prove to be sample size, however with the full MaNGA target catalog of 10,000 galaxies it should be able to determine any environmental properties.

There is much more to explore in the realm of galaxy bars. Firstly, the current work can be greatly improved by increasing sample sizes, the next data release doubles the number of available galaxies, and by surveys end the full 10,000 galaxies will mean I have \( \sim 800–1000 \)
barred galaxies to study. Determining the properties of galaxies with enhanced central star formation are a priority, and finding what properties specifically relate to the rejuvenated cores seen in Chapter 5. Further studying the relationship between bars and environment is also important, particularly in finding out why the Galaxy Zoo 2 and MaNGA target catalog have different central/satellite distributions, and determining if there is a link between the satellite strangulation and bar suppression.

There is also a lot of potential to expand this work to other wavelengths, taking advantage of current legacy and follow up surveys. It would be possible to link cold molecular gas detections using the Atacama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA) to test for presence of gas in the cores of centrally suppressed galaxies, which I believe is present due to being able to measure gas emission lines. This work could also easily interface with the HI-MaNGA follow up survey, which is using the Green Bank Telescope to study MaNGA galaxies in the radio, against to study the distribution of gas in the galaxies and its relationship to star formation. These follow ups are particularly interesting in the study of galaxy bars, as they will allow us to determine how the gas is distributed, and whether it correlates with the lower disk and high bulge star formation rates that I see.

Going forward it makes sense to take this research to higher redshifts, potentially making use of the James Web Space Telescope in its IFU mode to study how star formation is distributed in the earlier universe. Studies of younger galaxies will allow us to draw conclusions regarding how quenching has evolved with time, for example I would expect to see less effects from environment in the early universe as galaxies are less densely packed. It would also be interesting to test whether I detect galaxies with centrally suppressed star formation, and at what fraction compared to the local universe.
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Appendix A

Two-Source Star Formation Rate Data Model

Here we describe the data structure for the output of the two-source star formation rate model. The following tables show how the data is formatted into the standard FITS file format. Each of the HDUs (except the primary) contains a number of NxN maps of different properties, where N depends on the size of the IFU bundle.
Table A.1 Data Model for the FITS files generated in the two-source SFR Model. We detail the structure of the FITS file and what each HDU contains. N is the length of the FITS image and depends on the IFU size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HDU No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>1x1</td>
<td>Contains identifying properties of the galaxy, including RA, DEC, Plate Number, IFU Number. Also contains integrated galaxy properties: Total SFR from $H_\alpha$, total SFR from $D_{n4000}$, total SFR from two-source model, total SSFR, total Stellar Mass, synthetic 3'' fibre measurements of SFR, SSFR and Mass, and percentage of spaxels which are Star Forming or AGN/LI(N)ER.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SFR_DATA</td>
<td>NxNx9</td>
<td>SFR Maps, in three sets of three. For $H_\alpha$, $D_{n4000}$ and the two-source model, we provide SFR, Star Formation Rate Surface Densities and SSFR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SFR_ERRORS</td>
<td>NxNx9</td>
<td>Propagated errors for each of the SFR Maps in SFR_Data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SFR_MASKS</td>
<td>NxNx9</td>
<td>Bad pixel masks for each of the Maps in SFR_Data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>BPT_CLASS</td>
<td>NxNx4</td>
<td>Contains BPT classifications, a map showing which source of SFR is used in the two-source model and a Bitmask detailing the SNR cuts made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>RADIAL_MAPS</td>
<td>NxNx4</td>
<td>Radial maps for the galaxy, in units of kpc and $r_e$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>MASS_DATA</td>
<td>NxNx2</td>
<td>Stellar Mass map from Pipe3D and the associated bad pixel mask.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dn4000_DATA</td>
<td>NxNx3</td>
<td>Measurements of $D_{n4000}$ from the DAP, with associated errors and bad pixel mask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2 Structure of the SFR_Data HDU, which contains the various maps of star formation, as calculated using $H_\alpha$, $D_{n4000}$ and the two-source model. The SFR_ERRORS and SFR_MASKS HDUs follow the same structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SFR_Ha</td>
<td>$M_\odot yr^{-1}$</td>
<td>Star Formation Rate using $H_\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFR_spec_Ha</td>
<td>$yr^{-1}$</td>
<td>Specific Star Formation Rate using $H_\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFR_surf_Ha</td>
<td>$M_\odot yr^{-1} kpc^{-2}$</td>
<td>Star Formation Rate Surface Density using $H_\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFR_d4000</td>
<td>$M_\odot yr^{-1}$</td>
<td>Star Formation Rate using $D_{n4000}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFR_spec_d4000</td>
<td>$yr^{-1}$</td>
<td>Specific Star Formation Rate using $D_{n4000}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFR_surf_d4000</td>
<td>$M_\odot yr^{-1} kpc^{-2}$</td>
<td>Star Formation Rate Surface Density using $D_{n4000}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFR_comb</td>
<td>$M_\odot yr^{-1}$</td>
<td>Star Formation Rate using the two-source model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFR_spec_comb</td>
<td>$yr^{-1}$</td>
<td>Specific Star Formation Rate using the two-source model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFR_surf_comb</td>
<td>$M_\odot yr^{-1} kpc^{-2}$</td>
<td>Star Formation Rate Surface Density using the two-source model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.3 Structure of the SFR_DATA HDU, which contains the various maps of star formation, as calculated using $H_\alpha$, $D_{n4000}$ and the two-source model. The SFR_ERRORS and SFR_MASKS HDUs follow the same structure.
## BPT_CLASS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPT Classification</td>
<td>1,3 = Excess Emission, 2 = Star Forming, 4 = low SNR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT Mask</td>
<td>0 = Good pixel, 1 = Bad pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFR Source</td>
<td>1=H(\alpha), 2=D(_n)4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR Mask</td>
<td>Bitmask: 0=Ha, 1=Hb, 2=OIII, 3=NII, 4=AGN, 5=Low SNR AGN, 6=low SNR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.3 Structure of the BPT_CLASS HDU, which contains information for the emission source of spaxels determined by the BPT diagram, and a bit mask showing which spaxels have low SNR in certain emission lines.

## RADIAL_MAPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raidal_kpc</td>
<td>kpc</td>
<td>Raidal map of the galaxy, in units of kpc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raidal_r50</td>
<td>(r/r_e)</td>
<td>Radial map of the galaxy, in units of effective radii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raidal_kpc_mask</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0 = Good pixel, 1 = Bad pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raidal_r50_mask</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0 = Good pixel, 1 = Bad pixel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.4 Structure of the RADIAL_MAPS HDU, which contains maps of the distance form the centre of the galaxy, in units of kpc and effective radii.

## MASS_DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stellar_Mass</td>
<td>(M_\odot)</td>
<td>Stellar Mass map from Pipe3D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass_Mask</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0 = Good pixel, 1 = Bad pixel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.5 Structure of the MASS_DATA HDU, which contains the stellar mass maps from Pipe3D, in units of solar masses.

## D4000_DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dn4000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>(D_n)4000, from the DAP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dn4000_Mask</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0 = Good pixel, 1 = Bad pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dn4000_Err</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inverse Variance of (D_n)4000 from the DAP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.6 Structure of the D4000_DATA HDU, which contains the strength of the 4000Å-break, from the Data Analysis Pipeline, and it’s associated mask and inverse variances.